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ON THE THETA REPRESENTATIONS OF FINITE INVERSE MONOIDS
CHUN-HUI WANG
Abstract. (I) We study Clifford-Mackey-Rieffel’s theory for finite monoid; (II) We prove some
results of Theta Representations of finite inverse monoids.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we continue our study of theta representations or general Howe correspondences.
Our original motivation is to study the tensor induced representations of p-adic groups. For that
purpose, we study theta representations of finite monoids around this topic. LetM be a finite monoid.
Let Repf (M) denote the set of equivalence classes of finite dimensional complex representations of
M . Analogous of representations of p-adic groups(cf.[BeZe],[BuHe],[Ca]), for π ∈ Repf (M), we set
RM(π) = {ρ ∈ Irr(M) | HomM(π, ρ) 6= 0}. Let us consider the two-monoid case. Let M1, M2
be two finite monoids. Let (Π,V) be a finite dimensional complex representation of M1 ×M2. For
(πi, Vi) ∈ RMi(Π), let Vπi denote the greatest πi-isotypic quotient of (Π,V). ByWaldspurger’s lemmas
on local radicals(cf. Lemmas 3.8, 3.9), Vπi ≃ πi ⊗ Θπi, for some Θπi ∈ Repf(Mj), 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 2.
If for any π1 ⊗ π2 ∈ Irr(M1 × M2), Θπi = 0 or Θπi has a unique irreducible quotient θπi , and
dimHomM1×M2(Π, π1⊗ π2) ≤ 1, we will call (Π,V) a theta representation of M1×M2. The θ bimap
will define a Howe correspondence between RM1(Π) and RM2(Π). These definitions originates from
the works of [Ho1],[Ho2],[MoViWa], etc, and can be given similarly for other representation theory.
Now let M = G be a finite group, and (π, V ) an irreducible complex representation of G of
dimension m. We can tensor V by n-times and get V ⊗n. By classical Schur-Weyl’s duality, one can
decompose V ⊗n and get a correspondence between irreducible representations of GL(V ) and of Sn.
In other words, V ⊗n is a theta representation of GL(V ) × Sn. However this is not sufficient for us
to deal with the tensor induced representation of infinite dimension. Hence we consider two possible
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ways to modify the Schur-Weyl duality for finite group representation theory in this text. On the
first way, we construct a finite semi-simple monoid G⊙n, which contains G as a subgroup. By abuse
of notion, if C[M ] is semi-simple, we will call M semi-simple in this text. The first result is the
following:
Theorem (9.1). (π⊗n, V ⊗n) is a theta representation of G⊙n × Sn.
To construct G⊙n, we use some results from free groups, mainly following some exercises of Lyndon-
Schupp’s book[LySc] and Magnus-Karrass-Solitar’ [MaKaSo]. One can see section 7 for details. These
G⊙n are closely related to Schur’s algebra and connect with different mathematical objects. We don’t
know whether these monoids have appeared directly in somewhere in literatures. However we shall
work on them further and interpret them more clearly by doing examples and applications (cf.[Wa2]).
On the other way, fix a basis of V , and consider the twisted-action of Sm on V . Combining with
the original representation π, we can get a representation (Π, V ) of G ∗Sm, which extends the action
of G. For use, one can also treat π as a rational representation over Q by Serre’s text book [Se1].
Assumption. There exists an element g ∈ G, such that π(g) is a regular element in GLn(Q).
Under this assumption for (π, V ), using some results of G. Prasad and A. S. Rapinchuk(cf. [PrRa1],
[PrRa2], [PrRa3]) on generic elements in Zariski-dense subgroups, we show that there exists a basis,
such that K
×
Im(Π) is Zariski-dense in Mm(K), for some subfield K of C. Using this result and some
exercises from the book [KrPr] of H.Kraft and C.Procesi, we can easily get the following result from
the classical Schur-Weyl’s duality:
Theorem (9.5). (Π⊗n, V ⊗n) is a theta representation of (G ∗ Sm)× Sn.
As is known that one can use character varieties to approach representations of finite groups. (cf.
[LuMa], [Si], [We]) We don’t know whether the above result has been considered in this direction.
On the other hand, we shall come back to the assumption for finite groups of Lie type in future.
By the way, we also discuss complex representations of finite semi-simple monoids. Finite Monoid
theory has developed well for a long time. Our main purpose here is to generate the results of [Wa1]
to certain monoid cases. To do so, we need some tools from the Clifford-Mackey theory for rings
developed by Rieffel in [Ri2]. We also do benefit from Dade’s work [Da] on Clifford theory for graded
algebra and Witherspoon’s work [Wi] on Clifford theory for algebra. In [Ri2], Rieffel gave important
definitions of “normal” subring and stability subring, and then provided a ring version of Clifford
and Mackey’s theory. Our main task is to find out some proper monoids to represent these rings
and give some specific results for use. This will also provide some examples for Rieffel’s result in
the semi-simple case in [Ri2]. Finally, we really find several different monoids J1M(σ), I
1
M(σ), IM(σ)
to represent the corresponding stability subrings, and then provide a semi-simple monoid version of
Clifford and Mackey’s theory in some sense. One can see section 5 for details. We remark that in
Rieffel’s paper [Ri2], he also discussed the non-semisimple case. Let us present some results as a
consequence in this process.
Let M be a finite monoid, and N , K its two sub-monoids with the same identity element. Let
us give the Green’s relations for M related to N , K as follows: for two elements m1, m2 ∈ M , we
say (1) m1LNm2 if Nm1 = Nm2, (2) m1RKm2 if m1K = m2K, (3) m1J(N,K)m2 or m1LNRKm2 if
Nm1K = Nm2K, (4) m1H(N,K)m2 if Nm1 = Nm2 and m1K = m2K. For m ∈ M , let LNm, R
K
m,
J
(N,K)
m denote the generators of Nm, mK, NmK respectively, and H
(N,K)
m = LNm ∩R
K
m. By following
the exercise 1.28 in [BSt1], we can treat H
(N,K)
m as a monoid with the identity element m. Using this
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observation, we rewrite the relative structure theory of finite monoids clearly by following Steinberg’s
book [BSt1].
Let ∆ be a complete set of representatives for M/LNRK . For each m, let x1, · · · , xαNm be a
complete set of representatives for LNm/H
(N,K)
m , and y1, · · · , yβKm a complete set of representatives for
H
(N,K)
m \RKm.
Theorem (3.40) (Mackey formulas). (1) M = ⊔m∈∆J
(N,K)
m = ⊔m∈∆LNm ⊗H(N,K)m R
K
m =
⊔m∈∆ ⊔
αNm,β
K
m
i=1,j=1 xi ◦m H
(N,K)
m ◦m yj.
(2) Assume that C[N ],C[K] both are semi-simple. Then as N − K-bimodules, C[M ] ≃
⊕m∈∆C[LNm]⊗C[H(N,K)m ] C[R
K
m].
As is known that one can also use the groupoid theory to approach inverse monoid. For Mackey
theory for groupoids, one can also read the paper [KaSp], written by L. Kaoutit and L. Spinosa.
When the above M is an inverse monoid, and all the idempotents of M belong to the submonoids,
we expect that some above results will be compatible with their results there. However, for the
later quotient monoid(Section 4.2), we do not know whether they will be the same thing. It is also
interesting to interpret their results for inverse monoids, in particular for infinite inverse monoids.
One reason is that many proofs of our results rely on the finiteness condition on monoid. We remark
that Mackey formulas for Lusztig induction and restriction have already worked out by Bonnafe´[Bo1],
[Bo2], Bonnafe´-Michel[BoMi], and Taylor [Ta], for different types.
Following the language of [ClPr1, Ch. 10], assume now that N is a centric submonoid of a finite
monoid M in the sense that Nm = mN , for any m ∈M . In this case, we can consider the quotient
monoid M
N
. To facilitate use in projective representations, we proved the next result directly:
Theorem (4.19). C[M ] is semi-simple iff C[N ] and C[M
N
] both are semi-simple.
Let F× be a finite subgroup of C×, and let F = F× ∪ {0}. Let N = F or F× be an abelian multi-
plicative monoid. Recall that a multiplier α is a function fromM×M to N satisfying (1) the normal-
ized condition that α(m, 1) = 1 = α(1, m), (2) α(m1, m2)α(m1m2, m3) = α(m2, m3)α(m1, m2m3), for
m,mi ∈ M . As a consequence, the above result shows that an α-projective complex representation
of a semisimple monoid is semisimple. In [Pa1], [Pa2], Patchkoria introduced several definitions of
cohomology monoids with coefficients in semimodules. From his theory, we don’t whether one can
prove some finiteness results for H2(M,C) or H2(M,C×), and determine the image of a 2-cocyle in
a finite set of C.
Proposition (5.32). Under the semi-simple assumption on finite monoids M , N , if N is a centric
submonoid of M , then C[N ] is a normal subring of C[M ] in the sense of Rieffel.
Then there comes an inverse problem: if C[N ] is a normal subring of C[M ], which congruence
condition we can get for the monoid pair N,M?(cf. [ClPr2], [HoLa], [Na], [PaPe], [Pe]) Our next
result is the following proposition 8.7.
Assumption. (1) M1, M2 both are semi-simple,
(2) for each i, Ni, Mi are centric submonoids of Mi,
(3) for each i, Ni is also a subgroup of Mi,
(4) ι : M1
N1
≃ M2
N2
.
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Under the assumption, we can identify E(Mi) with E(
Mi
Ni
). Hence ι defines a bijective map from
E(M1) = E(
M1
N1
) to E(M2) = E(
M2
N2
). For simplicity, we use the same notations E for E(M1) and
E(M2). Let Irr
E(M1 × M2) denote the set of irreducible representations of M1 × M2 having the
apexes of the form (f, f), f ∈ E.
Let Γ ⊆ M1
N1
× M2
N2
be the graph of ι. Let p : M1 ×M2 −→
M1×M2
N1×N2
≃ M1
N1
× M2
N2
, and Γ = p−1(Γ).
Note that Γ ⊇ N1×N2. Let (ρ,W ) be a finite dimensional representation of Γ having the same apex
(f, f) for each irreducible components. Under the above assumption, we have:
Proposition (8.7). ResΓN1×N2 ρ is a theta representation of N1 × N2 iff π = Ind
M1×M2
Γ ρ is a theta
representation of M1 ×M2 with respect to Irr
E(M1 ×M2).
As is known that one can use character theory to approach inverse monoid. In [BSt2], [BSt3],
Steinberg obtained character formulas for multiplicities of irreducible components of a representation
of an inverse monoid. So it is possible to use his formulas to give another proof of the above result.
We shall come back to it some time in future.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recall some results of complex representations of
symmetric groups, wreath product groups by following Kerber’s two books [Ke1][Ke2], James’ book
[Ja]. In section 3, we systematically studied the relative structure of finite monoids. We emphasize
the localization of a monoid at every element. In section 4, we study the concrete behavior when an
irreducible representation of a semi-simple monoid is restricted to its centric submonoids. Section 5
is devoted to presenting Clifford-Mackey-Rieffel theory for monoid. Section 6 is devoted to extending
an irreducible representation of a finite group to a free product group. In this section, we shall use
some tools from algebraic geometry, mainly developed by G. Prasad and A. S. Rapinchuk. In section
7, we shall consider the symmetric extension. We distribute some semi-simple finite monoids to a
finite group. In the last two sections 8, 9, we will prove our main results: theorems 9.1,9.5,3.40. In
section 8, we also provide some equivalent definitions for a theta representation in the semi-simple
monoid case.
Acknowledgement. We warmly thank Alex Patchkoria for sending his papers to the author.
2. Complex representations of symmetric groups
Let us first recall some results of complex representations of symmetric groups, wreath product
groups. Our main references are Kerber’s books [Ke1][Ke2], James’ [Ja] .
2.1. Representations of Sn. We shall fix the symbol Ω = {1, · · · , n}. Let Sn be the permutation
group of degree n, An the alternating subgroup. An element p ∈ Sn can then be acting on Ω by
i −→ p(i), so we write p =
(
1 · · · n
p(1) · · · p(n)
)
. In this text, the products of two permutations
p, p′ ∈ Sn is defined as p′p =
(
1 · · · n
p′
(
p(1)
)
· · · p′
(
p(n)
)). If λ = (λ1, · · · , λk) is a partition of n with
λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk ≥ 1 and λ1+ · · ·+λk = n, we will write λ ⊢ n. To λ ⊢ n is associated a Young diagram
[λ] with λi nodes in the i-th row and k columns. Let [λ
∨] be another Young diagram associated to [λ]
by interchanging the rows and columns. To each λ ⊢ n, let Sλ = Sλ1×· · ·×Sλk be the corresponding
Young subgroup of Sn. Unless differently specified, we will henceforth write 1 resp. χ
+ for the trivial
resp. sign representations of a symmetric group. The following result is well known.
Lemma 2.1 ([Ke1, p.61, 4.4]). For each λ ⊢ n, HomSn(Ind
Sn
Sλ
1, IndSnSλ∨ χ
+) = 1.
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Then there exists only one common irreducible representation in RSn(Ind
Sn
Sλ
1) ∩ RSn(Ind
Sn
Sλ∨
χ+);
as in [Ke1, p.63], let us denote this irreducible representation simply by [λ]. It is well-known that
Irr(Sn) = {[λ] | λ ⊢ n}, and [λ] ≇ [δ] for two different λ ⊢ n, δ ⊢ n.
Example 2.2. Let V be a C-vector space of dimension n with a basis e1, · · · , en. A canonical action
of Sn on V is given by p(
∑n
i=1 ciei) =
∑n
i=1 ciep(i). Let S
(n−1,1) = {v =
∑n
i=1 ciei ∈ V |
∑n
i=1 ci = 0}.
Then (π, S(n−1,1)) ≃ [λ], for λ = (n− 1, 1) ⊢ n.
2.2. Representations of G≀Sn. Let G be a finite group. Let GΩ be the set of elements f : Ω −→ G.
An action of Sn on GΩ can then be given by fp(j) = f(p
−1(j)), for f ∈ GΩ, p ∈ Sn, j ∈ Ω. The
wreath product group G ≀ Sn consists of elements (f, p) ∈ GΩ × Sn, together with the group law
(f, p)(˙f ′, p′) = (ff ′p, pp
′), for f, f ′ ∈ GΩ, p, p′ ∈ Sn. Then G ≀ Sn ≃ GΩ ⋊ Sn, which contains two
canonical subgroups GΩ ≃ G× · · · ×G︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
, S∗n = {(1, p) | p ∈ Sn} ≃ Sn.
Let πΩ = π1⊗ · · ·⊗ πn ∈ Irr(GΩ), IG≀Sn(πΩ) = {(g, p) ∈ G ≀Sn | π
(g,p)
Ω ≃ πΩ}. Let A = {δ1, · · · , δr}
be an ordered set of all pairwise inequivalent irreducible representations of G. Let (n) = (n1, · · · , nr)
be the type of πΩ with respect to A(cf. [Ke1, pp.90-91]), and let S(n) = Sn1 × · · · × Snr . By [Ke1,
pp.90-91], IG≀Sn(πΩ) ≃ G ≀S(n), and πΩ can be extensible naturally to an irreducible representation π˜Ω
of IG≀Sn(πΩ). Through the canonical projection G ≀S(n) −→ S(n), an element (σ,W ) ∈ Irr(S(n)) is also
an irreducible representation of G ≀ S(n). In order to distinguish them, we denote this representation
by (σ˜, G ≀ S(n),W ). By Clifford-Mackey theory, we have:
Theorem 2.3 ([Ke2, p.29, 2.15]). Irr(G ≀ Sn) =
{
IndG≀SnG≀S(n)(π˜Ω ⊗ σ˜) | πΩ ∈ Irr(GΩ), σ ∈ Irr(S(n))
}
.
Remark 2.4. For a subgroup H ⊆ Sn, the similar result also holds for the wreath product group
G ≀H(see [Ke2, p.29, 2.15] for the details).
For the convenience of use, analogue of Definition 1.5 in [Lal, p.81], we give the following local
definition.
Definition 2.5. For (π, V ) ∈ Irr(G), (σ,W ) ∈ Irr(Sn), πΩ = π⊗n is an irreducible representation of
GΩ. The irreducible representation π˜Ω⊗ σ˜ of G ≀ Sn is called the wreath product of π with σ (by
on Ω), and denoted by (π ≀ σ, V ≀W ).
Remark 2.6. For the general πΩ = π1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ πn ∈ Irr(GΩ) of type (n) = (n1, · · · , nr), G ≀ S(n) ≃
(G ≀ Sn1) × · · · × (G ≀ Snr). Then the irreducible representation of G ≀ Sn in the theorem 2.3 can be
written as
IndG≀SnG≀S(n)[(δ1 ≀ σ1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (δr ≀ σr)]
for σ = σ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σr ∈ Irr(S(n)). Here, by abuse of notations, G ≀ S0 = 1, and any irreducible
representation of this group is trivial.
Example 2.7. Let us consider now G = Sm, and m ≥ 5, n ≥ 5. Then there are four characters
of Sm ≀ Sn: χ0,0 = 1Sm ≀ 1Sn, χ
0,1 = 1Sm ≀ χ
+
Sn
, χ1,0 = χ+Sm ≀ 1Sn, χ
1,1 = χ+Sm ≀ χ
+
Sn
, for the trivial
representations (1Sm, Sm), (1Sn, Sn) , and the sign representations (χ
+
Sm
, Sm), (χ
+
Sn
, Sn).
Consequently, for m,n ≥ 5, there are three normal subgroups of Sm ≀ Sn of index 2: (1)
Kerχ0,1 = Sm ≀ An, (2) Kerχ1,0 = {(f, p) | f(1) · · ·f(n) ∈ Am} = (Sm ≀ Sn)Am , (3) Kerχ
1,1 =
{(f, p) | χ+Sm(f(1) · · ·f(n))χ
+
Sn
(p) = 1} = (Sm ≀ Sn)
An
Am
; here the right-hand notations originated from
[Ke2, p.7].
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Example 2.8. Let (π, V ) ∈ Irr(Sm), (σ,W ) = (1Sn,C) ∈ Irr(Sn). Then (π ≀ σ, V ≀W ) ∈ Irr(Sm ≀Sn).
For different ρ ∈ Irr(Sn), by considering the ρ-isotypic component of Res
Sm≀Sn
Sn
(V ≀W ), we obtain the
nth ρ-twisted tensor power of V .
Let Σ = {1, · · · , m}. With the help of the following lemma, one can also treat a wreath product
group as a subgroup of certain permutation group.
Lemma 2.9 ([Ke2, p.7, 1.4]). There exists a faithful permutation representation φ of Sm ≀ Sn on
Ω× Σ, given by φ : Sm ≀ Sn −→ Smn; (f, p) 7→
(
(j − 1)m+ i
(p(j)− 1)m+ f(p(j))(i)
)
1≤i≤m,1≤j≤n
Let Cm denote the cyclic group of order m. The group Sm ≀ Sn contains many interesting
subgroups([Ke2, p.8]):
(1) Cm ≀ Sn: the generalized symmetric group.
(2) C2 ≀ Sn: the Hyperoctahedral group.
(3) Sn: the Weyl group of type An−1, for n ≥ 2.
(4) φ(C2 ≀ Sn): the Weyl group of type Bn, for n ≥ 2, or the Weyl group of type Cn, for n ≥ 3.
(5) φ(C2 ≀ Sn) ∩ A2n: the Weyl group of type Dn, for n ≥ 4.
2.3. Twisted C2 ≀ Sn-actions. Let V be a C-vector space of dimension n, with a fixed ba-
sis {e1, · · · , en} of V . Clearly there exists a canonical action πn of Sn on V given as follows:
πn(p)(v) =
∑n
i=1 ciep(i), for p ∈ Sn, v =
∑n
i=1 ciei ∈ V .
By the discussion in section 2.2, it is not hard to see that for n ≥ 2, there are at least eight
kind of representations of C2 ≀ Sn of dimension n: (1) 1 ≀ πn, (2) χ+ ≀ πn, (3) 1 ≀ (πn ⊗ χ+), (4)
χ+ ≀ (πn ⊗ χ
+), (5) IndC2≀Sn(C2≀Sn−1)×(C2≀S1)[(1 ≀ 1)⊗ (χ
+ ≀ 1)], (6) IndC2≀Sn(C2≀Sn−1)×(C2≀S1)[(1 ≀ χ
+)⊗ (χ+ ≀ χ+)],
(7) IndC2≀Sn(C2≀Sn−1)×(C2≀S1)[(χ
+ ≀ 1) ⊗ (1 ≀ 1)], (8) IndC2≀Sn(C2≀Sn−1)×(C2≀S1)[(χ
+ ≀ χ+) ⊗ (1 ≀ χ+)]; we will denote
these representations by +,++,+Π,
+,+
−,−Π,
−,−
+,+Π,
−,−
−,−Π, Π
+,+
−,+, Π
−,−
−,+, Π
+,+
+,−, Π
−,−
+,− respectively.
Notice that (1) there are also other kinds of such representations of dimension n, (2) for some small
n, some representations among them can be isomorphic, (3) for n ≥ 2, the first four representations
are not irreducible, but the rest ones are irreducible. All these representations can be realized on V .
Let us formulate the actions explicitly in the following:
For v =
∑n
i=1 ciei ∈ V , p˜ =
(
1 · · · n
ξa12 p(1) · · · ξ
an
2 p(n)
)
, q˜ =
(
1 · · · n
ξb12 q(1) · · · ξ
bn
2 q(n)
)
∈ C2 ≀ Sn,
ai, bj ∈ {1, 2}, p, q ∈ Sn, a =
∑n
i=1 ai.
(1) +,++,+Π(p˜)(v) =
∑n
i=1 ciep(i);
(2) +,+−,−Π(p˜)(v) =
∑n
i=1(−1)
aciep(i);
(3) −,−+,+Π(p˜)(v) =
∑n
i=1 χ
+(p)ciep(i);
(4) −,−−,−Π(p˜)(v) =
∑n
i=1(−1)
aχ+(p)ciep(i).
Now let {e1 = (1, n), · · · , en−1 = (n− 1, n), en = 1} be a right transversal of Sn−1 × S1 in Sn. Then
q˜p˜q˜−1 =
(
p(i)ξai2
q(p(i))ξai+bi2
)(
i
p(i)ξai2
)(
q(i)ξbi2
i
)
=
(
q(i)ξbi2
q(p(i))ξ
ai+bp(i)
2
)
=
(
q˜(i)
q˜(p(i)ξai2 )
)
. For p˜ = p˜0ek ∈
C2≀Sn with p˜0 ∈ (C2≀Sn−1×C2≀S1), we have eip˜ = (eip˜ep−1(i))ep−1(i), for eip˜ep−1(i) ∈ (C2≀Sn−1×C2 ≀S1).
Moreover eip˜ep−1(i)(n) = ξ
a
p−1(i)
2 n.
(5) Π+,+−,+(p˜)(v) =
∑n
i=1(−1)
aiciep(i);
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(6) Π−,−−,+(p˜)(v) =
∑n
i=1(−1)
aiχ+(p)ciep(i);
(7) Π+,++,−(p˜)(v) =
∑n
i=1(−1)
a−aiciep(i);
(8) Π−,−+,−(p˜)(v) =
∑n
i=1(−1)
a−aiχ+(p)ciep(i).
Remark 2.10. The similar results can also be stated for the group Cm ≀ Sn.
3. The relative structure of finite monoid
Fo the purpose of use, we shall give a much self-contained treatment of complex representations of
finite monoids in the relative case. We shall mainly follow the books[BSt1], [ClPr1], [ClPr2] and the
paper [GaMaSt] to treat this part. We will follow their notations and definitions. We will consider
the localization at every element of the corresponding monoid by following some exercises of [BSt1].
3.1. Notation and conventions. Let M be a finite monoid, E(M) the set of idempotent elements
of M . Let C[M ] denote the monoid algebra of M . Let R, L, J denote the usual Green’s relations.
For m ∈ M , let J(m) = MmM be the principal two-sided ideal generated by m, Jm the set of all
generators of J(m). Let I(m) = J(m) \ Jm, a maximal two-side ideal of J(m). Let Lm(resp. Rm)
denote the set of generators of Mm (resp. mM). For an element e ∈ E(M), let Ge denote the group
of the units of eMe. A J -class J is called regular if it contains an idempotent. For a J -class J , let
IJ be the set of elements m ∈M such that J *MmM .
Let (π, V ) be a complex representation of M . Unless specialized, we will write the action of M
on V on the left side. Then V is called a (left) C[M ]-module or simply a (left) M-module. By
abuse of notations, we also write the commutative field C-action on V on the left side. As usual, let
AnnM(V ) = {m ∈M | π(m)v = 0, for all v ∈ V }. Let e ∈ E(M). Call a regular J -class J ofMeM ,
an apex for V if AnnM(V ) = IJ ; also call e an apex for V . By [GaMaSt, Thm. 5], an irreducible
complex representation of M always has an apex. Let Irr(M) denote the set of equivalence classes of
irreducible (left) representations of M . Let Repf(M) denote the set of equivalence classes of finite
dimensional (left) complex representations of M . Let J1, · · · , Js be a complete set of the regular
J -classes of M with a set of fixed idempotents e1, · · · , es in each corresponding indexed class. Set
A = C[M ].
Theorem 3.1 (Clifford, Munn, Ponizovskiˆı). There exists a bijection between Irr(M) and
⊔si=1 Irr(Gei).
Proof. See [GaMaSt, Thm. 7]. 
More precisely, by [BSt1, Thm. 5.5] or [GaMaSt], one can construct irreducible representations of
M from those of Gei. Let us fix one idempotent e = ei, and write J = Je. Set AJ = A/C[IJ ]. Then
eAJe ≃ C[Ge]. For any (σ,W ) ∈ Irr(Ge), one defines IndGe(W ) = AJe ⊗eAJe W ≃ C[Le] ⊗C[Ge] W ,
and CoindGe(W ) = HomGe(eAJ ,W ) ≃ HomGe(C[Re],W ). Let Ne
(
IndGe(W )
)
= {v ∈ IndGe(W ) |
eMv = 0}, Te(CoindGe(W )) = Me(CoindGe(W )). By [BSt1, Chapter 4], (1) Ne
(
IndGe(W )
)
=
rad
(
IndGe(W )
)
, (2) V = IndGe(W )/Ne
(
IndGe(W )
)
is an irreducible M-module with apex J , (3)
eV ≃W , as Ge-modules, (4) IndGe(W )/Ne
(
IndGe(W )
)
≃ Te(CoindGe(W )).
Lemma 3.2. For (π, V ) ∈ Irr(M), the map π : C[M ] −→ EndC(V ) is surjective.
Proof. Under a basis v1, · · · , vn of V , we get a matrix representation π : M −→ Mn(C);m 7−→
(πij(m)). By [BSt1, p.55, Coro.5.2], these πij are linearly independent in C[M ] ≃ CM . Let pij :
Mn(C) −→ C;A = (aij) 7−→ aij be the canonical projection. Clearly a linear functional on Mn(C) is
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linearly generated by these pij . Let W
′ = π(C[M ]). If W ′ 6= Mn(C), there exists a non-zero linear
functional f on Mn(C), vanishing at W ′. If we write f =
∑
1≤i,j≤n cijpij , then f ◦ π =
∑
i,j cijπij = 0
as a linear functional on M . Hence cij = 0, contradicting to the non-vanishingness of f . Finally
W ′ = Mn(C) as required. 
Corollary 3.3 (Schur’s Lemma). For (π, V ) ∈ Irr(M), HomM(V, V ) ≃ C.
Proof. Keep the above notations. Then HomM(V, V ) ≃ HomMn(C)(C
n,Cn) ≃ C. 
For (π, V ) ∈ Repf (M), (π
′, V ′) ∈ Irr(M), we let V [π′] = ∩f∈HomM (V,V ′) ker(f) and Vπ′ = V/V [π
′]
the greatest π′-isotypic quotient.
Lemma 3.4. (1) HomM(V, V
′) ≃ HomM(Vπ′, V
′).
(2) If dimHomM(V, V
′) = n < +∞, then Vπ′ ≃ nV ′ as M-modules .
Proof. 1) Any f ∈ HomM(V, V ′) needs to factor through V −→ Vπ′.
2) Let f1, · · · , fn be a basis of HomM(V, V ′), then V [π′] = ∩ni=1 ker(fi). Then F : V −→∏n
i=1 V
′; v 7−→
∏n
i=1 fi(v) is an M-module homomorphism. Then ker(F ) = ∩ ker(fi) = V [π
′], which
induces an M-module monomorphism Vπ′ →֒
∏n
i=1 V
′ ≃ ⊕ni=1V
′. Hence Vπ′ is a semi-simple repre-
sentation. By (1), we know that Vπ′ ≃ nV ′. 
Form now on, let us write mM(V, V
′) = dimHomM(V, V
′).
3.2. Product monoid. Let M1, M2 be two finite monoids.
Lemma 3.5. (1) C[M1 ×M2] ≃ C[M1]⊗ C[M2];
(2) Every irreducible representation Π ofM1×M2 has a unique(up to isomorphism) decomposition
Π ≃ π1 ⊗ π2, for some πi ∈ Irr(Mi).
Proof. 1) Applying the result of Proposition c in [Pi, p.165] to our situation, we can obtain the result.
2) This result can deduce from [BeZe, p.21, Lmm.]. 
Lemma 3.6. For (πi, Vi), (π
′
i, V
′
i ) ∈ Repf(Mi), HomM1×M2(V1⊗C V2, V
′
1 ⊗C V
′
2) ≃ HomM1(V1, V
′
1)⊗C
HomM2(V2, V
′
2).
Proof. It can deduce from the above lemma 3.5, and Proposition in [Pi, pp.166-167]. 
Lemma 3.7 (Adjoint associativity). Let V1 be an M0−M1-bimodule, V2 an M1−M2-bimodule, and
V3 an M0 −M2-bimodule. Then:
(1) HomM2(V1 ⊗M1 V2, V3) ≃ HomM1(V1,HomM2(V2, V3));
(2) HomM0(V1 ⊗M1 V2, V3) ≃ HomM1(V2,HomM0(V1, V3)).
Proof. See [Bbk, A II.74, Prop.I]. 
3.3. Waldspurger’s lemmas on local radicals.
Lemma 3.8. Let (π1, V1) be an irreducible representation of M1, (π2, V2) a finite dimensional repre-
sentation of M2. If a vector subspace W of V1 ⊗ V2 is M1 ×M2-invariant, then there is a unique(up
to isomorphism) M2-subspace V
′
2 of V2 such that W ≃ V1 ⊗ V
′
2 .
Proof. The uniqueness follows from Lemma 3.6 by constructing some corresponding map and the
Hom-functor. If 0 6= v1 ⊗ v2 ∈ W , then π1(C[M1])v1 ⊗ π2(C[M2])v2 ⊆ W , so V1 ⊗ v2 ∈ W .
Hence we can let V ′2 = {v2 ∈ V | ∃0 6= v1 ∈ V1, v1 ⊗ v2 ∈ W}. For v
′
2, v2 ∈ V
′
2 , c
′
2, c2 ∈ C,
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V1 ⊗ c′2v
′
2 + V1 ⊗ c2v2 = V1 ⊗ (c
′
2v
′
2 + c2v2) ∈ W , so c
′
2v
′
2 + c2v2 ∈ V
′
2 . Let 0 6= v =
∑n
i=1 vi ⊗ wi ∈ W ,
with v1, · · · , vn being linearly independent, and wi 6= 0. By Lemma 3.2, there exists ǫi ∈ C[M1] such
that π1(ǫi)vj = δjivi. Then [π1(ǫi) ⊗ π2(1M2)](v) = vi ⊗ wi ∈ W , which implies wi ∈ V
′
2 . Hence
v ∈ V1 ⊗ V ′2 , and W = V1 ⊗ V
′
2 . 
Lemma 3.9. Let (π1, V1) be an irreducible representation of M1, (σ,W ) a finite dimensional rep-
resentation of M1 × M2. Suppose that ∩ ker(f) = 0 for all f ∈ HomM1(W,V1). Then there is a
unique(up to isomorphism) representation (π′2, V
′
2) of M2 such that σ ≃ π1 ⊗ π
′
2.
Proof. Clearly there exists a bilinear map:
B : W × HomM1(W,V1) −→ V1; (w, f) 7−→ f(w).
Given W ⊗C HomM1(W,V1) the M1-structure induced from W , we know B ∈ HomM1
(
[W ⊗C
HomM1(W,V1)], V1
)
. By adjoint duality,
HomM1
(
[W ⊗C HomM1(W,V1)], V1
)
≃ HomM1
(
W,HomC
(
HomM1(W,V1), V1
))
.
Since ∩ ker(f) = 0 for all f ∈ HomM1(W,V1), B induces an M1-module monomorphism
ι : W →֒ HomC
(
HomM1(W,V1), V1
)
≃ HomC
(
HomM1(W,V1),C
)
⊗C V1.
Now for T ∈ HomC
(
HomM1(W,V1),C
)
, m2 ∈M2, we can define m2T : HomM1(W,V1) −→ C; f 7−→
T (fm2), where fm2(v) = f(m2v). In this way, HomC
(
HomM1(W,V1),C
)
becomes an M2-module.
Let v1, · · · , vl be a basis of V1. Then we can write an element T ∈ HomC
(
HomM1(W,V1), V1
)
as T =∑l
i=1 Ti ⊗ vi, for some Ti ∈ HomC
(
HomM1(W,V1),C
)
. For v ∈ W , if ι(v) = T =
∑l
i=1 Ti ⊗ vi, then
for f ∈ HomM1(W,V1), ι(m2v)[f ] = f(m2v) =
∑l
i=1 Ti(f
m2)⊗ vi = m2
∑l
i=1 Ti(f)⊗ vi = m2ι(v)[f ].
Hence the ι induces an M1 ×M2-module monomorphism. By the above lemma 3.8, there exists a
unique M2-module π
′
2, such that σ ≃ π1 ⊗ π
′
2. 
For (Π, V ) ∈ Repf(M1 × M2), we set RMi(Π) = {πi ∈ Irr(Mi) | HomMi(Π, πi) 6= 0}.
1 Then
for the greatest (πi, Vi)-isotypic quotient Vπi, ∩ ker(f) = 0 for all f ∈ HomMi(Vπi, Vi). Hence by
Waldspurger’s second lemma, Vπi ≃ Vi ⊗Θπi, for some Θπi ∈ Repf(Mj), 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 2.
Lemma 3.10. πi ∈ RMi(Π) iff Vπi 6= 0 iff Θπi 6= 0 iff RMj (Θπi) 6= ∅.
Proof. Straightforward. 
Definition 3.11. For (Π, V ) ∈ Repf(M1×M2), we call (Π, V ) a theta representation of M1×M2
if it satisfies (1) for any π1⊗ π2 ∈ Irr(M1×M2), mM1×M2(Π, π1⊗ π2) ≤ 1, (2) Θπi = 0 or Θπi has a
unique irreducible quotient θπi. The θ bimap will define a Howe correspondence between RM1(Π)
and RM2(Π).
This definition can be similarly given for other representation theory.
Example 3.12. Keep the notations after Theorem 3.1. For each ei, V = C[Lei] is a theta repre-
sentation of M ×Gei, which defines a Howe correspondence between RM(Π) = the set of irreducible
representations of M with apex Jei and RGei (Π) = Irr(Gei).
1!The notation RMi(Π) arises from representation theory, and it is not the same as Green’s relation RM from the
monoid theory.
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3.4. Semi-simple monoids. Let A = C[M ]. Note that A is an Artinian ring. We call A a semi-
simple algebra if it is a semi-simple left A-module. Let Ao = C[Mo] denote the opposed algebra of
A. For a left A-module AV , we let S(AV ) denote the collection of all submodules of AV , and define
the radical of AV by rad(AV ) = ∩{AW ∈ S(AV ) | AV/AW is simple}. Similarly, we can define the
radical rad(VA) for a right A-module VA.
Lemma 3.13. Let V be a left A-module of finite length. If RA(V ) = {(σi,Wi) | i = 1, · · · , k}, and
mA(V,Wi) = ni, then:
(1) V/ rad(AV ) ≃ ⊕ki=1niWi,
(2) there exists a surjective left A-module morphism f : V −→ ⊕ki=1niWi.
Proof. Recall V [σi] = ∩f∈HomM (V,W ) ker(f). Thus rad(V ) = ∩
k
i=1V [σi]. By Lemma 3.5, there exist
surjective M-morphisms fi : V −→ niWi, with ker(fi) = V [σi]. Hence F =
∏k
i=1 fi : V −→∏k
i=1 niWi is an M-module homomorphism, with ker(F ) = ∩
k
i=1fi = ∩
k
i=1V [σi] = rad(V ). Hence
V/ rad(V ) →֒
∏k
i=1 niWi ≃ ⊕
k
i=1niWi, which tells us that V/ rad(V ) is a semi-simple representation.
Moreover, RM(V/ rad(V )) = RM(V ), and mM(V/ rad(V ),Wi) = mM(V,Wi) = ni. Hence both
results are right. 
In particular, rad(AA) = rad(AA) = rad(A), the Jacobson radical of A. The following result is
known.
Theorem 3.14. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is a semi-simple algebra;
(2) Ao is a semi-simple algebra;
(3) AA is a semi-simple right A-module;
(4) AA is a semi-simple left A-module;
(5) Every right A-module is semi-simple;
(6) Every left A-module is semi-simple;
(7) rad(A) = 0;
(8) A ≃ Mn1(C)⊕ · · · ⊕Mnr(C), for some ni.
Lemma 3.15. If A is a semi-simple algebra, then A⊗C Ao is also a semi-simple algebra.
Proof. By the above (8), A⊗C Ao ≃ ⊕i,j Mni(C)⊗C Mnj(C) ≃ ⊕i,j Mninj(C). 
By proposition in [Pi, p.180], the categories of A − A-bimodules and left A ⊗C Ao-modules are
isomorphic.
Corollary 3.16. If A is a semi-simple algebra, then every A− A-bimodule is semi-simple.
Remark 3.17. A/ radA is a semi-simple algebra.
In the rest part of this subsection, we assume A is a semi-simple algebra. Go back to the
construction of an irreducible representation of M after theorem 3.1. In the semi-simple case,
Ne
(
IndGe(W )
)
= 0, and Te(CoindGe(W )) = CoindGe(W ). Let Ae = AJ = A/C[IJ ]. Recall the
above notations Le, Re.
Lemma 3.18. (1) Aee ≃ C[Le], as left M-modules;
(2) eAe ≃ C[Re], as right M-modules;
(3) C[Le] ≃ HomGe(C[Re],C[Ge]), as left M-modules;
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(4) C[Re] ≃ HomGe(C[Le],C[Ge]), as right M-modules;
(5) C[Je] ≃ MsM (C[Ge]), as algebras.
Proof. For (1)(2), see [BSt1, p.57]. For (3), see [BSt1, p.70, Theorem 5.19]. For (4), one can
obtain this result from [GaMaSt, p.5, Theorem 7] by letting there V runs through all irreducible
representations of M . For (5), see [ClPr1, pp.162-163, Lemma 5.17, Theorem 5.19]. 
By abuse of definition, we also say a theta A-module as well as a theta representation. Following
the definition in [BSt1, p.277, A.4], if (λ, U) is a left A-module, we can define its standard duality
D(U) = HomC(U,C), which becomes a right A-module. We shall use this notation frequently in the
remaining parts.
For (λ, U) ∈ Irr(A), by lemma 3.7, D(U)⊗A U ≃ HomC(D(U)⊗A U,C) ≃ HomA(U,DD(U)) ≃ C.
For the group Ge, the left representation ρl of Ge×Ge on C[Ge], given by (g, h)[
∑
cixi] = cigxih
−1, is
isomorphic with ⊕W ′∈Irr(Ge)W
′⊗ Wˇ ′. Hence as a Ge−Ge bimodule, C[Ge] ≃ ⊕W ′∈Irr(Ge)W
′⊗D(W ′)
Remark 3.19. (1) C[Le] is a semi-simple theta M − Ge bimodule, with the theta bimap θ :
Irr(M)←→ D(Irr(Ge)); IndGe(W )←→ D(W ).
(2) C[Re] is a semi-simple theta Ge − M-bimodule, with the theta bimap θ : Irr(Ge) ←→
D(Irr(M));W ←→ D(CoindGe(W )).
(3) D(C[Re]) ≃ C[Le] as M −Ge-bimodules.
Then C[Le] ≃ ⊕σ∈Irr(Ge) IndGe(σ) ⊗ D(σ) as M − Ge-bimodules, C[Re] ≃ ⊕σ∈Irr(Ge)σ ⊗
D(CoindGe(σ)), as Ge −M-bimodules.
Lemma 3.20. If dimW = l, then
(1) HomA(V,A) ≃ D(V ), as right M-modules,
(2) V ⊗D(V ) ≃ MsM l(C), as M −M-bimodules.
Proof. 1) HomA(V,A) ≃ HomA(V,C[Je]) ≃ HomA(IndGe(W ), IndGe(C[Re])) ≃ HomGe(W,C[Re]) ≃
D(CoindGe(σ)) ≃ D(V ), as right A-modules.
2) C[Je] ≃ C[Le]⊗C[Ge]C[Re] ≃ ⊕U∈Irr(Ge)⊕U ′∈Irr(Ge) [IndGe(U)⊗CD(U)]⊗C[Ge] [U
′⊗CD(IndGe(U
′)] ≃
⊕U∈Irr(Ge) IndGe(U)⊗CD(IndGe(U)), as M −M-bimodules. By Lemma 3.18, C[Je] ≃ MsM (C[Ge]) ≃
⊕U∈Irr(Ge)MsM (U ⊗C D(U)), as C[Je] − C[Je]-bimodules as well as M − M-bimodules. Here the
bi-action of M on MsM (U ⊗C D(U)) factors through the projection C[M ] −→ C[Je] ≃ MsM (C[Ge]).
Composing this two decompositions, and investigating their restrictions to Ge, we can claim that
V ⊗D(V ) ≃ MsM (W ⊗D(W )) ≃ MsM (End(W )) as M −M-bimodules. 
Let us call Vˇ = IndGe(Wˇ ) the contragredient representation of V = IndGe(W ). Since A = C[M ]
is semi-simple, we can define a contragredient representation (λˇ, Uˇ), for any (λ, U) ∈ Repf(M).
Lemma 3.21. For (π, V ), (π′, V ′) ∈ Irr(M),
(1) HomM(V ⊗ V ′,C) 6= 0, then V ′ ≃ Vˇ , as M-modules.
(2) mM (V ⊗ Vˇ ,C) ≤ 1.
Proof. Assume π = IndGe W , π
′ = IndGe W
′. Let x1 = e, · · · , xl(resp. x′1 = e
′, · · · , x′l′) be the
representatives of Le/Ge(resp. Le′/Ge′). Since M is a semi-simple monoid, there exist yi ∈ Re,
y′j ∈ Re′ such that yixi = e, y
′
jx
′
j = e
′.
1) Let 0 6= F ∈ HomM(V ⊗ V ′,C). Then F : V × V ′ −→ C is an A-invariant bilinear from. If
F (v, v′) 6= 0, for v = xi ⊗ wi, v′ = x′j ⊗ w
′
j, then 0 6= F (v, v
′) = F (yiv, yiv
′) = F (e⊗ wi, yix′j ⊗ w
′
j) =
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F (e ⊗ wi, eyix′j ⊗ w
′
j). Hence eV
′ 6= 0. Dually, e′V 6= 0. Then eJ e′. For simplicity, let e = e′, and
xk = x
′
k. Then F (e ⊗ wi, eyixj ⊗ w
′
j) 6= 0, which implies that eyixj ∈ Ge. Note that the restriction
of F to e⊗W × e⊗W ′ is also a Ge-invariant bilinear form. Now this form is not zero, and W , W ′
both are irreducible Ge-modules. Therefore W
′ ≃ Wˇ , π′ ≃ πˇ.
2) If F , F ′ are two non-zero A-invariant bilinear maps from V × Vˇ , then by the above discussion,
the restrictions of F and F ′ to e⊗W × e⊗ Wˇ both are non-zero and Ge-invariant. Hence by Schur’s
Lemma, they differ only by a constant of C× on that subspace. Since F , F ′ are A-invariant, they
are uniquely determined by their restrictions on the subspace e ⊗W × e ⊗ Wˇ . Hence F = cF ′, for
some c ∈ C×. 
Lemma 3.22. Let (λ, U), (λi, Ui) ∈ Repf(M), (π, V ) ∈ Irr(M).
(1) U ≃ HomA(AA,U), as A-modules.
(2) HomA(U, V ) ≃ D(U)⊗A V .
(3) (ˇˇλ, ˇˇU) ≃ (λ, U), as A-modules.
Proof. 1) For each w ∈ U , let us define a function fw : A −→ U , given by fw(a) = aw, for a ∈ A.
Then fw(ab) = abw = afw(b), so fw ∈ HomA(A,U). Moreover [bfw](a) = fw(ab) = abw = fbw(a),
which means bfw = fbw. For w1, w2, c ∈ C, we have fw1+w2 = fw1+fw2 , fcw1 = cfw1. Hence w −→ fw
defines an A-module homomorphism from U to HomA(A,U). This map is clearly a bijection.
2) It comes from HomA(U, V ) ≃ HomA(U,A⊗A V ) ≃ HomA(U,A)⊗A V ≃ D(U)⊗A V .
3) By definition, for any irreducible representation the result is right. Then the result follows from
the semi-simplicity. 
3.5. Localization of monoid. Let N ⊆M be a submonoid with the same identity element. Define
the Green’s relations for M related to N as follows: for two elements m1, m2 ∈ M , we say (1)
m1LNm2 if Nm1 = Nm2, (2) m1RNm2 if m1N = m2N , (3) m1JNm2 if Nm1N = Nm2N . For
m ∈M , let JNm , L
N
m, R
N
m denote the generators of NmN , Nm, mN respectively. Let us present some
lemmas analogue of the chapter 1 in B. Steinberg’s book. Most of his proofs can extend here without
too much modification.
Lemma 3.23. (1) Let n ∈ N , m ∈ M . Then NnmN = NmN iff Nm = Nnm, NmnN =
NmN iff mN = mnN .
(2) JNm ∩Nm = L
N
m, J
N
m ∩mN = R
N
m.
(3) m1LNm2 implies |RNm1 | = |R
N
m2 |, and m1RNm2 implies |L
N
m1 | = |L
N
m2 |.
Proof. Here we only prove the first part of each item. For (1), if NnmN = NmN , then m = n1nmn2,
for some ni ∈ N . Hence Nm = Nn1nmn2 ⊆ Nnmn2, |Nm| ≤ |Nnmn2| ≤ |Nnm|. On the
other hand, Nm ⊇ Nnm, which implies that they are equal. Conversely, if Nm = Nnm, then
NnmN = ∪n1∈NNnmn1 = ∪n1∈NNmn1 = NmN .
(2) If x ∈ JNm ∩ Nm, then NxN = NmN , and x = nm, then by (1), Nm = Nx i.e. x ∈ L
N
m.
Conversely, if x ∈ LNm, then Nx = Nm, x = nm, hence x ∈ J
N
m ∩Nm by (1).
(3) Assume m1 = n1m2, m2 = n2m1, for some ni ∈ N . Similar to Exercise 1.21 in [BSt1, p.15], we
can define ϕ12 : R
N
m1
−→ RNm2 ;m 7−→ n2m, and ϕ21 : R
N
m2
−→ RNm1 ;m 7−→ n1m. It is well-defined
because for m ∈ RNm1 , mN = m1N and then n2mN = n2m1N = m2N , hence n2m ∈ R
N
m2 . Similarly,
ϕ21 is well-defined. For m = m1n ∈ RNm1 , ϕ21 ◦ϕ12(m) = n1n2m = n1n2m1n = m1n = m, so ϕ21 ◦ϕ12
is the identity map. Similarly, ϕ12 ◦ ϕ21 is also the identity map. Hence |RNm1 | = |R
N
m2
|. 
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Like the exercise 1.28 in [BSt1, p.16], we can take in account the localization at every element of
M . For m ∈ M , we let Nm = mN ∩Nm. The set Nm can be a monoid by giving the following binary
operation ◦m: for x = xlm = mxr, y = ylm = myr ∈ Nm, with xl, xr, yl, yr ∈ N , x ◦m y
∆
= xlmyr.
Lemma 3.24. (1) (Nm, ◦m) is a well-defined monoid with the identity element m.
(2) GNm = L
N
m ∩ R
N
m is the group of the units of (Nm, ◦m).
(3) For x = xlm ∈ LNm, y = myr ∈ R
N
m, g = glm = mgr ∈ G
N
m, we define x ◦m g
∆
= xlmgr, and
g ◦m y
∆
= glmyr. Then:
(a) The operator ◦m gives well-defined GNm-actions on L
N
m and R
N
m.
(b) LNm and R
N
m both are free G
N
m-sets.
(4) Two elements x, y of LNm lie in the same G
N
m-orbit iff xRNy. The similar result holds for two
elements of RNm.
(5) Assume LNm = ⊔
sNm
i=1xi ◦m G
N
m, R
N
m = ⊔
tNm
j=1G
N
m ◦m yj.
(a) JNm = L
N
m ◦m R
N
m.
(b) JNm = ⊔
sNm,t
N
m
i,j=1 xi ◦m G
N
m ◦m yj.
(c) |JNm | = s
N
mt
N
m|G
N
m|.
(d) xi /∈ GNm implies xi /∈ Nm and xi /∈ mN ; yj /∈ G
N
m implies yj /∈ Nm and yj /∈ Nm.
(f) GNm = L
N
m ∩Nm = R
N
m ∩Nm = J
N
m ∩Nm = L
N
m ∩ R
N
m.
(g) Assume x1 = y1 = m. Then xi ◦m GNm ∩G
N
m ◦m yj = ∅, for i, j > 1.
(6) For m1, m2 ∈M , if Nm1N = Nm2N , then
(a) Nm1 ≃ Nm2 as left N-sets,
(b) m1N ≃ m2N as right N-sets,
(c) (Nm1 , ◦m1) ≃ (Nm2 , ◦m2),
(d) GNm1 ≃ G
N
m2
, and |GNm1 | = |G
N
m2
|.
Proof. 1) Firstly x ◦m y = xyr = mxryr = xlylm ∈ Nm; if x = xlm = x′lm, y = myr = my
′
r, then
xlmyr = xyr = x
′
lmyr = x
′
ly = x
′
lmy
′
r. Secondly, if z = zlm = mzr ∈ Nm, then (x ◦m y) ◦m z =
(xlylm) ◦m z = xlylzlm = x ◦m (y ◦m z). Thirdly, x ◦m m = x = m ◦m x.
2) If x ∈ LNm ∩ R
N
m = J
N
m ∩ Nm ∩ mN , in other words, NxN = NmN , x = n1m = mn2. Hence
x ∈ Nm, Nm = Nn1m, mN = mn2N , and then m = n′1n1m = mn2n
′
2. Let y = n
′
1m = n
′
1n
′
1n1m.
Then Ny = Nn′1n
′
1n1m ⊆ Nn1m = Nm. So y ∈ L
N
m, and NyN = NmN . Moreover yn2 = n
′
1mn2 =
n′1n1m = m. Hence Nyn2N = NmN = NyN . By Lemma 3.23 (1), mN = yn2N = yN , y ∈ R
N
m.
Finally y ∈ LNm ∩ R
N
m, x ◦m y = n1n
′
1m = m = yn2 = y ◦m x, and x is a unit in Nm. Conversely, if
x = xlm = mxr, y = ylm = myr, and x ◦m y = m = y ◦m x. Then m = xlylm = mxryr = ylxlm =
myrxr. So mN = mxryrN = mxrN = xN , Nm = Nylxlm = Nxlm = Nx. Therefore x ∈ LNm ∩R
N
m.
3) (a) Firstly if x = xlm = x
′
lm ∈ L
N
m, g = mgr = mg
′
r ∈ G
N
m, then x ◦m g = xlmgr = xgr = x
′
lmgr =
x′lg = x
′
lmg
′
r. So x ◦m g only depends on x and g. The similar result also holds for g ◦m y. Secondly
N(x ◦m g) = Nxlmgr = Nxgr = Nmgr = Ng = Nm, so x ◦m g ∈ LNm. Similarly g ◦m y ∈ R
N
m.
(b) Thirdly, for g = glm = mgr ∈ GNm, x = xlm ∈ L
N
m, m = nx, if x◦m g = x, then xlmgr = x. Hence
g = m ◦m g = nxgr = nxlmgr = nx = m. So G
N
m acts freely on L
N
m. By duality, R
N
m is a free G
N
m-set
as well.
4) Let x = xlm, y = ylm. If x ◦m GNm = y ◦m G
N
m, then x = y ◦m g, y = x ◦m h, with g = glm = mgr,
h = hlm = mhr. Hence xN = ylmgrN = ylgN = ylmN = yN . Conversely, if xN = yN , then
xgr = y, x = yhr, and x = xgrhr. Let g = mgr. Then Ng = Nmgr = Nxgr = Ny = Nm, g ∈ LNm;
then NgN = NmN , and g ∈ mN , by Lemma 3.23(1), g ∈ JNm ∩mN = R
N
m. Finally g ∈ G
N
m, and
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x ◦m g = x ◦m mgr = xgr = y, so x, y lie in the same orbit.
5) (a) If x ∈ JNm , then NxN = NmN , and x = n1mn2. Let x1 = n1m, x2 = mn2. Then x1 ◦m x2 = x.
Moreover, NmN ⊇ Nx1N ⊇ NxN = NmN . Hence x1 ∈ JNm ∩Nm = L
N
m. Similarly, x2 ∈ J
N
m ∩mN .
Conversely, if x = x1 ◦m x2 ∈ LNm ◦mR
N
m, then NxN = Nx1 ◦m x2N = Nm ◦mmN = NmN , x ∈ J
N
m .
(b) Clearly JNm = ∪
sNm,t
N
m
i,j=1 xi ◦m G
N
m ◦m yj . If x = xi ◦m g ◦m yj = xi′ ◦m g
′ ◦m yj′, then NxiN = Nxi′N .
Then xN = xi ◦m g ◦m yjN = xi ◦m g ◦m mN = xi ◦m gN = xi ◦m mN = xiN . Hence xiN = xi′N ,
which implies xiRNxi′ . By (4), xi and xi′ are in the same GNm-orbit. Therefore xi = xi′ . By duality,
yj = yj′.
It reduces to show g = g′. We shall apply the proof of the next (6). Let xi = xilm,
yj = myjr, g = glm = mgr, g
′ = g′lm = mg
′
r. Set m1 = xi ◦m g ◦m yj = xi ◦m g
′ ◦m yj. Hence
m1 = xilgyjr = xilglmyjr = xilg
′
lmyjr implies xilglm = xilg
′
lm by the similar arguments of (I)—(IV).
In other words, xi ◦m g = xi ◦m g′. Since the action of GNm on L
N
m is free, g = g
′.
(c) It is a consequence of (b).
(d) If xi ∈ Nm, then xi ∈ mN ∩Nm ∩ LNm = mN ∩Nm ∩ J
N
m = L
N
m ∩R
N
m = G
N
m. At the same time,
xi ∈ Nm, xi /∈ mN iff xi /∈ Nm. The second statement also holds similarly.
(f) By Lemma 3.23(2), LNm ∩ Nm = L
N
m ∩mN ∩ Nm = J
N
m ∩mN ∩Nm = J
N
m ∩ Nm = R
N
m ∩ Nm =
LNm ∩R
N
m = G
N
m.
(g) It is a consequence of (f).
(6) (a) If we write m1 = n
(12)
l m2n
(12)
r , m2 = n
(21)
l m1n
(21)
r = n
(21)
l n
(12)
l m2n
(12)
r n
(21)
r , then Nm2 =
Nn
(21)
l n
(12)
l m2n
(12)
r n
(21)
r . Hence Nm2 ⊇ Nn
(21)
l n
(12)
l m2, and |Nm2| = |Nn
(21)
l n
(12)
l m2n
(12)
r n
(21)
r | ≤
|Nn(21)l n
(12)
l m2|, so Nm2 = Nn
(21)
l n
(12)
l m2. Moreover Nm2 = Nn
(21)
l n
(12)
l m2n
(12)
r n
(21)
r =
Nn
(21)
l m1n
(21)
r ⊆ Nm1n
(21)
r ⊆ Nm2n
(12)
r n
(21)
r . Since |Nm2| ≥ |Nm2n
(12)
r n
(21)
r |, Nm2 =
Nm2n
(12)
r n
(21)
r = Nm1n
(21)
r . Similarly, Nm1 = Nn
(12)
l n
(21)
l m1 = Nm1n
(21)
r n
(12)
r = Nm2n
(12)
r .
Therefore |Nm1| = |Nm2n
(12)
r | ≤ |Nm2| = |Nm1n
(21)
r | ≤ |Nm1|. Then the map ϕl : Nm1 =
Nm2n
(12)
r −→ Nm2 = Nm2n
(12)
r n
(21)
r ;nm2n
(12)
r −→ nm2n
(12)
r n
(21)
r is a bijective left N -map. Simi-
larly, ψl : Nm2 = Nm1n
(21)
r −→ Nm1 = Nm1n
(21)
r n
(12)
r ;nm1n
(21)
r −→ nm1n
(21)
r n
(12)
r , gives another
bijective left N -map.
(b) Dually, ϕr : m1N −→ m2N ;m1n −→ n
(21)
l m1n gives a bijective right N -map, and ψr : m2N −→
m1N ;m2n −→ n
(12)
l m2n, gives another bijective right N -map.
(c) As a consequence of (a) (b), we know that (I) n1m1n
(21)
r = n2m1n
(21)
r implies n1m1 = n2m1, (II)
n1m2n
(12)
r = n2m2n
(12)
r implies n1m2 = n2m2, (III) n
(21)
l m1n1 = n
(21)
l m1n2 impliesm1n1 = m1n2, (IV)
n
(21)
l m2n1 = n
(21)
l m2n2 implies m2n1 = m2n1. Then let us define ϕ : Nm1 −→ Nm2 ; x 7−→ n
(21)
l xn
(21)
r ,
and ψ : Nm2 −→ Nm1 ; y 7−→ n
(12)
l yn
(12)
r . Firstly, we verify that both maps are well-defined. If
x = xlm1 = m1xr, then n
(21)
l xn
(21)
r = n
(21)
l xlm1n
(21)
r = ϕl(n
(21)
l xlm1) ∈ Nm2, and n
(21)
l xn
(21)
r =
ϕr(m1xrn
(21)
r ) ∈ m2N . Hence ϕ(x) ∈ Nm2 . Similarly, ψ(y) ∈ Nm1 . Secondly, ϕ(m1) = m2, ψ(m2) =
m1. Thirdly, for x = xlm1 = m1xr, z = zlm1 = m1zr, ϕ(x ◦m1 z) = ϕ(xlm1zr) = n
(21)
l xlm1zrn
(21)
r ;
ϕ(x) ◦m2 ϕ(z) = (n
(21)
l xn
(21)
r ) ◦m2 (n
(21)
l zn
(21)
r ). Since Nm2 = Nm1n
(21)
r and m2N = n
(21)
l m1N ,
assume m1n
(21)
r = n′lm2 = n
′
ln
(21)
l m1n
(21)
r and n
(21)
l m1 = m2n
′
r = n
(21)
l m1n
(21)
r n′r. By the above
(I)(III), m1 = n
′
ln
(21)
l m1 = m1n
(21)
r n′r. Then ϕ(x) = n
(21)
l xn
(21)
r = n
(21)
l xlm1n
(21)
r = n
(21)
l xln
′
lm2,
and ϕ(z) = n
(21)
l zn
(21)
r = n
(21)
l m1zrn
(21)
r = m2n
′
rzrn
(21)
r . So ϕ(x) ◦m2 ϕ(z) = n
(21)
l xln
′
lm2n
′
rzrn
(21)
r =
n
(21)
l xln
′
ln
(21)
l m1n
(21)
r n′rzrn
(21)
r = n
(21)
l xlm1zrn
(21)
r = ϕ(x ◦m1 z). Fourthly, since ϕ(x) = ϕr ◦ ϕl(x), ϕ
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is injective. Dually, ψ is also an injective monoid morphism. Hence |Nm1 | = |Nm2 |, and ϕ is also
surjective.
(d) It is a consequence of (c). 
The congruences on monoids are very complicated. For examples, one can see [ClPr2, Chapter 10],
[HoLa], [Na], [PaPe], [Pe] for detailed discussions. Here we shall state a simple result in an explicit
form, only for later use. Let GNmm
[−1] = {n ∈ N | nm ∈ GNm}, m
[−1]GNm = {n ∈ N | mn ∈ G
N
m},
LNmm
[−1] = {n ∈ N | nm ∈ LNm}, m
[−1]RNm = {n ∈ N | mn ∈ R
N
m}. Let I
L
1 = {n ∈ N | nm /∈ L
N
m},
IR2 = {n ∈ N | mn /∈ R
N
m}.
Assume GNm = {g1 = m, · · · , gp}. Let S
l(xi ◦m gi, xj ◦m gj) = {n ∈ N | n[xj ◦m gj] = nxj ◦m gj =
xi ◦m gi}, T r(gi ◦m yi, gj ◦m yj) = {n ∈ N | gi ◦m yin = gj ◦m yj}. In particular, Sl(gi, gj) = {n ∈ N |
ngj = gi}, T r(gi, gj) = {n ∈ N | gin = gj}.
Lemma 3.25. (1) N1 = G
N
mm
[−1], N2 = m
[−1]GNm are submonoids of N .
(2) IL1 is a left N-set and right N1-set, I
R
2 is a right N-set and left N2-set.
(3) LNmm
[−1] is a right N1-set, m
[−1]RNm is a left N2-set.
(4) N1 = ⊔ki=1S
l(gi, g1), N2 = ⊔kj=1T
r(g1, gj).
(5) Sl(xi ◦m gi, xj ◦m gj) 6= ∅, T
r(gi◦m yi, gj ◦m yj) 6= ∅. In particular, S
l(gi, gj) 6= ∅, T
r(gi, gj) 6= ∅.
(6) Sl(xi ◦m gi, xj ◦m gj)Sl(xj ◦m gj, xk ◦m gk) ⊆ Sl(xi ◦m gi, xk ◦m gk), T r(hi ◦m yi, hj ◦m yj)T r(hj ◦m
yj, hk ◦m yk) ⊆ T r(hi ◦m yi, hk ◦m yk).
Proof. (1) If n1, n2 ∈ N1, then n1m ◦m n2m = n1n2m. Hence n1n2 ∈ N1, and 1 ∈ N1, so N1 is a
submonoid of N . Dually, N2 is also a submonoid of N .
(2) If n1 ∈ IL1 , and nn1 /∈ I
L
1 , then nn1 ∈ L
N
mm
[−1], which implies Nnn1m = Nm. Hence Nn1m =
Nm, n1 ∈ LNmm
[−1], contradicting to n1 ∈ IL1 . If n
′
1 ∈ N1, then n
′
1m ∈ G
N
m. If n1n
′
1m ∈ L
N
m, then
n1m ∈ LNm, contradicting to n1 ∈ I
L
1 . Dually, the second statement also holds.
(3) If n1 ∈ LNmm
[−1], n′1 ∈ N1, then n
′
1m = g ∈ G
N
m, so n1n
′
1m = n1m ◦m g ∈ L
N
m, n1n
′
1 ∈ L
N
mm
[−1].
Dually, T r(gi ◦m yi, gj ◦m yj) 6= ∅.
(3) Since Ngi = Nm = Ngj , S
l(gi, gj) 6= ∅. Similarly, T r(gi, gj) 6= ∅.
(4) a) For n ∈ Sl(gi, gj), ngj = gi. Hence ngj ◦m g
−1
i = g1, ng1 = gi ◦m g
−1
j , which mean n ∈
Sl(gi ◦m g
−1
j , g1), and n ∈ S
l(g1, gj ◦m g
−1
i ). The converse also holds.
b) If n ∈ T r(gi, gj), then gin = gj , which is equivalent to g1n = g
−1
i ◦m gj, and g
−1
j ◦m gin = g1.
(5) Since Nxi ◦m gi = Nxj ◦m gj = Nm, there exists n ∈ N , such that n[xj ◦m gj] = xi ◦m gi. Dually,
the second statement also holds.
(6) For n1 ∈ Sl(xi◦mgi, xj◦mgj), n2 ∈ Sl(xj◦mgj, xk◦mgk), we have n1n2xk◦mgk = n1xj◦mgj = xi◦mgi,
so n1n2 ∈ Sl(xi ◦m gi, xk ◦m gk). Dually, if n′1 ∈ T
r(hi ◦m yi, hj ◦m yj), n′2 ∈ T
r(hj ◦m yj, hk ◦m yk),
then [hi ◦m yi]n′1n
′
2 = [hj ◦m yj]n
′
2 = hk ◦m yk. Hence n
′
1n
′
2 ∈ T
r(hi ◦m yi, hk ◦m yk). 
Like the exercise 1.10 in [BSt1, p.14], we have:
Lemma 3.26. Let n1, n2 ∈ N be two regular elements.
(1) n1LNn2 iff n1Ln2;
(2) n1RNn2 iff n1Rn2;
(3) n1RNn2 and n1LNn2 iff n1Rn2 and n1Ln2.
Proof. (1) Here we only show the ‘if’ part. Since n1, n2 both are regular elements, n1LNe, n2LNf ,
for some e, f ∈ E(N). Hence Me = Mf , e = m1f , f = m2e. Then ef = m1ff = m1f = e,
fe = m2ee = f . So efe = ef = e, and fef = fe = f . It follows that Ne = Nefe = Nef ⊆ Nf =
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Nfe ⊆ Ne, which implies that n1LNeLNfLNn2. By duality, we can show the part (2) similarly.
Part (3) is the consequence of parts (1)(2). 
3.6. Rees quotient. For m ∈ M , let JN(m) = NmN , IN(m) = JN (m) \ JNm . Then I
N(m) is an
N −N bi-set. The vector space C[JNm ] can be an N −N bimodule by giving the following actions:
n⊙l x =
{
nx, if nx ∈ JNm
0, otherwise
y ⊙r n =
{
yn, if yn ∈ JNm
0, otherwise
For n1, n2 ∈ N , x ∈ JNm , Nn1n2xN = NxN = NmN implies Nn2xN = NmN , i.e. n2x ∈ J
N
m . Hence
⊙l is well-defined. Similarly, ⊙r is also well-defined.
Likewise C[LNm] has a left N -module structure by giving the action: n⊙l x =
{
nx, if nx ∈ LNm
0, otherwise
,
and C[RNm] has a right N -module structure by giving the action y ⊙r n =
{
yn, if yn ∈ RNm
0, otherwise
. For
n1, n2 ∈ N , x ∈ LNm, Nn1n2x = Nx = Nm implies Nn2x = Nm. Hence ⊙l is well-defined. Similarly,
⊙r is well-defined.
Lemma 3.27. (1) As left N-modules, C[JNm ] ≃ t
N
mC[L
N
m].
(2) As right N-modules, C[JNm ] ≃ s
N
mC[R
N
m].
Proof. By duality, here we only prove the first item. By Lemma 3.24(5), ι : C[JNm ] ≃ ⊕
tNm
j=1C[L
N
m ◦m yj]
as vector spaces. For x = y◦myj ∈ LNm◦myj, n ∈ N , if nx ∈ J
N
m , then NnxN = NmN = NxN . Hence
Nnx = Nx, in other words, Nnylmyjr = Nylmyjr; ylmyjr = n
′nylmyjr. Note that Nx = Ny ◦m yj =
Nyj = Nmyjr. By Lemma 3.24(6), |Nm| = |Nmyjr|. Hence Nm −→ Nmyjr;nm −→ nmyjr, is a
bijective map. So ylmyjr = n
′nylmyjr implies y = ylm = n
′nylm. Hence Ny = Nn
′nylm ⊆ Nnylm ⊆
Nylm = Ny, and then Nny = Ny = Nm, i.e., ny ∈ LNm. In this case, n ⊙l x = (n ⊙l y) ◦m yj.
If nx /∈ JNm , clearly ny /∈ L
N
m. Hence ι is a left N -module isomorphism. By Lemma 3.24(5),
|LNm ◦m yj| = |L
N
m|. Hence C[L
N
m] ≃ C[L
N
m ◦m yj] as left N -modules. 
Remark 3.28. C[JNm ] ≃ C[L
N
m]⊗C[GNm] C[R
N
m] as N −N-bimodules.
Proof. As vector spaces, C[JNm ] ≃ ⊕
sNm,t
N
m
i=1,j=1C[xi◦mG
N
m◦myj] ≃ ⊕
sNm,t
N
m
i=1,j=1C[xi◦mG
N
m]⊗C[GNm]C[G
N
m◦myj] ≃
C[LNm]⊗C[GNm] C[R
N
m].(cf. Lemma 3.24(5)) By considering the action of N on left and right sides, we
obtain the result. 
Assume now Nm1N = Nm2N . Keep the notations of the proofs of Lemma 3.24(6).
Lemma 3.29. Up to the isomorphisms ϕ, ψ, C[LNm1 ] ≃ C[L
N
m2
] as N−GNmi-bimodules, and C[R
N
m1
] ≃
C[RNm2 ], as G
N
mi
−N-bimodules.
Proof. By duality, we only verify the first statement.
(1) For a ∈ LNm1 , ϕl(a) = an
(21)
r . Then Nϕl(a) = Nan
(21)
r = Nm1n
(21)
r = Nm2, which means that
ϕl(a) ∈ LNm2 . Similarly, ψl(L
N
m2
) ⊆ LNm1 . Since ϕl, ψl both are injective maps, ϕl : C[L
N
m1
] −→ C[LNm2 ]
is a bijective linear map. Moreover for any n ∈ N , ϕl(na) = nan
(21)
r = nϕl(a), for na ∈ LNm1 or not.
Hence ϕl is a left N -module isomorphism.
(2) For g = glm1 = m1gr ∈ GNm1 , x = nm1 ∈ L
N
m1
, ϕl(x ◦m1 g) = nm1grn
(21)
r = nn′ln
(21)
l m1grn
(21)
r =
nn′lϕ(g) = nn
′
lm2 ◦m2 ϕ(g) = nm1n
(21)
r ◦m2 ϕ(g) = ϕl(x) ◦m2 ϕ(g). Through ϕ, we identity G
N
m1
with
GNm2 . Hence ϕl also defines a right Gmi-module isomorphism. 
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3.7. (N,K)-bisets. Let N , K be two submonoids of M with the same identity element. Let us
consider N − K-biset M by the left N and right K bi-action. By abuse of notations, we call
m1LNRKm2 or m1J (N,K)m2 if Nm1K = Nm2K. Clearly, LNRK defines an equivalence relation on
M . Let J
(N,K)
m denote the set of all elements m′ of M such that m′LNRKm.
Lemma 3.30. GN∩Km is a subgroup of G
N
m ∩G
K
m.
Proof. For m′ ∈ GN∩Km , (N ∩ K)m
′ = (N ∩ K)m and m′(N ∩ K) = m(N ∩ K). Hence Nm′ =
N(N ∩K)m′ = N(N ∩K)m = Nm, m′N = m′(N ∩K)N = m(N ∩K)N = mN , so m′ ∈ GNm, and
GN∩Km ⊆ G
N
m. Similarly, G
N∩K
m ⊆ G
K
m. 
Lemma 3.31. J
(N,K)
m = LNm ◦m R
K
m.
Proof. (i) For m1 ∈ LNm, m2 ∈ R
K
m, Nm1 = Nm, m2K = mK, and m1 = nm, m2 = mk. Then
m1 ◦m m2 = nmk = m1k = nm2. Hence Nm1 ◦m m2K = Nm ◦m mK = NmK, m1 ◦m m2 ∈ J
(N,K)
m .
(ii) Conversely, if m′ ∈ J (N,K)m , then m′ = n1mk1, m = n2m′k2. Then Nm′ = Nn1mk1 ⊆ Nmk1,
|Nm′| ≤ |Nmk1| ≤ |Nm|. Dually, |Nm| ≤ |Nm′|. So |Nm| = |Nm′|. Hence |Nm′| = |Nmk1|, and
then Nm′ = Nmk1. Moreover, |Nm| ≥ |Nn1m| ≥ |Nn1mk1| = |Nm′|. Hence |Nm| = |Nn1m|, and
then Nm = Nn1m, i.e., n1m ∈ LNm. Similarly, mk1 ∈ R
K
m. Hence m
′ = n1m ◦m mk1 ∈ LNm ◦m R
K
m,
J
(N,K)
m ⊆ LNm ◦m R
K
m. 
Lemma 3.32. If mLNRKm′, then |Nm| = |Nm′|, |mK| = |m′K|.
Proof. It follows from the above proof. 
Lemma 3.33. If x ◦m y = x
′ ◦m y
′ ∈ J (N,K)m , for some x, x′ ∈ LNm, y, y
′ ∈ RKm, then xLNx
′, xRKx
′,
and yLNy′, yRKy′.
Proof. Ny = Nm ◦m y = Nx ◦m y = Nx′ ◦m y′ = Nm ◦m y′ = Ny′. Hence yLNy′. Since y, y′ ∈ RKm,
yRKy′. Dually, the results for x, x′ also hold. 
Lemma 3.34. (1) Let n ∈ N , k ∈ K, m ∈ M . Then NnmK = NmK iff Nm = Nnm,
NmkK = NmN iff mK = mkK.
(2) J
(N,K)
m ∩Nm = LNm, J
(N,K)
m ∩mK = RKm.
Proof. By duality, we only prove the first part of each item. For (1), if NnmK = NmK, then
m = n1nmk2, for some n1 ∈ N , k2 ∈ K. Hence Nm = Nn1nmk2 ⊆ Nnmk2, |Nm| ≤ |Nnmk2| ≤
|Nnm| ≤ |Nm|. Hence |Nm| = |Nnm|, and Nm = Nnm. Conversely, if Nm = Nnm, then
NnmK = ∪k∈KNnmk = ∪k∈KNmk = NmK.
(2) If x ∈ J (N,K)m ∩ Nm, then NxK = NmK, and x = nm, then by (1), Nm = Nx i.e. x ∈ LNm.
Conversely, if x ∈ LNm, then Nx = Nm, x = nm, hence x ∈ J
(N,K)
m ∩Nm by (1). 
Let H
(N,K)
m be the set of all elements m′ such that m′LNm and m′RKm.
Lemma 3.35. (1) (H
(N,K)
m , ◦m) is a monoid with the identity element m.
(2) LNm is a free left H
(N,K)
m -set.
(3) RKm is a free right H
(N,K)
m -set.
(4) For x1, x2 ∈ LNm, then x1RKx2 iff x2 = x1 ◦m g, for some (unique) g ∈ H
(N,K)
m .
(5) For y1, y2 ∈ RKm, then y1LNy2 iff y2 = g
′ ◦m y1, for some (unique) g′ ∈ H
(N,K)
m .
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(6) Assume LNm = ⊔
αNm
i=1xi ◦m H
(N,K)
m , RKm = ⊔
βKm
j=1H
(N,K)
m ◦m yj. Then:
(a) If xi ◦m g ◦m yj = xk ◦m g
′ ◦m yl, for some above xi, xl, yj, yl and g, g
′ ∈ H(N,K)m , then
xi = xk, yj = yl, g = g
′;
(b) J
(N,K)
m = ⊔
αNm,β
K
m
i,j=1 xi ◦m H
(N,K)
m ◦m yj;
(c) |J (N,K)m | = αNmβ
K
m |H
(N,K)
m |;
(d) H
(N,K)
m = LNm ∩R
K
m = L
N
m ∩mK = Nm ∩R
K
m = J
(N,K)
m ∩Nm ∩mK.
Proof. 1) If x, y ∈ H(N,K)m , we can write x = xlm = mxr, y = ylm = myr for some xl, yl ∈ N ,
xr, yr ∈ K. So Nx ◦m y = Nm ◦m y = Ny = Nm, and x ◦m yK = x ◦m mK = xK = mK. Hence
x ◦m y ∈ H
(N,K)
m . Moreover, x ◦m m = x = m ◦m x.
2) (i) For x ∈ LNm, y, y
′ ∈ H(N,K)m , Nx ◦m y = Nm ◦m y = Ny = Nm, so x ◦m y ∈ LNm. Let
us write x = xlm, y = ylm = myr, y
′ = y′lm = my
′
r, for some xl, yl, y
′
l ∈ N , yr, y
′
r ∈ K. Then
(x ◦m y) ◦m y′ = xyry′r = xlmyry
′
r = xl(y ◦m y
′) = x ◦m (y ◦m y′).
(ii) If x ◦m y = x ◦m y′, then xly = xly′. Note that xlyK = xlmK = xK = xly′K. Since y, x ◦m y ∈
J
(N,K)
m , by Lemma 3.32, |x ◦m yK| = |mK| = |yK|. Hence xl : yK = y′K −→ xlyK = xly′K is a
bijective map. For y, y′ ∈ yK = y′K, xly = xly′ implies y = y′.
3) Similar to the above proof.
4) If x2 = x1 ◦m g, then x2K = x1 ◦m gK = x1 ◦m mK = x1K. Hence x1RKx2. Conversely, Nm =
Nx1 = Nx2, and x1K = x2K. Assume x2 = n21x1 = x1k12, m = nx1, for some n, n21 ∈ N , k12 ∈ K.
Then x2 = x1 ◦m mk12. We claim that mk12 ∈ H
(N,K)
m . Firstly, Nmk12 = Nx1k12 = Nx2 = Nm.
Secondly, mk12K = nx1k12K = nx2K = nx1K = mK. Take g = mk12.
5) Similar to the above proof.
6) (a) Nxi ◦m g ◦m yj = Nm ◦m g ◦m yj = Nyj , so Nyj = Nyl, yjLNyl. By (5), yl = h ◦ yj, for some
h ∈ H(N,K)m . Hence yj = yl. Similarly, xi = xk. By Lemma 3.33, xi ◦m gRKxi ◦m g′. By (2)(4), g = g′.
Parts (b)(c) are consequences of (a) and Lemma 3.31.
(d) By Lemma 3.34, H
(N,K)
m = LNm ∩ R
K
m = Nm ∩ J
(N,K)
m ∩mK = LNm ∩mK = Nm ∩ R
K
m. 
Similarly, the vector space C[J (N,K)m ] can be an N −K bimodule by giving the following actions:
n⊙l x =
{
nx, if nx ∈ J (N,K)m
0, otherwise
y ⊙r k =
{
yk, if yk ∈ J (N,K)m
0, otherwise
For n1, n2 ∈ N , x ∈ J
(N,K)
m , Nn1n2xK = NxK = NmK implies Nn2xK = NmK, i.e. n2x ∈ J
(N,K)
m .
Hence it can be checked that ⊙l is well-defined. Similarly, ⊙r is also well-defined.
Like the lemma 3.27, we have:
Lemma 3.36. (1) As left N-modules, C[J (N,K)m ] ≃ βKmC[L
N
m].
(2) As right K-modules, C[J (N,K)m ] ≃ αNmC[R
K
m].
(3) C[J (N,K)m ] ≃ C[LNm]⊗C[H(N,K)m ] C[R
K
m] as N −K-bimodules.
Proof. 1) By Lemma 3.35(6)(b), ι : C[J (N,K)m ] ≃ ⊕
βNm
j=1C[L
N
m ◦m yj] as vector spaces. For x = y ◦m yj ∈
LNm ◦m yj, n ∈ N , if nx ∈ J
(N,K)
m , then NnxK = NmK = NxK. Assume x = n′nxk′. Then
Nnx ⊆ Nx = Nn′nxk′ ⊆ Nnxk′. Moreover, |Nx| ≤ |Nnxk′| ≤ |Nnx| ≤ |Nx|. Hence |Nx| = |Nnx|,
and Nnx = Nx.
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By Lemma 3.32, |Nx| = |Ny|. Note that x = yyjr. So yjr : Ny −→ Nx;n′′y 7−→ n′′yyjr, is a
bijective map. In particular, yjr : Nny −→ Nnyyjr = Nnx is also bijective. Hence |Nny| = |Nnx| =
|Nx| = |Ny|. So Nny = Ny = Nm, i.e., ny ∈ LNm. In this case, n⊙lx = (n⊙ly)◦myj. If nx /∈ J
(N,K)
m ,
clearly ny /∈ LNm. Hence ι is a left N -module isomorphism. By Lemma 3.35(6), |L
N
m ◦m yj| = |L
N
m|.
Hence C[LNm] ≃ C[L
N
m ◦m yj] as left N -modules.
2) Similar to the above proof.
3) As vector spaces, C[J (N,K)m ] ≃ ⊕
αNm,β
K
m
i=1,j=1C[xi ◦m H
(N,K)
m ◦m yj] ≃ ⊕
αNm,β
K
m
i=1,j=1C[xi ◦m H
(N,K)
m ] ⊗C[H(N,K)m ]
C[H(N,K)m ◦m yj] ≃ C[LNm] ⊗C[H(N,K)m ] C[R
N
m].(cf. Lemma 3.35(6)) By considering the actions of N , K
on left and right sides respectively, we obtain the result. 
Assume now Nm1K = Nm2K, m1 = n
2
1m2k
2
1, m2 = n
1
2m1k
1
2, for some n
j
i ∈ N, k
s
t ∈ K. Let us
define:
ϕ12 : H
(N,K)
m1
−→ H(N,K)m2 ; x 7−→ n
1
2xk
1
2, ϕ
2
1 : H
(N,K)
m2
−→ H(N,K)m1 ; y 7−→ n
2
1yk
2
1,
ϕl : L
N
m1
−→ LNm2 ; x 7−→ xk
1
2, ψl : L
N
m2
−→ LNm1 ; y 7−→ yk
2
1,
ϕr : R
K
m1 −→ R
K
m2 ; x 7−→ n
1
2x, ψr : R
K
m2 −→ R
K
m1 ; y 7−→ n
2
1y.
They are well-defined by the next two lemmas. Note that J
(N,K)
m1 = J
(N,K)
m2 . As m1 = n
2
1m2k
2
1 =
n21m2 ◦m2 m2k
2
1, by the proof of Lemma 3.31, n
2
1m2 ∈ L
N
m2 , m2k
2
1 ∈ R
K
m2 . Similarly, n
1
2m1 ∈ L
N
m1 ,
m1k
1
2 ∈ R
K
m1 . Moreover, Nm1 = Nn
2
1m2 ◦m2 m2k
2
1 = Nm2k
2
1, m1K = n
2
1m2K, Nm2 = Nm1k
1
2,
m2K = n
1
2m1K.
Lemma 3.37. ϕl, ϕr, ψl, ψr are well-defined bijective maps.
Proof. Here we only prove the result for ϕl. Nxk
1
2 = Nm1k
1
2 = Nm2, so it is well-defined. Note that
Nm1 −→ Nm2 = Nm1k12;nm1 7−→ nm1k
1
2, is injective, and |Nm1| = |Nm2|. Hence ϕl is injective,
so is ψl. Therefore ϕl is bijective. 
Lemma 3.38. H
(N,K)
m1 ≃ H
(N,K)
m2 as monoids by ϕ
1
2, ϕ
2
1.
Proof. 1) For x ∈ H(N,K)m1 , assume x = nxm1kx = nxm1 ◦m1 m1kx. Then Nn
1
2xK = Nn
1
2m1K =
Nm1K. So n
1
2x ∈ J
(N,K)
m1 , and |Nn
1
2x| = |Nm1| = |Nx|. Hence Nn
1
2x = Nx. Then Nn
1
2xk
1
2 =
Nxk12 = Nm1k
1
2 = Nm2. Similarly, n
1
2xk
1
2K = m2K, so ϕ
1
2(x) ∈ H
(N,K)
m2 . Therefore, ϕ
1
2 is well-
defined.
For x, z ∈ H(N,K)m1 , assume x = xlm1 = m1xr, z = zlm1 = m1zr, for xl, zl ∈ N , xr, zr ∈ K. Assume:{
n12m1 = m2t
1
2 = n
1
2m1k
1
2t
1
2, for some t
1
2 ∈ K
m1k
1
2 = s
1
2m2 = s
1
2n
1
2m1k
1
2, for some s
1
2 ∈ N
Then:
{
m1 = m1k
1
2t
1
2
m1 = s
1
2n
1
2m1
. Hence:
(i) ϕ12(x) = n
1
2xk
1
2 = n
1
2xlm1k
1
2 = n
1
2xls
1
2m2, ϕ
1
2(z) = n
1
2zk
1
2 = n
1
2m1zrk
1
2 = m2t
1
2zrk
1
2,
(ii) ϕ12(x) ◦m2 ϕ
1
2(z) = n
1
2xls
1
2m2t
1
2zrk
1
2 = n
1
2xls
1
2n
1
2m1k
1
2t
1
2zrk
1
2 = n
1
2xls
1
2n
1
2m1zrk
1
2 = n
1
2xlm1zrk
1
2,
(iii) ϕ12(x ◦m1 z) = ϕ
1
2(xlm1zr) = n
1
2xlm1zrk
1
2 = ϕ
1
2(x) ◦m2 ϕ
1
2(z),
(iv) ϕ12(m1) = n
1
2m1k
1
2 = m2.
So ϕ12 is a monoid homomorphism. Since ϕl, ϕr both are bijective maps, ϕ
1
2 is injective. Dually, ϕ
2
1
is also injective. Hence ϕ12 is a monoid isomorphism. 
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Lemma 3.39. Up to the isomorphisms ϕji , C[L
N
m1
] ≃ C[LNm2 ] as N−H
(N,K)
mi -bimodules, and C[R
K
m1
] ≃
C[RKm2 ], as H
(N,K)
mi −K-bimodules.
Proof. By duality, we only verify the first statement.
(1) Recall that ϕl : C[LNm1 ] −→ C[L
N
m2
] is a bijective linear map. Moreover for any n ∈ N , ϕl(nx) =
nxk12 = nϕl(x), for nx ∈ L
N
m1 or not. Hence ϕl is a left N -module isomorphism.
(2) For g = glm1 = m1gr ∈ H
(N,K)
m1 , x = nm1 ∈ L
N
m1 , ϕl(x ◦m1 g) = nm1grk
1
2 = ns
1
2n
1
2m1grk
1
2 =
ns12ϕ
1
2(g) = ns
1
2m2 ◦m2 ϕ
1
2(g) = nm1k
1
2 ◦m2 ϕ
1
2(g) = ϕl(x) ◦m2 ϕ
1
2(g). Through ϕ
1
2, we identity H
(N,K)
m1
with H
(N,K)
m2 . Hence ϕl also defines a right H
(N,K)
mi -module isomorphism. 
In analogy with the discussion in [BSt1, p.12], we can define a principal series of N −K bi-sets in
M as a chain of N −K bi-sets:
∅ = I0 ( I1 ( · · · ( In =M
such that each Ii is a maximal proper N − K bi-set of Ii+1, for i = 0, · · · , n − 1. Note that by
induction, such chain exists. If x, y ∈ Ii+1 \ Ii, then x * Ii, y * Ii, and NxK ∪ Ii = Ii+1 = NyK ∪ Ii.
Hence x ∈ NyK, y ∈ NxK. So NxK ⊆ NyK ⊆ NxK, xLNRKy. Conversely if xLNRKz, then
NxK = NzK * Ii, and NzN ∪ Ii = Ii+1. Moreover if m ∈ M , and m ∈ Ik, m /∈ Ik−1, then
Ik \ Ik−1 = J
(N,K)
m . Therefore each Ii+1 \ Ii contains exactly one LNRK-class, and each LNRK-class
appears in one such place.
Let ∆ be a complete set of representatives for M/LNRK . For each m, let x1, · · · , xαNm be a
complete set of representatives for LNm/H
(N,K)
m , and y1, · · · , yβKm a complete set of representatives for
H
(N,K)
m \RKm. Hence we can conclude the result as follows:
Theorem 3.40 (Mackey formulas). (1) M = ⊔m∈∆J
(N,K)
m = ⊔m∈∆LNm ⊗H(N,K)m R
K
m =
⊔m∈∆ ⊔
αNm,β
K
m
i=1,j=1 xi ◦m H
(N,K)
m ◦m yj.
(2) Assume that C[N ],C[K] both are semi-simplex. Then as N − K-bimodules, C[M ] ≃
⊕m∈∆C[LNm]⊗C[H(N,K)m ] C[R
K
m].
3.8. Two Schu¨tzenberger representations. Go back to the subsection 3.6. We shall translate
the same results of Chapter 5.5 in [BSt1] to the relative case. For any n ∈ N , x1, · · · , xsNm in
the lemma 3.24, if n ⊙l xj ∈ LNm, then nxj = xi ⊙m gij, for a unique gij ∈ G
N
m; otherwise, set
gij = 0. Then we can define a left Schu¨tzenberger representation of N over C[GNm] associated to
JNm by πl : C[N ] −→ MsNm(C[G
N
m]);n −→ (gij). Similarly, for any n ∈ N , y1, · · · , ytNm in the lemma
3.24, if yi ⊙r n ∈ R
N
m, then yin = hij ⊙r yj, for a unique hij ∈ G
N
m; otherwise, set hij = 0. A right
Schu¨tzenberger representation of N over C[GNm] is given by πr : C[N ] −→ MtNm(C[G
N
m]);n −→ (hij).
For n ∈ N , put πl(n) = A = (gij), according to the above definition. Note that each column of A
only has at most one non-zero entry. Then n(x1, · · · , xsNm) = (x1, · · · , xsNm)A = (x1, · · · , xsNm)πl(n).
2
If let (Πl,W =
∏sNm
j=1C[G
N
m]) be a representation of N given by Πl(n)
 f1...
fsNm
 = πl(n)
 f1...
fsNm
. Then
2The product here is essentially (x1, · · · , xsN
m
) ◦m pil(n). Without confusion, we neglect the m.
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the map p : C[LNm] −→ W ; v =
∑
i=1 xi ◦m fi −→ w =
 f1...
fsNm
, defines an isomorphism between πl
and Πl.
Similarly, put πr(n) = (hij). Then
 y1...
ytNm
n = πr(n)
 y1...
ytNm
. For n1, n2 ∈ N ,
 y1...
ytNm
n1n2 =
πr(n1)
 y1...
ytNm
n2 = πr(n1)πr(n2)
 y1...
ytNm
. Hence πr(n1n2) = πr(n1)πr(n2).
Let (Πr,W = ⊕
tNm
j=1C[G
N
m]) be a right representation of N given by (f1, · · · , ftNm)Πr(n) =
(f1, · · · , ftNm)πr(n). Then by identifying C[R
N
m] with W = ⊕
tNm
j=1C[G
N
m], sending v =
∑
j=1 fj ◦m yj to
w = (f1, · · · , ftNm), we get an isomorphism between two right representations πr and Πr of N .
For any representation (σ, V ) ∈ Repf (G
N
m), we define two local induced representations of N as
follows:
IndGNm(V ) = C[L
N
m]⊗C[GNm] V, CoindGNm(V ) = HomGNm(C[R
N
m], V )
Let v1, · · · , vl be a basis of V . Under such basis, let σ : C[GNm] −→ Ml(C) be the corresponding
matrix representation. Analogue of Section 5.5 in [BSt1, pp.74-75], we present the following example
for the relative case.
Example 3.41. (1) Under the basis {x1 ⊗ v1, · · · , x1 ⊗ vl; · · · · · · ; xsNm ⊗ v1, · · · , xsNm ⊗ vl}, the
matrix representation IndGNm(σ) : C[N ] −→ MsNml(C) is given by IndGNm(σ)(n)ij = σ(πl(n)ij).
(2) Let y∗1, · · · , y
∗
tNm
be a basis of CoindGNm(C[G
N
m]) defined as y
∗
j (yi) = δijm, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t
N
m. Then
under the basis {y∗1⊗ v1, · · · , y
∗
1⊗ vl; · · · · · · ; y
∗
tNm
⊗ v1, · · · , y∗tNm⊗ vl}, the matrix representation
CoindGNm(σ) : C[N ] −→ MtNml(C) is given by CoindGNm(σ)(n)ij = σ(πr(n)ij).
Proof. 1) For n ∈ N , n(xj ⊗ vp) =
∑sNm
i=1 xi ⊗ πl(n)ijvp =
∑sNm
i=1
∑sNm
q=1 xi ⊗ vq · σ(πl(n)ij))qp, i.e.,
n(x1⊗v1, · · · , x1⊗vl; · · · · · · ; xsNm⊗v1, · · · , xsNm⊗vl) = (x1⊗v1, · · · , x1⊗vl; · · · · · · ; xsNm⊗v1, · · · , xsNm⊗
vl)

σ(πl(n)11) σ(πl(n)12) · · · σ(πl(n)1sNm)
σ(πl(n)21) σ(πl(n)22) · · · σ(πl(n)2sNm)
...
...
. . .
...
σ(πl(n)sNm1) σ(πl(n)sNm2) · · · σ(πl(n)sNmsNm)
.
2) Any α ∈ HomGNm(C[R
N
m],C[G
N
m]) is uniquely determined by the values
 α(y1)...
α(ytNm)
; the converse
also holds. In other words, α =
∑tNm
j=1 y
∗
jα(yj). For n ∈ N , let πr(n) = (hij). Then [nα](yj) =
α(yjn) = α(
∑tNm
k=1 hjkyk) =
∑tNm
k=1 hjkα(yk). Hence nα =
∑tNm
j=1
∑tNm
k=1 y
∗
jhjkα(yk). Therefore ny
∗
j⊗vp =∑tNm
i=1 y
∗
i hij⊗vp =
∑tNm
i=1 y
∗
i ⊗πr(n)ijvp =
∑tNm
i=1
∑tNm
q=1 y
∗
i ⊗vq ·σ(πr(n)ij))qp. Similarly, we get the second
statement. 
3.9. Case N = M . In this case, let ∅ = I0 ( I1 ( · · · ( In =M be a principal series of M −M-bi-
sets in M . Each Ii is a bi-ideal of M , which is also a semigroup. For simplicity, in this case we shall
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neglect the superscript N in the above several notations. For m ∈ M , the Rees factor J(m)/I(m)
is a semigroup with zero element, called a principal factor of M . We borrow the notions of simple
semigroup, 0-simple semigroup, null semigroup from [ClPr1, Sections 2.5,2.6] directly.
Lemma 3.42. (1) Each principal factor of M is simple, 0-simple, or null.
(2) If C[M ] is a semisimple algebra, then every principal factor is simple or 0-simple.
(3) C[M ] is a semisimple algebra iff all C[Ii/Ii−1] are semisimple algebras. 3
Proof. (1) See [ClPr1, p.73, Lemma 2.39]. (2) See [ClPr1, p.162, Corollary 5.15]. (3) See [ClPr1,
p.161, Theorem 5.14]. 
Let I1 be the minimal two-sided ideal of M . Then I1 is a J -class. If I1 6= 0, then the semigroup
I1 ∪ {0} is also a 0-simple semigroup by the corollary 2.38 in [ClPr1, p.72].
Let us go back to the lemma 3.24. For the representative sets {x1, · · · , xsm}, {y1, · · · , ytm}, yjxi ∈
mMm ⊆Mm. If yjxi ∈ Jm, then yjxi ∈ Jm ∩Mm = Gm.
Definition 3.43. For the representative sets {x1, · · · , xsm}, {y1, · · · , ytm}, let P (m) be the tm × sm
matrix, with the (j, i)-entry P (m)ji =
{
yjxi, if yjxi ∈ Gm
0, else
. Then one calls P (m) a sandwich
matrix for the J -class Jm.
Remark 3.44. (1) Ifm = e is an idempotent element, then P (e) is the classical sandwich matrix.
(2) For a different representative, the corresponding sandwich matrix can be obtained by multi-
plying the P (m) with certain invertible matrices over Gm ∪ {0} on the left and right sides.
(3) For m1 ∈ Jm, we don’t know for which m1 the invertibility of P (m1) is agreed with
P (m).(Those m1 in Gm behave well? exercise)
Let us come back to the two Schu¨tzenberger representations in such case. Following the notations
in Example 3.41, we can define a natural map:
ϕV : IndGm(V ) −→ CoindGm(V ); x⊗ v −→ (y 7−→ (y♦x)v),
where y♦x =
{
yx, if yx ∈ Gm
0 else
, given as in [BSt1, p.70] for the case m = an idempotent element.
Let us check ϕV is well-defined.
(i) For g ∈ Gm, ϕV (x⊗ v)(g ◦m y) = [(g ◦m y)♦x]v, which is equal to [g ◦m (y♦x)]v = g[(y♦x)v] =
gϕV (x⊗ v)(y), so ϕV (x⊗ v) ∈ CoindGm(V ).
(ii) For g ∈ Gm, ϕV ((x ◦m g)⊗ v)(y) = y♦(x ◦m g)v = [(y♦x) ◦m g]v = (y♦x)(gv) = ϕV (x⊗ gv)(y).
(iii) Let n ∈ M , x ∈ Lm, y ∈ Rm. (a) If nx /∈ Lm, then either yn /∈ Rm or yn♦x = 0. Otherwise,
yn ∈ Rm, and ynx ∈ Gm. Then Mm = Mynx ⊆ Mnx ⊆ Mx = Mm, a contradiction. In
this case, ϕV (n(x ⊗ v))(y) = ϕV ((n ⊙l x) ⊗ v)(y) = 0, and nϕV (x ⊗ v)(y) = ϕV (x ⊗ v)(yn) = 0.
(b) If yn /∈ Rm, then either nx /∈ Lm or y♦nx = 0. Otherwise, nx ∈ Lm, and ynx ∈ Gm.
Then mM = ynxM ⊆ ynM ⊆ yM = mM , a contradiction. In this case, ϕV (n(x ⊗ v))(y) =
ϕV ((n⊙l x)⊗ v)(y) = 0, and nϕV (x⊗ v)(y) = ϕV (x⊗ v)(yn) = 0.(c) If nx ∈ Lm, and yn ∈ Rm, then
ϕV (n(x⊗ v))(y) = ynx(v) = ϕV ((x⊗ v))(yn) = nϕV (x⊗ v)(y). (For simplicity, we write ynx = 0 if
ynx /∈ Gm.)
Analogous of Theorem 5.29 in [BSt1], we present the following result.
3Here, the algebra may not contain a unity element.
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Lemma 3.45. Keep the notations of Example 3.41. Under the basis {x1⊗v1, · · · , x1⊗vl; · · · · · · ; xsm⊗
v1, · · · , xsm ⊗ vl} of IndGm(V ), and the basis {y
∗
1 ⊗ v1, · · · , y
∗
1 ⊗ vl; · · · · · · ; y
∗
tm ⊗ v1, · · · , y
∗
tm ⊗ vl} of
CoindGm(V ), the matrix of ϕV is given by σ(P (m)).
Proof. For each i, ϕV (xi ⊗ vp)(yj) = σ(yj♦xi)vp, so ϕV (xi ⊗ vp) =
∑tm
j=1 y
∗
j ⊗ σ(yj♦xi)vp =∑tm
j=1 y
∗
j ⊗ σ(P (m)ji)vp =
∑tm
j=1
∑l
q=1 y
∗
j ⊗ vqσ(P (m)ji)qp. Hence, ϕV (x1 ⊗ v1, · · · , x1 ⊗
vl; · · · · · · ; xsm ⊗ v1, · · · , xsm ⊗ vl) = (y
∗
1 ⊗ v1, · · · , y
∗
1 ⊗ vl; · · · · · · ; y
∗
tm ⊗ v1, · · · , y
∗
tm ⊗
vl)

σ(P (m)11) σ(P (m)12) · · · σ(P (m)1sm)
σ(P (m)21) σ(P (m)22) · · · σ(P (m)2sm)
...
...
. . .
...
σ(P (m)tm1) σ(P (m)tm2) · · · σ(P (m)tmsm)
. 
Lemma 3.46. The sandwich matrix P (m) defines an intertwining operator between the two
Schu¨tzenberger representations πl(n) and πr(n)(cf. Section 3.8).
Proof. Let us write P (m) = AB formally. Then for n ∈ M , AnB = πr(n)AB = ABπl(n), i.e.,
P (m)πl(n) = πr(n)P (m). 
Remark 3.47. If (σ, V ) is a faithful representation of Gm, then P (m) is a non-singular matrix over
C[Gm] iff σ(P (m)) is a non-singular matrix over C.
Proof. See [ClPr1, p.164, Lemma 5.22]. 
Go back to the left M-module C[Lm], and the right M-module C[Rm]. Assume Gm = {g1 =
m, · · · , gl}. Let us consider V = C[Gm], and σ= the left regular representation of Gm. Then
IndGm(V ) ≃ C[Lm], CoindGm(V ) = HomGm(C[Rm],C[Gm]). Let y
∗
j ∈ CoindGm(V ), which is deter-
mined by y∗j (yi) = δji. Then CoindGm(V ) =
∑tm
j=1 y
∗
jC[Gm].
Lemma 3.48. Let m = e be an idempotent element. Then ϕV is an isomorphism iff IndGe(C[Ge]) ≃
CoindGe(C[Ge]).
Proof. See exercise 4.3 in [BSt1, p.51], or [BSt1, p.230, Theorem 15.6]. 
Corollary 3.49. C[M ] is a semi-simple algebra iff for each J -class, there exists at least an element
m in such class such that the corresponding sandwich matrix P (m) is a non-singular matrix over
C[GMm ].
Proof. Notice that if P (m) is a non-singular matrix, then there exists at least yjxi 6= 0, which implies
that the corresponding principal factor of M is not a null semigroup. Hence M is regular. Let
e ∈ E(M), and eJm. By Lemma 3.46, Remark 3.47, IndGm(C[Gm]) ≃ CoindGm(C[Gm]), as M-
modules. By Lemma 3.29, IndGe(C[Ge]) ≃ CoindGe(C[Ge]). Combining with the theorem 5.21 in
[BSt1, p.72] , we get the result. 
3.10. Two Axioms. Keep the notations of Section 3.8. Continue the above discussion. Let us
present two axioms, which are not necessary for the whole purpose.
Axiom (I). For every element m ∈M , IndGNm(C[G
N
m]) ≃ CoindGNm(C[G
N
m]) as N-modules.
Axiom (II). N is a regular monoid.
Lemma 3.50. If the axiom (I) holds, then:
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(1) sNm = t
N
m.
(2) IndGNm(σ) ≃ CoindGNm(σ), for any (σ, V ) ∈ Irr(C[G
N
m]).
Proof. Part (1) is immediate. Under the axiom (I), CoindGNm(σ) ≃ HomGNm(C[R
N
m],C[G
N
m]⊗C[GNm]V ) ≃
HomGNm(C[R
N
m],C[G
N
m])⊗C[GNm] V ≃ C[L
N
m]⊗C[GNm] V ≃ IndGNm(σ). 
Lemma 3.51. Axiom (I) is equivalent to Axiom (I ′) that there exists a non-singular matrix P ∈
MsNm(C[G
N
m]), which defines an intertwining operator between the two Schu¨tzenberger representations
πl(n) and πr(n).
Proof. (I ′)⇒ (I): we can deduce the result from Example 3.41 and Remark 3.47.
(I) ⇒ (I ′): Let σ = ⊕(λ,Vλ)∈Irr(GNm)λ, V = ⊕(λ,Vλ)∈Irr(GNm)Vλ. Let us choose a basis v1, · · · , vmλ
for each Vλ. Then there exists an isomorphism σ = ⊕λ : C[GNm] −→ ⊕λ∈Irr(GNm)Mmλ(C). It also
implies an isomorphism MsNm(σ) : MsNm(C[G
N
m]) −→ ⊕λ∈Irr(GNm)MsNm
(
Mmλ(C)
)
. By Lemma 3.50,
for each λ ∈ Irr(GNm), we have s
N
m = t
N
m, and IndGNm(λ) ≃ CoindGNm(λ). By choosing the corre-
sponding basis as given in Example 3.41, there exists an inverse matrix Aλ ∈ GLsNmmλ(C), such
that Aλλ(πl(n)) = λ(πr(n))Aλ. Let P = [MsNm(σ)]
−1(⊕λ∈Irr(GNm)Aλ), which is an inverse matrix over
C[GNm]. Then ⊕λλ(P )[⊕λλ(πl(n))] = ⊕λAλλ(πl(n)) = ⊕λλ(πr(n))Aλ = [⊕λλ(πr(n))][⊕λλ(P )], which
implies Pπl(n) = πr(n)P .

Remark 3.52. (1) If the axioms (I) (II) both hold, C[N ] is a semi-simple algebra.
(2) If only the axiom (I) holds, C[N ] may not be a semi-simple algebra.
Proof. (1) By considering these m ∈ N , and Theorem 5.19 in [BSt1, p.70], we obtain the result. For
(2), see Example 5.23 in [BSt1, p.73]. 
3.11. Contragredient representations for inverse monoids. Let M be an inverse monoid with
the canonical involution ∗. Assume e ∈ E(M), and Le =
∑sm
i=1 xi ◦e Ge. Then G
∗
e = Ge, and
Re = L
∗
e =
∑se
i=1Ge ◦e x
∗
i , i.e. te = se, and we can choose yi = x
∗
i in Lemma 3.24 in this case.
Lemma 3.53. x∗ixj /∈ Je, for i 6= j.
Proof. If x∗ixj ∈ Je, then x
∗
ixj ∈ Je ∩ eM ∩ Me = Ge. Assume xix
∗
i = ei, xjx
∗
j = ej. Then
MeM = MeixjM = MeiejM = Mx
∗
iM = (Mei)M = MxjM = M(ejM). By [BSt1, p.30,
Prop.3.13], eiej = ei = ej , contradicting to i 6= j by Lemma 3.24(4). 
As a consequence, we can see that by choosing yi = x
∗
i , the sandwich matrix P (e) = diag(e, · · · , e),
which is the identity matrix. (Exercise 5.18 in [BSt1, p.80]) Let (π, V ) be an irreducible representation
of M having an apex e. Recall (D(π), D(V ) = HomC(V,C)) is a right representation of M . By
composing with the involution ∗, we can get a left representation, denoted by D(π) ◦ ∗.
Lemma 3.54. πˇ ≃ D(π) ◦ ∗, as left representations.
Proof. Note that the result is right if M is a group. Assume now that π = IndGe σ, V = IndGe W .
Then πˇ = IndGe σˇ, D(π) = D(W )⊗Ge C[Re]. More precisely, V = ⊕
se
i=1xi ◦e W , Vˇ = ⊕
se
i=1xi ◦e Wˇ ,
and D(V ) = ⊕sei=1D(W ) ◦e x
∗
i . Let a be a C-linear map from Wˇ to D(W ) such that a(gewˇ) =
a(wˇ)g−1e , for ge ∈ Ge, wˇ ∈ Wˇ . Then we can define a C-linear map from Vˇ to D(V ) determined by
A(xi ◦e w) = a(w) ◦e x∗i . Let us check that A defines a M-isomorphism from πˇ ≃ D(π) ◦ ∗. For
m ∈M , mxi /∈ Le iff x∗im
∗
i /∈ Re. Moreover, mxi = xj ◦e gji iff x
∗
im
∗ = g∗ji ◦e x
∗
j = g
−1
ji ◦e x
∗
j , for some
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gji ∈ Ge. If mxi /∈ xj ◦e Ge, we also write mxi = xj ◦e gji, with gji = 0, and write g∗ji = 0. Then for
vˇ =
∑se
i=1 xi ◦e wi, mvˇ =
∑se
i=1
∑se
j=1 xj ◦e gjiwi. Hence:
A(mvˇ) = A(
se∑
i=1
se∑
j=1
xj ◦e gjiwi) =
se∑
i=1
se∑
j=1
a(gjiwi) ◦e x
∗
j
=
se∑
i=1
se∑
j=1
a(wi)g
∗
ji ◦e x
∗
j =
se∑
i=1
se∑
j=1
a(wi) ◦e g
∗
jix
∗
j
=
se∑
i=1
a(wi) ◦e x
∗
im
∗ = A(vˇ)m∗

Notice that we can not claim that HomM(V ⊗ Vˇ ,C) ≃ C, analogue of p-adic case. We can only
get dimHomM(V ⊗ Vˇ ,C) ≤ 1.
4. Centric monoid
4.1. Global induced functors. To compare with representations of p-adic groups, here we shall
consider two global induced functors. For any (σ,W ) ∈ Repf(N), we define the first induced rep-
resentation in the following way: IndMN W = {f : M −→ W | f(nm) = σ(n)f(m), n ∈ N,m ∈ M},
the monoid homomorphism IndMN σ : M −→ EndC(Ind
M
N W ) is given by [Ind
M
N σ](m)f(x) = f(xm),
for x,m ∈ M . Let B = C[N ],A = C[M ]. For any f ∈ IndMN W , we can extend it to be a function
f˜ : A −→ W by linearization. Hence IndMN W ≃ HomB(A,W ); f 7→ f˜ . We also define the second
induced representation as indMN W = A⊗B W .
Theorem 4.1 (Frobenius Reciprocity). For (σ,W ) ∈ Repf (N), (π, V ) ∈ Repf(M),
HomM(ind
M
N W,V ) ≃ HomN(W,V ), HomM(V, Ind
M
N W ) ≃ HomN(V,W ).
Proof. 1) Let us first show that HomA(A, V ) ≃ V as A-modules. Each f ∈ HomA(A, V ) is uniquely
determined by f(1) ∈ V . Conversely, for any v ∈ V , we can define a unique fv ∈ HomA(A, V ), given
by fv(a) = av. For a ∈ A, [afv](b) = fv(ba) = bav = fav(b), which means afv = fav. So the result
holds. Hence HomM(ind
M
N W,V ) ≃ HomA(A⊗B W,V ) ≃ HomB(W,HomA(A, V )) ≃ HomN(W,V ).
2) HomM(V, Ind
M
N W ) ≃ HomA(V,HomB(A,W )) ≃ HomB(A⊗A V,W ) ≃ HomN(V,W ). 
Remark 4.2. There exist (1)W −→ indMN W ;w −→ 1⊗w, as N-modules, (2) Ind
M
N W −→W ; f 7−→
f(1), as N-modules.
Lemma 4.3. If O is a submonoid of N with the same identity, then for (λ, U) ∈ Repf (O),
indMN ind
N
O λ ≃ ind
M
O λ, Ind
M
N Ind
N
O λ ≃ Ind
M
O λ.
Proof. Let C = C[O]. Then (1) indMN ind
N
O U ≃ A ⊗B (B ⊗C U) ≃ A ⊗C U , (2) Ind
M
N Ind
N
O U ≃
HomB(A,HomC(B,U)) ≃ HomC(B ⊗B A,U) ≃ HomC(A,U) ≃ Ind
M
O U . 
In the rest of this subsection, we shall adopt the assumption that M , N both are semi-simple
monoids. In [Ri1], Marc Rieffel discussed explicitly the next result for the case that M/N is a
group. However, our objects are finite monoids not just only groups. Hence here we give a new
representation-theoretic proof of the next result, which can be also applied in the finite group case.
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Lemma 4.4. Under the semi-simple assumptions, IndMN W ≃ ind
M
N W as A-modules.
Proof. Notice that HomB(A,W ) ≃ HomB(BA,B)⊗BW . So it reduces to show that HomB(BA,B) ≃
A as A − B bimodules. By the semi-simple assumptions, B ≃ ⊕(σ,U)∈Irr(N)U ⊗ D(U) as N − N -
bimodules, A ≃ ⊕(π,V )∈Irr(M)V ⊗D(V ) asM−M bimodules. Let pV be the projection from V ⊗D(V )
to B as N −N -bimodules, and p =
∑
pV . Then p ∈ HomB(BA,B).
Let us define a map F : A −→ HomB(A,B); a 7−→ ap, where [ap](a′) = p(a′a), for a′ ∈ A. It
can be checked that ap ∈ HomB(A,B). For b ∈ B, F (ab)(a′) = [abp](a′) = p(a′ab) = p(a′a)b, which
means that F (ab) = F (a)b; for a′′ ∈ A, F (aa′′)(a′) = [aa′′]p(a′) = p(a′aa′′) = a[a′′p](a′) = aF (a′′)(a′),
which means F (aa′′) = aF (a′′). Therefore F is an A−B-bimodule homomorphism. Let us next show
that F is injective. If ap = 0, then p(a′a) = 0 for any a′ ∈ A; p(a′ab) = p(a′a)b = 0, for b ∈ B. Hence
AaB ⊆ ker p. Notice that AaB is an A − B-bimodule. If it is not zero, it contains an irreducible
bimodule of the form V ⊗D(U), for some U ⊆ V |B. But V |B contains U , and p|U⊗D(U) is not a zero
map. Hence a = 0, and p is injective. Then comparing the dimensions of A and HomB(A,B) as
vector spaces by Lemma 3.20, we obtain the result. 
Corollary 4.5. Under the semi-simple assumptions, IndMN is an exact functor from Repf(N) to
Repf(M).
Theorem 4.6 (Frobenius Reciprocity). Under the semi-simple assumptions, for (σ,W ) ∈ Repf(N),
(π, V ) ∈ Repf(M), HomM(Ind
M
N W,V ) ≃ HomN(W,V ), HomM(V, Ind
M
N W ) ≃ HomN(V,W ).
Proof. By the above lemma 4.4, IndMN V is an adjoint as well as coadjoint induced representation,
see [Ri1, pp.263-264]. 
For the general results, in particular for infinite groups, one can read the paper [Ri1].
4.2. Centric submonoid.
Definition 4.7. Let N be a submonoid of M with the same identity element. If for any element
m ∈ M , mN = Nm, following the language of [ClPr1, Chapter 10], we will call N a centric
submonoid of M .
Recall the notations in Section 3.5. Until the end of this subsection, we will take the following
assumption.
Axiom (III). N is a centric submonoid of M .
Remark 4.8. For each m ∈M , LNm = R
N
m = J
N
m = G
N
m, s
N
m = t
N
m = 1.
For x ∈ M , let x˙ denote the set Nx = xN = NxN . For x˙ = Nx, y˙ = Ny, we can define
x˙y˙ = x˙y = Nxy. For x˙, y˙, we say x˙ ≡ y˙ if xRNy or xLNy, or xJNy. Let
M
N
= {x˙ | x ∈ M}/ ≡, and
denote the equivalent class of x˙ by [x]. Then we can give a well-defined binary operator on M
N
by
[x][y] = [xy], for [x], [y] ∈ M
N
. In this way M
N
becomes a monoid. Let p : M −→ M
N
;m 7→ [m] be the
canonical momoid homomorphism.
Let us give another definition for the monoid M
N
. Now let M
N
= {[JNm ] | m ∈ M}, with the
binary operator [JNm1 ] · [J
N
m2
] = [JNm1m2 ], which means that J
N
m1
· JNm2 ⊆ J
N
m1m2
. 4 If JNm′i
= JNmi, then
Nm′i = Nmi, Nm
′
1m
′
2 = Nm
′
1Nm
′
2 = Nm1Nm2 = Nm1m2, which implies J
N
m′1m
′
2
= JNm1m2 . In this
way, M
N
becomes a monoid. It can be seen that M
N
≃ M
N
; [x] −→ [JNx ], as monoids.
4Here it is just an inclusion.
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Corollary 4.9. |M
N
| = #{JNm | m ∈M}.
Lemma 4.10. (1) N
N
is also a centric submonoid of M
N
.
(2) M
N
/N
N
≃ M
N
.
Proof. For m ∈ M , [m]N
N
= {[mn] | n ∈ N} = {[nm] | n ∈ N} = N
N
[m]. Hence the first statement
holds. For m1, m2 ∈ M , if [m1]
N
N
= [m2]
N
N
, then [m1] = [m2][n2], [m2] = [m1][n1], which means
that Nm1 = Nm2n2, Nm2 = Nm1n1. Hence Nm1 = m2n2N ⊆ m2N = m1n1N ⊆ m1N . So
[m1] = [m2]. 
4.3. Projective representations of finite monoids. We shall mainly follow Mackey’s paper [Ma]
to approach this part. Let F× be a subgroup of C×. Let F = F× ∪ {0} be a multiplicative
monoid, which is an abelian monoid. Let N = F or F×. Call α a multiplier 5 for M if α is a
function from M × M to N satisfying (1) the normalized condition that α(m, 1) = 1 = α(1, m),
(2) α(m1, m2)α(m1m2, m3) = α(m2, m3)α(m1, m2m3), for m,mi ∈ M . Two multipliers α, α′ are
called similar if there exists a function f : M −→ F× with f(1) = 1, such that α(m1, m2) =
α′(m1, m2)f(m1)f(m2)f
−1(m1m2). Associated to a multiplier α, we can define a monoid M
α con-
sisting of elements (m, t) ∈ M ×N , with the multiplication [m1, t1][m2, t2] = [m1m2, t1t2α(m1, m2)],
for ti ∈ N , mi ∈M .
Lemma 4.11. (1) Mα is a monoid.
(2) p : Mα −→M ; [m, t] −→ m, and ι : F −→Mα; t −→ [1, t] both are monoid homomorphisms.
(3) If α, α′ are similar by a function f , then there exists a monoid isomorphism f˜ : Mα −→Mα
′
such that
Mα
p
−−−→ M
≀
yf˜ ∥∥∥
Mα
′ p
−−−→ M
,
N
ι
−−−→ Mα∥∥∥ ≀yf˜
N
ι
−−−→ Mα
′
both are commutative.
(4) For two multipliers α, α′, if there exists the above two commutative diagrams, then α, α′ are
similar.
Proof. 1) For [mi, ti] ∈ Mα, i = 1, 2, 3, (a) [1, 1][m1, t1] = [m1, t1] = [m1, t1][1, 1], (b)
([m1, t1][m2, t2])[m3, t3] = [m1m2, t1t2α(m1, m2)][m3, t3] = [m1m2m3, t1t2t3α(m1, m2)α(m1m2, m3)] =
[m1m2m3, t1t2t3α(m2, m3)α(m1, m2m3)] = [m1, t1]([m2m3, t2t3α(m2, m3)]) = [m1, t1]([m2, t2][m3, t3]).
2) See the definition.
3) f˜ : Mα −→ Mα
′
; [m, t] 7−→ [m, f(m)t], is a monoid isomorphism, because f˜([m1, t1][m2, t2]) =
f˜([m1m2, t1t2α(m1, m2)]) = [m1m2, f(m1m2)t1t2α(m1, m2)] = [m1m2, t1t2α
′(m1, m2)f(m1)f(m2)] =
f˜([m1, t1])f˜([m2, t2]), and f˜([1, 1]) = [1, f(1)1] = [1, 1]. The two diagrams are clearly commutative.
4) Assume that the two monoids Mα, Mα
′
are isomorphic by a function f˜ . By the first diagram,
f˜([m, 1]) = [m, f(m)]. Then f˜([m, t]) = f˜([m, 1][1, t]) = [m, f(m)][1, t] = [m, f(m)t]. Since f˜ |m×F
is a bijective map, f(m) ∈ F×. By the identity [1, t] = f˜([1, t]) = f˜([1, 1][1, t]) = [1, f(1)][1, t],
we obtain f(1) = 1. Evaluation of f˜ on the equality: [m1, t1][m2, t2] = [m1m2, α(m1, m2)t1t2], we
obtain [m1m2, f(m1)f(m2)α
′(m1, m2)t1t2] = [m1m2, f(m1m2)α(m1, m2)t1t2]. In particular, when
t1 = t2 = 1, we get α(m1, m2) = α
′(m1, m2)f
−1(m1m2)f(m1)f(m2). 
5In [Pa1], [Pa2], Patchkoria introduced several definitions of cohomology monoids (with coefficients in semimodules).
However, we can not directly use his result of 2-cocyle because here we allow 0 to appear.
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Lemma 4.12. Assume that F is a finite monoid. Then N is a centric submonoid of Mα, and
Mα/N ≃
{
M if N = F×
M × Z/2Z if N = F
.
Proof. Straightforward. 
Definition 4.13. An α-projective representation (π, V ) of M is a map π : M −→ EndC(V ), for a
finite-dimensional C-vector space V , such that π(m1)π(m2) = α(m1, m2)π(m1m2), for a multiplier
α from M ×M to C.
Let XM denote all maps f : M −→ C×, such that f(1) = 1. A projective M-morphism between
two projective representations (π1, V1) and (π2, V2) of M is a C-linear map F : V1 −→ V2 such that
F (π1(m)v) = µ(m)π2(m)F (v) (4.1)
holds for all m ∈ M , v ∈ V1, and some µ ∈ XM . Let Hom
µ
M(π1, π2) or Hom
µ
M(V1, V2) denote
the C-linear space of all these morphisms, and let HomXMM (V1, V2) or HomM(V1, V2) be the union of
HomµM(V1, V2) as µ runs over all elements in XM . We call (π1, V1) a projective sub-representation
of (π2, V2) if there exists an injective morphism in HomM(V1, V2). If V1 6= 0, and (π1, V1) has no
nonzero proper projective sub-representation, we call (π1, V1) irreducible. Two irreducible smooth
projective representations (π1, V1), (π2, V2) of M are projectively equivalent, if there exists a bijective
C-linear map in HomM(π1, π2) (its inverse is also a projective M-morphism.). In particular, when
this bijective map lies in Hom1M(V1, V2), 1 being the trivial map in XM , we will say that (π1, V1),
(π2, V2) are linearly equivalent. For two projective representations (π1, V1), (π2, V2) of M , we can also
define their inner product projective representation (π1 ⊗ π2, V1 ⊗ V2) of M .
4.3.1. Assume now Ω is a multiplier from M ×M −→ A, for a finite multiplicative monoid A ⊂ C.
Here A = F× or F . Every Ω-projective representation (π, V ) will give rise to a monoid representation
(πΩ, V Ω = V ) of the finite monoidMΩ in the following way: πΩ : MΩ −→ EndC(V ); [m, t] 7−→ tπ(m),
for m ∈M , t ∈ A. For two elements [mi, ti] ∈MΩ, i = 1, 2,
πΩ([m1, t1][m2, t2]) = π
Ω([m1m2, t1t2Ω(m1, m2)]) = π(m1m2)t1t2Ω(m1, m2)
= π(m1)π(m2)t1t2 = π
Ω([m1, t1])π
Ω([m2, t2]),
πΩ(1, 1) = π(1)
so πΩ is well-defined. Note that πΩ|A = IdA, and every such representation of M
Ω arises from an
Ω-projective representation of M .
Let (π1, V1), (π2, V2) be two Ω-projective representations of π
Ω. Let (πΩ1 , V
Ω
1 ), (π
Ω
2 , V
Ω
2 ) be their
lifting representations of MΩ respectively.
Lemma 4.14. Hom1M(π1, π2) ≃ HomMΩ(π
Ω
1 , π
Ω
2 ).
Proof. Assume first that ϕ ∈ Hom1M(V1, V2). Then ϕ
(
πΩ1 ([m, t])v
)
= ϕ
(
tπ1(m)v
)
= tπ2(m)ϕ(v) =
πΩ2 ([m, t])ϕ(v), i.e., ϕ ∈ HomMΩ(V1, V2). The converse also holds. 
Let N be a submonoid of M with the same identity element. Let ω be the restriction of Ω
to N × N . Assume (σ,W ) is an ω-projective representation of N , and (σω,W ω = W ) its lifting
representation to Nω. It can be checked that Nω is also a submonoid of MΩ with the same identity
element. Then we can define two induced representations IndM
Ω
Nα σ
α and indM
Ω
Nα σ
α. The restriction
of them to M shall give Ω-projective representations of M . Let us denote these two Ω-projective
Induced representation by (IndM,ΩN,ω σ, Ind
M,Ω
N,ω W ) and (ind
M,Ω
N,ω σ, ind
M,Ω
N,ω W ) respectively. Here we only
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write down the explicit realization of IndM,ΩN,ω σ. We can let Ind
M,Ω
N,ω W be the space of elements
ϕ : M −→ W such that σ(n)ϕ(m) = Ω(n,m)f(nm); the action of M on IndM,ΩN,ω W is defined as
[IndM,ΩN,ω σ](m)[ϕ](x) = ϕ(xm)Ω(x,m), for x,m ∈M .
4.4. Representations associated to centric submonoids.
4.4.1. Keep the notations that N is a centric submonoid of M with the same identity element. For
(π, V ) ∈ Irr(M), let (σ,W ) be an irreducible constituent of (ResMN π,Res
M
N V ).
Lemma 4.15. (1) For m ∈ M , let mW = {π(m)w | w ∈ W}. Then mW = 0, or mW is an
irreducible N-module.
(2) For m ∈M , if mW 6= 0, then π(m)|W : W −→ mW is a bijective linear map.
(3) Assume that (σ′,W ′) is also an irreducible constituent of (ResMN π,Res
M
N V ). For m ∈ M , if
mW 6= 0, mW ′ 6= 0, then as N-modules, mW ′ ≃ mW iff W ′ ≃W .
(4) For e ∈ E(M), eW = 0 or eW ≃W .
Proof. 1) Clearly, mW is an N -stable C-vector space. If V1 is an N -submodule of mW , then
W1 = {w ∈ W | π(m)w ∈ V1}, is a vector subspace of W , and mW1 = V1. Moreover, for n ∈ N ,
w ∈ W1, mnw = n′mw ∈ V1, which implies that nw ∈ W1. If V1 6= 0, then W1 6= 0, W1 = W , and
V1 = V .
2) Let V0 = {w ∈ W | π(m)w = 0}. Clearly, V0 is a C-linear vector space. For w ∈ V0, n ∈ N , and
mn = n′m, we have mnw = n′mw = 0. Hence V0 is N -stable. Since V0 6=W , V0 = 0. Hence π(m)|W
is bijective.
3) (⇐) Let ϕ : W −→ W ′ be the N -isomorphism. By (2), for w1, w2 ∈ W , mw1 = mw2 implies
w1 = w2. So we can define ϕm : mW −→ mW
′;mw −→ mϕ(w). For n ∈ N , write nm = mn′,
ϕm(nmw) = ϕm(mn
′w) = mϕ(n′w) = mn′ϕ(w) = nmϕ(w) = nϕm(mw). Hence ϕm is an N -
isomorphism.
(⇒) It is known that π(m)|W ′, π(m)|W both are bijective C-linear maps. Let Ψ : mW −→
mW ′;mw −→ Ψ(mw) be the N -isomorphism. Let us write Ψ(mw) = mϕ(w), with ϕ(w) ∈ W ′. Then
ϕ = [π(m)|W ′]−1 ◦Ψ ◦ π(m)|W , which is also a bijective C-linear map. For n ∈ N , if mn = n′m, then
for w ∈ W , mϕ(nw) = Ψ(mnw) = Ψ(n′mw) = n′Ψ(mw) = n′mϕ(w) = mnϕ(w), so ϕ(nw) = nϕ(w).
4) It is a consequence of part (3). 
Recall A = C[M ], B = C[N ].
Lemma 4.16. If C[M ] is semisimple, so are C[N ] and C[M
N
].
Proof. 1) We first show that C[N ] is semi-simple. Since B →֒ A as N -modules, it suffices to show A is
a semi-simple N -module. Finally it reduces to show the restriction of each irreducible representation
(π, V ) of M to N is semi-simple. We adopt the above notation —(σ,W ). Then V =
∑
m∈M mW ;
each mW is a left irreducible N -module or zero. So ResMN V is semi-simple, and we are done.
2) Let C = C[M
N
], and p : A −→ C be the canonical projection. Through p, C as left C-module is
the same as left A-module. So C is semi-simple as left C-module. 
For e ∈ E(M), let [e] be the image of e in M
N
, i.e., [e] = [JNe ] ∈ E(
M
N
). Let Je, Le, Re denote the
generators of MmM , Mm, mM respectively in M , and Ge = Le ∩ Re. Let J[e], L[e], R[e] denote the
generators of M
N
[e]M
N
, M
N
[e], [e]M
N
respectively in M
N
, and G[e] = L[e] ∩R[e]. Recall Ie = {m ∈M | e /∈
MmM}, I[e] = {[m] ∈
M
N
| [e] /∈ M
N
[m]M
N
}.
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Lemma 4.17. (1) p sends Ie, Le, Re, Je, Ge of M onto I[e], L[e], R[e], J[e], G[e] of
M
N
respectively.
Moreover, p−1(I[e]) = Ie, p
−1(L[e]) = Le, p
−1(R[e]) = Re, p
−1(J[e]) = Je, p
−1(G[e]) = Ge.
(2) 1 −→ GNe −→ Ge
p
−→ G[e] −→ 1, is an exact sequence of groups.
Proof. 1) Clearly the projection p : M −→ M
N
sends Je, Le, Re to J[e], L[e], R[e] respectively. For
element [m] ∈ M
N
, [m]R[e] iff [m]M
N
= [e]M
N
iff [m] = [em1], [e] = [mm2], for some mi ∈ M iff
mN = em1N , eN = mm2N , for some mi ∈ M , which implies that e = mm2n2, m = em1n1, for
some ni ∈ N , mi ∈ M . Hence [m] ∈ R[e] implies m ∈ Re. So p(Re) = R[e], and p−1(R[e]) = Re.
Dually, p(Le) = L[e], and p
−1(L[e]) = Le. This implies that p(Ge) = G[e], and p
−1(G[e]) = Ge. If
[m]J [e], then [m] = [m1][e][m2], [e] = [m3][m][m4], and then m = m1em2n1, e = m3mm4n2, for some
mi ∈ M , nj ∈ N . This implies that m ∈ Je. Hence p(Je) = J[e], and p
−1(J[e]) = Je. If e ∈ MmM ,
then [e] ∈ M
N
[m]M
N
. Conversely, if [e] ∈ M
N
[m]M
N
, then e = nm′mm′′ ∈MmM . So p−1(I[e]) = Ie.
2) For g ∈ Ge, p(g) = [e] iff Ng = Ne, g ∈ GNe . 
Lemma 4.18. E(M) −→ E(M
N
); e 7−→ [e], is a surjective map. Moreover, if M is also an inverse
monoid, then this map is bijective.
Proof. If e ∈ E(M), [e] ∈ E(M
N
). If [m] ∈ E(M
N
), then Nm2 = Nm. Assume ms = fm ∈ E(M), for
some s ≥ 2. Then Nm = Nm2 = Nmm = Nm3 = · · · = Nms = Nfm. Hence [m] = [fm]. So the
map is surjective. If M is also an inverse monoid, and [e] = [f ], then Ne = Nf , and Me = Mf .
Since M is an inverse monoid, e = f . 
Theorem 4.19. C[M ] is semisimple iff C[N ] and C[M
N
] both are semisimple.
Proof. By Lemma 4.16, it suffices to prove the “ ⇐” part.
1) For each m ∈ M , there exists m∗ ∈ M , such that [m] = [m][m∗][m], i.e., Nm = Nmm∗m =
mNm∗m. Then there exists m′ ∈M , such that m = mm′m. Hence m is a regular element.
2) For e ∈ E(M), let us write Le = ⊔
se
i=1xi ◦e Ge, Re = ⊔
te
j=1Ge ◦e yj, Je = ⊔
se,te
i,j=1xi ◦e Ge ◦e yj as in
Lemma 3.24. By the above lemma 4.17(1), we know that L[e] = ⊔
se
i=1[xi]◦[e]G[e], R[e] = ⊔
te
j=1G[e]◦[e][yj ],
J[e] = ⊔
se,te
i,j=1[xi] ◦[e] G[e] ◦[e] [yj].
6 Recall the map ϕW : IndG[e](W ) −→ CoindG[e](W ); [x] ⊗ w −→
([y] 7−→ ([y]♦[x])w), where [y]♦[x] =
{
[y][x], if [y][x] ∈ G[e]
0 else
given as in [BSt1, p.70] or above
Section 3.9. Let us choose W = C[G[e]]. Then ϕW is an isomorphism. Recall [y∗j ] ∈ CoindG[e](C[G[e]])
given by [y∗j ]([yi]) =
{
0 i 6= j
[e] i = j
. Then IndG[e](W ) ≃ C[L[e]], CoindG[e](W ) = ⊕
t[e]
j=1[y
∗
j ]C[G[e]].
Hence there exists functions [fj ] ∈ C[L[e]], [h∗i ] ∈ CoindG[e](W ), such that ϕW ([fj]) = [y
∗
j ], and
ϕ−1W ([h
∗
i ]) = [xi].
3) Go back to the big monoid M . Let fj , y
∗
j , h
∗
i be the corresponding functions in C[Le],
CoindGe(C[Ge]), CoindGe(C[Ge]), with the images [fj], [y
∗
j ], [h
∗
i ] under the map p. Then yifj ={
0 i 6= j,
gj i = j,
for some gj ∈ GNe . Multiply by some elements of G
N
e , finally, ∃f
′
j ∈ C[Le], such
that yif
′
j =
{
0 i 6= j,
e i = j.
Assume [h∗i ] =
∑
j=1[y
∗
j ][g
′
j], for some [g
′
j] = [yj]♦[xi] ∈ G[e] ∪ {0}. No-
tice that C[L[e]] = ⊕
s[e]
i=1[fi]C[G[e]] = ⊕
s[e]
i=1[f
′
i ]C[G[e]]. Hence [xi] = ⊕
s[e]
i=1[f
′
i ][τi], and consequently,
6The discussion is compatible with the theorem 10.47 in [ClPr2, p.215].
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xi ∈
∑s[e]=se
i=1 f
′
iC[Ge].
4) Assume (π, V ) ∈ Irr(Ge). For any element u =
∑se
i=1 f
′
i⊗vi ∈ IndGe(V ). Then yju = e⊗vj , which
implies that IndGe(V ) is an irreducible M-module. Note that dim IndGe(V ) = dimCoindGe(V ),
and the canonical map ϕV : IndGe(V ) −→ CoindGe(V ) is non-zero in this case. Hence ϕV is an
isomorphism of Ae =
C[M ]
C[Ie]
-modules. Therefore C[M ] is a semisimple. 
Corollary 4.20. Go back to Section 4.3. If N = F or F× is a finite set, then the monoid Mα is a
finite semi-simple monoid.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.12 and the above theorem. 
Lemma 4.21. If M
N
is a group, so is M .
Proof. For any x ∈ M , ∃y, z ∈ M , such that xNyN = xyN = N = Nzx, so 1 = xyn = n′zx, x is
invertible. 
Lemma 4.22. ef = fe, for e, f ∈ E(N).
Proof. If e, f ∈ E(N), then ef = fne = nfe, fe = en′f = n
′
ef . So fef = f · fne = fne = ef = nfe =
nfe · e = efe = fe. 
Corollary 4.23. Under the Axiom III, if C[N ] is semi-simple, then N is an inverse monoid.
Proof. See [BSt1, p.26, Thm. 3.2]. 
From now on, we take the following axiom in this subsection.
Axiom (IV). C[M ] is a semi-simple monoid.
4.5. GNm. Let e ∈ E(N). Recall the notation G
N
e in Subsection 3.5. Then G
N
e (⊆ N) is the group
of the units of eNe. Let Ge be the group of the units of eMe. By Lemma 3.26, Ge ∩ N = G
N
e .
Notice that by Remark 4.8, GNe = L
N
e = R
N
e . Let G
N∗
e = G
N
e ∪ {0} be a multiplicative monoid. Let
ιl : N −→ G
N∗
e ;n 7−→
{
0 if ne /∈ GNe ,
ne if ne ∈ GNe ,
ιr : N −→ G
N∗
e ;n 7−→
{
0 if en /∈ GNe ,
en if en ∈ GNe .
Lemma 4.24. ιl, ιr both are monoid homomorphisms.
Proof. By duality, we only consider ιl. Let n1, n2 ∈ N . (1) If n1e, n2e ∈ G
N
e , then n1n2e = n1e◦e n2e;
(2) Notice: Nn1n2e = Ne implies that Nn2e = Ne. If n2e /∈ GNe , then n1n2e /∈ G
N
e ; (3) In case
n1e /∈ GNe , we assume nie = en
′
i. Then Nn1n2e = Nn1en
′
2 = Nen
′
1n
′
2 = en
′
1n
′
2N , and en
′
1n
′
2N = eN
implies en′1N = eN . So n1n2e /∈ G
N
e . 
Lemma 4.25. Following the notations of Lemma 3.25, e[−1]GNe = G
N
e e
[−1].
Proof. It suffices to show that N \ e[−1]GNe = N \G
N
e e
[−1]. Since N is semi-simple, IndGNe (C[G
N
e ]) ≃
CoindGNe (C[G
N
e ]). It implies that there exists a C-linear bijective map A : C[G
N
e ] −→ C[G
N
e ] such
that A(ιl(n)) = ιr(n)A, for any n ∈ N . If n ∈ N \GNe e
[−1], then ιl(n) = 0, which implies ιr(n) = 0,
n ∈ N \ e[−1]GNe ; the converse also holds. 
We can replace e by any element m ∈M . By the same proof, we can also show that the result of
Lemma 4.24 holds. But the result of Lemma 4.25 may not be right for all m.
Corollary 4.26. Each C[GNm] is a theta N −N bimodule.
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Proof. First of all, C[GNm] is a canonical theta G
N
m − G
N
m-bimodule. As N − N -bimodule, C[G
N
m] is
the inflation bimodule from that that GNm −G
N
m-bimodule by the above maps ιl, ιr. 
Assume (σ,W ) = (IndGNe (χ), IndGNe (U)), for (χ, U) ∈ Irr(G
N
e ). For simplicity, we identity W with
U . The action of N on W , factors through the above ll. Then eW = W , and for n ∈ N \ GNe e
[−1],
nW = 0.
Lemma 4.27. If HomN (W,C[GNm]) 6= 0, then (1)em = m, (2) G
N
mm
[−1] = GNe e
[−1], (3) GNe −→
GNm; g −→ gm, is a surjective group homomorphism, with the kernel StabGNe (m) = {g ∈ G
N
e | gm =
m}, (4) HomN(W,C[GNm]) is an irreducible right representation of N .
Proof. 1) If 0 6= ϕ ∈ HomN(W,C[GNm]), then for w 6= 0, ϕ(w) = ϕ(ew) = eϕ(w) 6= 0. Hence
eC[GNm] 6= 0. Take g ∈ G
N
m, so that eg ∈ G
N
m. Then em = eg ◦m g
−1 ∈ GNm, and em ◦m eg ◦m (eg)
−1 =
eg ◦m (eg)−1 = m.
2) For g ∈ GNe , Ngm = Nem = Nm, which implies gm ∈ G
N
m. Moreover, for g, g
′ ∈ GNe , gg
′m =
gm ◦m g′m. Hence g −→ gm defines a group homomorphism from GNe to G
N
m. For n /∈ G
N
e e
[−1],
nϕ(W ) = ϕ(nW ) = ϕ(neW ) = 0. Since the action of N on C[GNm], factors through ll : N −→
GNm ∪ {0}. Hence ll(n) = 0, which means that nm /∈ G
N
m, or n /∈ G
N
mm
[−1]. Hence N \ GNe e
[−1] ⊆
N \GNmm
[−1], GNmm
[−1] ⊆ GNe e
[−1]. On the other hand, for n ∈ GNe e
[−1], ne ∈ GNe , nm = nem ∈ G
N
m,
so n ∈ GNmm
[−1]. Therefore GNe e
[−1] = GNmm
[−1].
3) The composite map κ : GNmm
[−1] = GNe e
[−1] −→ GNe −→ G
N
m implies the surjection.
4) By the above corollary 4.26, C[GNm] is a theta N −N bimodule, so the result holds. 
Lemma 4.28. As left N-module, RN(C[GNm]) only contains some irreducible representations of N
with the same apex.
Proof. For each irreducible submodule (σ′,W ′) of C[GNm], AnnN(W
′) = N \GNmm
[−1], which is deter-
mined by the element m. Comparing with the above results, we obtain the result. 
Let ∅ = I0 ( I1 ( · · · ( In = N be a principal series of N bi-ideals (or ideals for short) in N such
that each Ii−1 is a maximal proper N ideal of Ii, for i = 1, · · · , n. (By abuse of notations for the
empty set)
Each Ii \ Ii−1 contains exactly one JN -class of the form GNe′i
, for some e′i ∈ E(N). Notice that by
the result of Proposition 3.7 in the page 28 of [BSt1] for the inverse monoid, each GNe′i
contains only
one idempotent element. Form ∈ IM (σ), we multiply the above series by m on each term and remove
repeated terms, finally obtain a principal series of N bi-sets: ∅ = Ii0 ( Ii1m ( · · · ( Iimm = Nm.
Assume Iijm = · · · = Iij+1−1m and Iijm \ Iij−1m = G
N
e′ij
m. Each GNm′ ⊆ Nm will be equal to one
such GNe′ij
m. Hence GNm′ = G
N
e′ij
m ⊆ GNe′ijm
, which implies that GNm′ = G
N
e′ij
m. Let m
′
ij
= e′ijm.
Lemma 4.29. GNm′ij
m
′[−1]
ij
= GNe′ij
e
′[−1]
ij
.
Proof. Clearly GNe′ij
e
′[−1]
ij
⊆ GNm′ij
m
′[−1]
ij
. If n ∈ GNm′ij
m
′[−1]
ij
, then ne′ij ∈ Iij . If ne
′
ij
/∈ GNe′ij
, then
ne′ij ∈ Iij−1, and then ne
′
ij
m ∈ Iij−1m, contradicting to n ∈ G
N
m′ij
m
′[−1]
ij
. 
Lemma 4.30. (1) As left N-module, every irreducible sub-representation of C[GNm′
ij
] has the apex
e′ij ;
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(2) IfmN = ⊔kGNm′ik
, then as left N-modules, for different k1, k2, RN (C[GNm′ik1
])∩RN (C[GNm′ik2
]) =
∅;
(3) C[mN ] is a theta N −N-bimodule.
Proof. 1) If an irreducible sub-representation (σ′k,W
′
k) of C[G
N
m′ij
] has an apex e′k, then G
N
m′ij
m
′[−1]
ij
=
GNe′
k
e
′[−1]
k . So G
N
e′
k
e
′[−1]
k = G
N
e′ij
e
′[−1]
ij
, and N \GNe′
k
e
′[−1]
k = N \G
N
e′ij
e
′[−1]
ij
= AnnN(W
′
k). Hence k = ij .
2) For (σ′kt ,W
′
kt
) ∈ RN (C[m′ikt ]), t = 1, 2, σ
′
k1
and σ′k2 can not share a common apex, so they are not
isomorphic.
3) Dually, the above result also holds for the right N -module. Notice that ∅ = Ii0 ( Ii1m ( · · · (
Iimm = Nm, and 0 −→ C[Iij−1m] −→ C[Iijm] −→ C[G
N
e′ij
m] −→ 0 as N −N -bimodules. Hence this
result can deduce from (2) and Corollary 4.26. 
4.6. I lrM(σ). Keep the notations of Lemma 4.15. We let W˜
V be the σ-isotypic component of ResMN V ,
and IVM(σ) = {m ∈M | π(m)W˜
V ⊆ W˜ V }.
Lemma 4.31. (1) IVM(σ) is a submonoid of M .
(2) For any irreducible constituent W1 of W˜
V , m ∈ IVM(σ), π(m)W1 = 0, or π(m)W1 ≃ W as
N-modules.
(3) There exist m1, · · · , ml ∈ IVM(σ), such that Res
IV
M
(σ)
N W˜
V = ⊕li=1π(mi)W .
(4) W˜ V is an irreducible representation of IVM(σ), denoted by (σ˜
V , W˜ V ).
(5) ResMN V ≃ ⊕ Some (σ′,W ′)∈Irr(N)W˜
′
V
, as N-modules.
(6) M \ IVM(σ) = {m ∈M | there exists m
′ ∈ IVM(σ), such that mm
′W 6= 0, and mm′W ≇W}.
(7) E(M) ⊆ IVM(σ).
(8) If m ∈ IVM(σ), then G
N
m ⊆ I
V
M(σ).
Proof. Parts (1)(2)(5) are straightforward.
(3) By the irreducibility of V , V =
∑
m∈M π(m)W . Then W˜
V = ⊕li=1π(mi)W , for some mi ∈M . So
π(mi)W ≃ W as N -modules. If π(mjmi)W 6= 0, by Lemma 4.15(3), π(mjmi)W ≃ π(mj)W ≃ W .
Therefore mj ∈ IVM(σ).
(4) For any non-zero IVM(σ)-submodule V1 of W˜
V , V1|N contains an irreducible N -submodule W1
of W˜ V . By the similar argument as (3), W˜ V = IVM(σ)W1 ⊆ V1, and then V1 = W˜
V . So W˜ V is
irreducible.
(6) If m /∈ IVM(σ), there exists mi as in (3), such that mmiW 6= 0, and mmiW ≇ W as N -modules.
Conversely, m′W 6= 0, and m′W ≃W as N -modules. Then 0 6= m′W ⊆ W˜ V , but mm′W * W˜ V . So
m /∈ IVM(σ).
(7) This statement follows from Lemma 4.15(4).
(8) Let m′ ∈ GNm. Assume m = n
′m′, m′ = nm. For any irreducible N -submodule W1 of W˜
V , if
mW1 = 0, then m
′W1 = nmW1 = 0. By duality, mW1 6= 0 iff m′W1 6= 0. Assume mW1 6= 0. Then
m′W1 = nmW1 ⊆ mW1. By Lemma 4.15(2), dimm′W1 = dimW1 = dimmW1, so m′W1 = mW1. 
For m /∈ IVM(σ), assume m
′ ∈ IVM(σ), such that mm
′W 6= 0. Then m′W ≃ W as N -modules.
Moreover, m : m′W −→ mm′W is a bijective map by Lemma 4.15(2). We can let m⊗m′W be the
space of elements m⊗m′w. For n ∈ N , if nm = mn′, define n(m⊗m′w) = m⊗n′m′w. If nm = mn′′,
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then nmm′w = mn′m′w = mn′′m′w, which implies that n′m′w = n′′m′w. Hence it is well-defined.
In this way, m⊗m′W becomes an N -module.
Lemma 4.32. p : m⊗m′W −→ mm′W , defines an N-module isomorphism.
Proof. Firstly, p is bijective. For n ∈ N , if nm = mn′, then n[m⊗m′w] = m⊗n′m′w, np(m⊗m′w) =
nmm′w = mn′m′w = p(n[m⊗m′w]). 
For such m, if m′′ ∈ IVM(σ) such that m
′′W 6= 0, then we can also define the vector space m⊗m′′W .
In this case, let A : m′′W −→ m′W be an N -isomorphism. For n ∈ N , if nm = mn′ = mn′′, then
n′A(m′′w) = n′′A(m′′w), which implies that n′m′′w = n′′m′′w. Hence m⊗m′′W is also an N -module.
Lemma 4.33. m⊗m′W ≃ m⊗m′′W , as N-modules.
Proof. Just use the map Id⊗A. 
Lemma 4.34. V ≃ indMIV
M
(σ) W˜
V as M-modules.
Proof. HomM(ind
M
IV
M
(σ) W˜
V , V ) ≃ HomIV
M
(σ)(W˜
V , V ). Any f ∈ HomIV
M
(σ)(W˜
V , V ) also be-
longs to HomN(W˜
V , V ). So its image sits in the subspace W˜ V of V , which implies that
dimHomM(ind
M
IV
M
(σ) W˜
V , V ) = 1. Moreover indMIV
M
(σ) W˜
V ≃
∑
m∈M mC[I
V
M (σ)] ⊗C[IVM (σ)] W˜
V =
1⊗ W˜ V +
∑
m/∈IV
M
(σ)mC[I
V
M(σ)]⊗C[IVM (σ)] W˜
V as N -modules.
Given mi in Lemma 4.31(3), following lemma 4.33 we let m⊗W˜ V = ⊕im⊗miW be an N -module.
Then there exists a surjective N -module homomorphism p : m⊗ W˜ V −→ mC[IVM(σ)]⊗C[IVM (σ)] W˜
V .
Note that m ⊗ miW ≃ m ⊗ mjW as N -modules. Hence as N -modules, mC[IVM(σ)] ⊗C[IVM (σ)] W˜
V
is zero or contains no more σ-isotypic component. Hence the σ-isotypic component of indMIV
M
(σ) W˜
V
is isomorphic with W˜ V . If indMIV
M
(σ) W˜
V contains another irreducible component (π1, V1) ∈ Irr(M),
then HomM(ind
M
IV
M
(σ) W˜
V , V1) ≃ HomIV
M
(σ)(W˜
V , V1), which implies that V1|IV
M
(σ) also contains W˜
V as
a sub-representation. Thus indMIV
M
(σ) W˜
V is irreducible. 
4.6.1. Assume that (σ,W ) has an apex e = eN0 ∈ E(N). Assume (π, V ) has an apex f ∈ E(M),
and (π, V ) = (IndGf (λ), IndGf (S)) ∈ Irr(M), for (λ, S) ∈ Irr(Gf ). By Frobenius reciprocity,
HomN(W,V ) ≃ HomN(C[LNe ] ⊗C[GNe ] U, V ) ≃ HomGNe (U,HomN(C[L
N
e ], V )) ≃ HomGNe (U,C[R
N
e ] ⊗N
V ). Notice that RNe = G
N
e = L
N
e , C[R
N
e ]⊗C[N ] V ≃ C[G
N
e ]⊗C[N ]C[Lf ]⊗C[Gf ] S ≃ e⊗ eC[Lf ]⊗C[Gf ] S.
By Lemma 4.25, the above e ⊗ eC[Lf ] ⊗C[Gf ] S ≃ eC[Lf ] ⊗C[Gf ] S as G
N
e e
[−1]-modules or as N -
modules. Recall the notion Ie = {m ∈ M | e /∈ MmM}. If f /∈ MeM , then e ∈ If , eC[Lf ] = 0.
Hence eC[Lf ] 6= 0 only if f ∈MeM or MfM ⊆MeM . Assume Lf = ⊔
sf
i=1xi ◦f Gf = ⊔
sf
i=1xiGf .
Lemma 4.35. (1) If exi ∈ Lf , then exi = xif = xi. In this situation, for h ∈ GNe , hxi = xigh,
for some gh ∈ Gf .
(2) h −→ gh, gives a group homomorphism from GNe to Gf , with the kernel StabGNe (xi) = {h ∈
GNe | hxi = xi}.
(3) {hxi = xigh | h ∈ GNe } ⊆ G
N
xi
. Moreover h −→ hxi, gives a group homomorphism from GNe
to GNxi, with the kernel StabGNe (xi).
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Proof. 1) Assume exi = xie
′ = xife
′f , for some e′ ∈ N . Since e is an idempotent element, we
assume e′ ∈ E(N). Put ge = fe′f = fe′ = e′f . Then Mf = Mexi = Mxige = Mfge = Mge, so
ge ∈ Lf ∩fM = Gf . By Lemma 3.24(5), ge is uniquely determined by e. Moreover exi = enxi = xigne ,
so ge = g
n
e = f = e
′f = fe′. For other h ∈ GNe , Mhxi = Mexi = Mxi = Mf , so hxi ∈ Lf , and
hxi = xifh
′f , for some h′ ∈ N . Put gh = fh′f . Similarly, gh ∈ Gf .
2) For h, h′ ∈ GNe , hh
′xi = hxigh′ = xighgh′, which implies ghh′ = ghgh′. So it is a group homomor-
phism. The kernel equals to the subgroup {h ∈ GNe | hxi = xif = xi}.
3) xigh = hxi. Then Nxigh = Nhxi = Nexi = Nxi, which implies xigh ∈ LNxi = G
N
xi
. For h, h′ ∈ GNe ,
hxi ◦xi h
′xi = hh
′xi, so it is a group homomorphism. 
Let Txi denote the subgroup of Gf , such that G
N
xi
= xi ◦f Txi. Note that (G
N
xi
, xi) ≃ (Txi, f) as
groups. Thus HomN (W,V ) ≃ HomGNe (U,C[R
N
e ] ⊗N V ) ≃ ⊕
kf
i=1HomGNe (U,C[exiGf ] ⊗C[Gf ] S), for
some kf ≤ sf . For simplicity, we identity W with U . Assume 0 6= HomN (W,C[exiGf ] ⊗C[Gf ] S).
Then C[xiGf ] = C[xi ◦ Txi] ⊗C[Txi ] C[Gf ] as N − Gf -bimodules. So HomN(W,C[G
N
xi
]) 6= 0 as left
N -modules. By Lemma 4.27, the image of GNe −→ xiGf ; h −→ hxi is the whole G
N
xi
. Moreover,
GNe e
[−1] = GNxix
[−1]
i and (σ,W ) ∈ RN(C[G
N
xi
]). Note that HomGNe (W,C[xiGf ] ⊗C[Gf ] S) = 0 unless
χ(StabGNe (xi)) = 1; in the later case, HomGNe (W,C[xiGf ] ⊗C[Gf ] S) ≃ HomGNe /StabGNe (xi)
(W,S). So
far, we understand how to embed W in V as N -module.
Assume now 0 6= F ∈ HomN(W,V ), and Im(F ) = xi ⊗W ′, with W ′ ⊆ S. Denote W = Im(F ).
Then V =
∑
m∈M mW.
Lemma 4.36. (1) If mW 6= 0, then there exists m′ ∈M , such that m′m acts on W trivially.
(2) If mW 6= 0, m′W 6= 0, then there exists m′′ ∈M , such that m′′mW = m′W.
Proof. 1) SinceM is semi-simple, the sandwich matrix P (f) is non-singular. Then for xj , there exists
yj ∈ Rf , such that yjxj = g ∈ Gf , and g−1yjxj = f . Assume mxi = xjgm, for some gm ∈ Gf . Hence
xig
−1
m g
−1yjmxi = xig
−1
m g
−1yjxjgm = xig
−1
m g
−1ggm = xif = xi. Then put m
′ = xig
−1
m g
−1yj.
2) By part (1), ∃m′′′, such that m′′′mW =W. Hence (m′m′′′)mW = m′W. 
Let us write W ′ = m′W 6= 0. Assume W = m′′m′W. Assume the equivalence class of W ′ in
Irr(N) is σ′.
Lemma 4.37. IVM(σ
′) ⊇ m′IVM(σ)m
′′.
Proof. Let W˜ (resp. W˜ ′) be the σ(resp.σ′)-isotypic components of V |H . For any irreducible
component W ′′ of W˜ ′, m′′W ′′ = 0, or m′′W ′′ ≃ m′′W ′ ≃ W. Hence m′′W˜ ′ ⊆ W˜ , and
IVM(σ)m
′′W˜ ′ ⊆ W˜ . Similarly, we obtain m′IVM(σ)m
′′W˜ ′ ⊆ W˜ ′. So IVM (σ
′) ⊇ m′IVM(σ)m
′′, and
#IVM(σ
′) ≥ #m′IVM(σ)m
′′. 
5. Clifford-Mackey-Rieffel theory for monoids
In [Da], [Ri2], [Wi], Dade, Rieffel, Witherspoon successfully generated the Clifford-Mackey theory
from the group cases to the ring and algebra cases. For later use, in this section we shall present their
explicit forms for some semi-simple monoid cases. Our main purpose is to find out some proper semi-
simple monoids to represent those algebras. The final results indicate that we can find some desired
proper monoids locally. However, we can’t ensure that these monoids are semi-simple globally. Hence
in the last part of this section, we present some results for inverse monoids. Keep the notations of
the above section and take the previous Axioms (III), (IV) in this section.
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5.1. Clifford-Mackey-Rieffel theory I. Let (σ0,W0), (σ1,W1), · · · , (σk,Wk) denote the set of
all pairwise inequivalent irreducible representations of N , and let eW0 , eW1, · · · , eWk 7 be the corre-
sponding minimal central idempotents of EndB(B) ≃ B such that BeWi = eWiB ≃ m(σi)σi as left
N -modules, wherem(σi) = dimWi. Let (Πl, A) resp. (Πr, A) denote the left resp. right regular repre-
sentation ofM . Let W˜i,l resp. W˜i,r be the σi resp. D(σi) isotypic components of (Πl, A) resp. (Πr, A)
of M . Let I lM(σi) = {m ∈ M | Πl(m)W˜i,l ⊆ W˜i,l}, I
r
M(D(σi)) = {m ∈ M | W˜i,rΠr(m) ⊆ W˜i,r}. For
simplicity of notations, we write σ = σ0, e
W = eW0 , W˜0,l = W˜l.
Lemma 5.1. (1) I lM(σ) = ∩V ′I
V ′
M (σ), for all (π
′, V ′) ∈ RM(Ind
M
N σ).
(2) If x ∈ IVM(σ) \ I
l
M(σ), then π(x)W˜
V = 0.
(3) W˜ V is also an irreducible representation of I lM(σ).
(4) I lM(σ) = {m ∈M | m ∈ e
WAeW ⊕⊕ki=1Ae
Wi}. Then C[I lM (σ)] ⊆ e
WAeW ⊕⊕ki=1Ae
Wi.
(5) V ≃ indMIl
M
(σ) W˜
V as M-modules.
Proof. 1) For m ∈ I lM(σ), if Πl(m)W˜l = 0, clearly, m ∈ I
V ′
M (σ). If Πl(m)W˜l 6= 0, then there exists an
irreducible N -module U1 ⊆ W˜l, such that Πl(m)U1 ≃W . We can treat (π′, V ′) as a subrepresentation
of (Πl, A). For every irreducible submodule π
′(mi)W of W˜
V ′ , π′(m)π′(mi)W ≃ Πl(m)U1 ≃ W , or
π′(m)π′(mi)W = 0. So in this case, m ∈ I
V ′
M (σ). Conversely, assume Πl ≃ ⊕π′∈Irr(M)mπ′π
′. By
investigating the σ-isotypic components on both sides, we obtain the result.
2) If x ∈ IVM(σ) \ I
l
M(σ), and π(x)W˜
V 6= 0, then there exists an irreducible N -component U1 ⊆ W˜ V ,
such that xU1 6= 0. Hence for any irreducible component U ′ of W˜l, xU ′ ≃ xU1 ≃ W , or xU ′ = 0; this
implies that x ∈ I lM(σ).
3) It arises from (2) and Lemma 4.31(4).
4) 1 =
∑k
i=0 e
Wi, and eWiB ≃ σi ⊗ D(σi), as N − N -bimodules. Notice that as right N -modules,
eWiB = BeWi ≃ m(σi)D(σi). Then the canonical N -morphism eWiB ⊗B A −→ eWiA, implies
that eWiA ⊆ W˜i,l. Moreover A = ⊕ki=0e
WiA. Hence eWiA = W˜i,l. In particular, e
W0A = W˜l.
Let us also write A = ⊕ki=0Ae
Wi . For 0 6= i, AeWieW0A = 0 ⊆ eW0A. For i = 0, eW0 = eW ,
AeW = ⊕ki=1e
WiAeW ⊕ eWAeW , AeWeWA = ⊕ki=1e
WiAeWA ⊕ eWAeWA. By [Pi, p.95, corollary b],
HomA(e
WA, eWiA) ≃ eWiAeW . It implies that for eWiaeW 6= 0, eWiaeW (eWA) = eWiaeWA 6= 0, and
eWiaeWA ⊆ W˜i,l. Therefore the set {a ∈ A | aeWA ⊆ eWA} = eWAeW ⊕⊕ki=1Ae
Wi .
5) For x ∈ IVM(σ) \ I
l
M(σ), there exists (π
′, V ′) ∈ RM(Ind
M
N σ), such that x /∈ I
V ′
M (σ). Then there
exists an irreducible N -submodule W ′ ⊆ W˜ V
′
, such that xW ′ 6= 0, and xW ′ ≇ W as N -modules.
Then xB ⊗B W˜ V ։ xC[I lM (σ)] ⊗C[IlM (σ)] W˜
V as N -modules. Moreover, xB ⊗B W˜ V ≃ xB ⊗B
m(σ, V )W ≃ xB ⊗B m(σ, V )W
′ ≃ m(σ, V )xW ′ ⊗ D(W ′) ⊗B W
′ ≃ m(σ, V )xW ′, as N -modules,
where m(σ, V ) = dimHomN(W,V ). The remaining proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.34. 
Dually, we have:
Lemma 5.2. (1) IrM(D(σ)) = ∩V I
V
M(D(σ)), for all (D(π), D(V )) ∈ RM(D(Ind
M
N σ)).
(2) C[IrM(D(σ))] ⊆ e
WAeW ⊕⊕ki=1e
WiA.
Let W˜0 or W˜ be the σ⊗D(σ)-isotypic component of the left-right regular representation (Πl⊗Πr, A)
as N −N -bimodues, and I lrM(σ) = {m ∈M | Πl(m)W˜ ⊆ W˜ , W˜Πr(m) ⊆ W˜}. Then W˜ = W˜l ∩ W˜r.
7! These eWi are different from those idempotent elements in E(N).
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Lemma 5.3. (1) C[I lrM(σ)] = C[I
l
M(σ)] ∩ C[I
r
M(D(σ))] = C[I
l
M(σ) ∩ I
r
M(D(σ))].
(2) eWAeW +B ⊆ C[I lrM(σ)] ⊆ e
WAeW ⊕ (1− eW )A(1− eW )
Proof. 1) The second equality is clearly right. Since W˜ = W˜l ∩ W˜r, I lM(σ) ∩ I
r
M(D(σ)) ⊆ I
lr
M(σ).
Conversely, eWAeW = ⊕W ′ ⊗D(W ′), where W ′ ≃ W as N -modules. If m ∈ I lrM(σ), Πl(m)W
′ ≃ W
or Πl(m)W
′ = 0. Hence Πl(m)e
WAeW ⊆ eWAeW . Dually, eWAeWΠr(m) ⊆ eWAeW .
2) Let us write A = ⊕ki=0e
WiA, W0 = W , and Ae
W = eWAeW +
∑k
i=1 e
WiAeW . If there exists
eWimeW 6= 0, then 0 6= eWimeW eWA = eWimeW [⊕V ∈RM (IndMN (W ))e
W (V⊗D(V ))]. Hence ∃V , such that
eWimeWV ⊗D(V ) 6= 0, eWimeWV 6= 0. It implies that eWimeW eWAeW 6= 0. But eWimeW eWAeW ⊆
eWiAeW , contradicting to m ∈ I lrM(σ). Hence e
WimeW = 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Dually, eWmeWi = 0, for
1 ≤ i ≤ k. Thus the second inclusion is right. Clearly, B ⊆ C[I lrM (σ)]. Note that A ≃ ⊕C[G
N
m], as
N − N -bimodules, and A ≃ ⊕V ⊗D(V ), as M −M-bimodules. Hence we can gather all GNm, such
that C[GNm] contains W ⊗D(W ) as N −N -bimodules. By Lemma 4.30, for such m, the projection
of C[mN ] lies in eWAeW ⊕ (1− eW )A(1− eW ); thus m ∈ I lrM(σ), and G
N
m ⊆ I
lr
M(σ). Hence as N −N -
bimodules, C[I lrM(σ)] contains W ⊗D(W )-isotypic component of A, i.e. e
WAeW ⊆ C[I lrM(σ)]. 
By the above lemma, m ∈ I lrM(σ) iff m ∈ e
WAeW ⊕ (1− eW )A(1− eW ); this condition is equivalent
to say that C[mN ] ⊆ eWAeW ⊕ (1− eW )A(1− eW ). Hence m ∈ I lrM(σ) implies mN ⊆ I
lr
M(σ).
Corollary 5.4. E(M) ⊆ I lrM(σ).
Proof. This can deduce from Lemmas 4.31(7), 5.1(1), 5.2(1) and 5.3(1). 
We can not ensure that I lrM(σ) is a semi-simple monoid, but e
WC[I lrM(σ)] = C[I
lr
M(σ)]e
W = eWAeW .
Hence the results of [Ri2, pp.370-372, Props. 2.14, 2.15] also hold for C[I lrM(σ)]. Here we shall give
a much detailed discussion. By Lemma 4.4, indMN σ ≃ Ind
M
N σ.
Lemma 5.5. (1) For (π, V ) ∈ RM(ind
M
N σ), W˜
V is also an irreducible representation of I lrM(σ).
(2) For (π, V ) ∈ RM(ind
M
N σ), V ≃ ind
M
Ilr
M
(σ) W˜
V , as M-modules.
(3) There exists a bijective map indMIlr
M
(σ) : RIlrM (σ)(ind
Ilr
M
(σ)
N σ) −→ RM (ind
M
N σ).
(4) For (π, V ) ∈ RM(ind
M
N σ), V ≃ Ind
M
Ilr
M
(σ) W˜
V , as M-modules.
Proof. 1) If m ∈ I lM(σ) \ I
lr
M(σ), then as N − N -bimodules, C[G
N
m] contains W ⊗ D(Wi), for some
1 ≤ i ≤ k. Hence it contains no more W ⊗D(W ) component. Hence mW˜ V = 0. By Lemma 5.1(3),
W˜ V is also an irreducible representation of I lrM(σ).
2) HomM(ind
M
Ilr
M
(σ) W˜
V , V ) ≃ HomIlr
M
(σ)(W˜
V , V ) →֒ HomN(W˜ V , V ). Moreover the W -isotypic com-
ponent eW indMIlr
M
(σ) W˜
V = 1 ⊗ W˜ V ≃ W˜ V , which implies V ≃ indMIlr
M
(σ) W˜
V because any irreducible
component of indMIlr
M
(σ) W˜
V needs to contain W˜ V as I lrM(σ)-modules.
3) For (π, V ) ∈ RM (ind
M
N σ), part (1) shows that W˜
V ∈ Irr(I lrM(σ)). Moreover,
HomIlr
M
(σ)(ind
Ilr
M
(σ)
N σ, W˜
V ) ≃ HomN(W, W˜ V ) 6= 0, W˜ V ∈ RIlr
M
(σ)(ind
Ilr
M
(σ)
N σ). Conversely, for any
W˜ ∗ ∈ RIlr
M
(σ)(ind
IlrM (σ)
N σ), W˜
∗|N only contains σ-isotypic component by Lemma 5.3. Then the proof
of (2) also shows that indMIlr
M
(σ) W˜
∗ is irreducible, and indMIlr
M
(σ) W˜
∗ ∈ RM(ind
M
N σ).
4) By [BSt1, p.43,Prop.4.4], eW IndMIlr
M
(σ) W˜
V ≃ HomC[Ilr
M
(σ)](Ae
W , W˜ V ). For any f ∈
HomC[Ilr
M
(σ)](Ae
W , W˜ V ), f(eWa) = f(a), which means f((1 − eW )a) = 0. Hence
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HomC[Ilr
M
(σ)](Ae
W , W˜ V ) ≃ HomC[Ilr
M
(σ)](e
WAeW , W˜ V ). Let us write A = ⊕V ′ ⊗ D(V ′) as M −M-
bimodules. By part (3), eWAeW ≃ ⊕W˜ V
′
⊗D(W˜ V
′
) as V ′ runs through all elements in RM (ind
M
N σ).
Hence HomC[Ilr
M
(σ)](e
WAeW , W˜ V ) ≃ W˜ V as left C[I lrM(σ)]-modules. Then the W -isotypic compo-
nent of IndMIlr
M
(σ) W˜
V is isomorphic to W˜ V . By Frobenius reciprocity, any irreducible component of
IndMIlr
M
(σ) W˜
V needs to contain W˜ V as I lrM(σ)-modules; this implies that V ≃ Ind
M
Ilr
M
(σ) W˜
V . 
Lemma 5.6. (1) ind
Ilr
M
(σ)
N σ is a semi-simple representation.
(2) ind
IlrM (σ)
N σ ≃ Ind
IlrM (σ)
N σ.
Proof. 1) Let p2 resp. p1 be the projection from A to (1 − eW )A(1 − eW ) resp. eWAeW . Since
p1(C[I lrM(σ)]) = e
WAeW , C[I lrM(σ)] ≃ e
WAeW +p2(C[I lrM(σ)]), as N−N -modules. Here, p2(C[I
lr
M(σ)])
can not contain D(σ)-isotypic component as right N -module. Hence ind
Ilr
M
(σ)
N σ ≃ e
WAeW ⊗C[N ] σ.
The action of I lrM(σ) on e
WAeW ⊗C[N ] σ factors through p1. So it is a semi-simple representation.
2) If ind
Ilr
M
(σ)
N σ ≃
∑l
i=1 niσ˜
i, for σ˜i ∈ Irr(I lrM(σ)), then by Frobenius reciprocity, mN(σ, σ˜
i) =
mIlr
M
(σ)(ind
Ilr
M
(σ)
N σ, σ˜
i) = ni. Hence Ind
Ilr
M
(σ)
N σ ≃ HomC[N ](C[I
lr
M(σ)], σ) ≃ HomC[N ](e
WC[I lrM (σ)], σ) ≃
HomC[N ](e
WAeW , σ) ≃ HomC[N ](
∑l
i=1 σ˜
i ⊗D(σ˜i), σ) ≃
∑l
i=1 niσ˜
i ≃ ind
IlrM (σ)
N σ. 
5.2. Clifford-Mackey-Rieffel theory II. In this subsection, we will interpret the second part of
Clifford’s theory for semi-simple centric monoid case as done for normal group case in the pages
372-373 of [Ri2] or in the paper [Wi].
5.2.1. For m ∈ I lrM(σ), G
N
m ⊆ I
lr
M(σ). By Lemma 5.3, if C[G
N
m]⊗NW 6= 0, then C[G
N
m]⊗NW ≃W as
N -modules. Let J0M(σ) = {m ∈ I
lr
M(σ) | C[G
N
m]⊗N W = 0}, J
1
M(σ) = {m ∈ I
lr
M(σ) | C[G
N
m]⊗N W ≃
W}.
Lemma 5.7. If m ∈ J iM(σ), then G
N
m ⊆ J
i
M(σ).
Proof. For m1 ∈ G
N
m, by Lemma 3.29, C[G
N
m1 ] ≃ C[G
N
m] as N−N -bimodules. So the result holds. 
Lemma 5.8. For m ∈ J1M(σ), m
[−1]GNm = G
N
mm
[−1].
Proof. By Lemma 4.27(2), GNmm
[−1] = GNe e
[−1]. Also, as right N -modules, HomN (D(W ),C[GNm]) 6= 0.
Dually, m[−1]GNm = e
[−1]GNe . Hence the result holds by Lemma 4.25. 
For m ∈ J1M(σ), let m⊗W denote a C-linear space, spanned by the vectors m⊗w, for w ∈ W . For
n ∈ N , if nm = mn′, we define n(m ⊗ w) = m ⊗ n′w. Let us check that it is well-defined. Assume
nm = mn′ = mn′′. If n /∈ GNmm
[−1], then n′, n′′ /∈ m[−1]GNm = e
[−1]GNe = G
N
e e
[−1], n′w = n′ew =
0 = n′′w. If n ∈ GNmm
[−1], then n′, n′′ ∈ m[−1]GNm = e
[−1]GNe = G
N
e e
[−1]. So n′e, n′′e, en′, en′′ ∈ GNe .
By the duality of Lemma 4.27, GNe −→ G
N
m; g −→ mg, is a group homomorphism, with the kernel
StabrGNe (m) = {g ∈ G
N
e | mg = m}. Hence mn
′ = men′ = men′′, en′ ◦e (en′′)−1 ∈ Stab
r
GNe
(m).
Follow the notations of Section 4.6.1. Recall (σ,W ) = (IndGNe (χ), IndGNe (U)). We identity W
with U . Let StablGNe (m) = {g ∈ G
N
e | gm = m}. Note that σ(g) = 1 iff D(σ)(g) = 1. Hence,
D(σ)|Stabr
GNe
(m) = 1, implies σ|Stabr
GNe
(m) = 1. So en
′ ◦e (en′′)−1w = w, n′w = en′w = en′′w = n′′w.
Finally, the above action of N on m⊗W , defines a representation of N .
Lemma 5.9. m⊗W ≃ C[GNm]⊗N W , for m ∈ J
1
M(σ).
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Proof. Let α : m⊗W −→ C[GNm]⊗N W ;m⊗ w 7−→ m⊗N w. It is a surjective N -morphism. Since
C[GNm]⊗N W ≃ W , α is an N -module isomorphism. 
Recall the lemma 5.3, C[I lrM(σ)] ⊆ e
WAeW ⊕ (1 − eW )A(1 − eW ). Let p1 : C[I lrM(σ)] −→ e
WAeW ,
p2 : C[I lrM(σ)] −→ (1− e
W )A(1− eW ).
Remark 5.10. p1⊕p2 : C[I lrM(σ)] −→ e
WAeW ⊕ (1− eW )A(1− eW ), is an algebraic homomorphism.
Proof. Assume a, b ∈ I lrM(σ). Then p1(a) = e
WaeW , p2(a) = (1 − eW )a(1 − eW ), a = p1(a) + p2(a),
similarly, b = p1(b)+p2(b). Hence [p1(ab)+p2(ab)] = ab = [p1(a)+p2(a)][p1(b)+p2(b)] = p1(a)p1(b)+
p2(a)p2(b), and p1(ab) = p1(a)p1(b), p2(ab) = p2(a)p2(b). By linearlization, the result holds. 
In particular, C[mN ] = p1(C[mN ])⊕ p2(C[mN ]), as N −N -bimodules, for m ∈ I lrM(σ). However,
for C[GNm] this result is not always right.
5.2.2. Let I0M(σ) = {m ∈ I
lr
M(σ) | mJ
1
M(σ) ⊆ J
0
M(σ)}, I
1
M(σ) = {m ∈ I
lr
M(σ) | ∃mi ∈ J
1
M(σ), mmi ∈
J1M(σ)}.
Lemma 5.11. I1M(σ) = {m ∈ I
lr
M(σ) | p1(m) 6= 0}, and I
0
M(σ) = {m ∈ I
lr
M(σ) | p1(m) = 0}.
Proof. It suffices to prove the first statement. Assume m ∈ I1M(σ), mi ∈ J
1
M(σ), and mmi ∈ J
1
M(σ).
Since C[mmiN ] contains W ⊗ D(W ) as N − N -modules, p1(mmi) = p1(m)p1(mi) 6= 0. Hence
p1(m) 6= 0.
Conversely, assume p1(m) 6= 0. Then p1(m)p1(
∑
mi∈J1M (σ)
C[miN ]) 6= 0. Hence ∃mi ∈ J1M(σ), such
that C[mmiN ] ≃ W ⊗ D(W ) ⊕ W as N − N -bimodules. Since C[mmiN ] ≃ ⊕ some n∈NC[GNmnmi ],
as N − N -bimodules, there exists mnmi ∈ J
1
M(σ). Then e
[−1]GNe = m
[−1]
i G
N
mi
⊆ (nmi)
[−1]GNnmi ⊆
(mnmi)
[−1]GNmnmi = e
[−1]GNe , which implies (nmi)
[−1]GNnmi = e
[−1]GNe . As right N -modules, any
irreducible sub-representation of C[GNnmi ] has an apex e. Since G
N
mi
, GNnmi ⊆ miN , by Lemma 4.30,
GNmi = G
N
nmi
. 
Hence I0M(σ) is an I
lr
M(σ)-ideal.
Lemma 5.12. For m ∈ I1M(σ), mi ∈ J
1
M(σ), if mmi ∈ J
1
M(σ), then G
N
mG
N
mi
= GNmmi.
Proof. Clearly, GNmG
N
mi
⊆ GNmmi . Moreover G
N
e −→ G
N
mmi
; g 7−→ mmig, is surjective, and m ∈
GNm, mig ∈ G
N
m2 , the result holds. 
For m ∈ I1M(σ) \ J
1
M(σ), C[mN ] ≃ C[G
N
m] ⊕ W, as N − N -bimodules. In this case, C[G
N
m] is a
submodule of (1 − eW )A(1 − eW ), as N − N -bimodules, and W contains W ⊗ D(W ) as N − N -
bimodules.
Lemma 5.13. If m ∈ I1M(σ), then me ∈ J
1
M(σ).
Proof. Assume mmi ∈ J1M(σ), for some mi ∈ J
1
M(σ). Then G
N
mmi
= GNmemi = memiG
N
e = mG
N
e mi ⊆
GNmemi ⊆ G
N
memi
. It is known that mGNe ⊆ G
N
me, so e
[−1]GNe ⊆ (me)
[−1]GNme. If n ∈ (me)
[−1]GNme \
e[−1]GNe , then men ∈ G
N
me, menmi ∈ G
N
memi
. At the same time, nmi = nemi = mien
′, for some
n′ /∈ e[−1]GNe . Then menmi = memin
′ /∈ GNmemi , a contradiction. Hence (me)
[−1]GNme = e
[−1]GNe ,
mGNe = G
N
me. The map m : C[G
N
e ] −→ C[G
N
me] is a right N -morphism because for n /∈ (me)
[−1]GNme =
e[−1]GNe , v ∈ C[G
N
e ], m(vn) = 0 = (mv)n. For n ∈ (me)
[−1]GNme = e
[−1]GNe , m(vn) = m(ven) =
mven = [m(v)]en = m(v)n.
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On the other hand, p1(m) = e
WmeW 6= 0, p1(m)B = p1(m)eWB = eWmeWB = eWmBeW 6= 0.
Note that W = IndGe(χ). Then e
WBeW = eWB = BeW ≃ W ⊗ D(W ) as N − N -bimodules.
C[GNe ] contains W ⊗ D(W ) as N − N -bimodules. Hence e
WB ⊆ C[eN ] as vector spaces. Then
meWB ⊆ C[meN ], and meWB = p1(m)eWB = eWmBeW ≃ W ⊗ D(W ) as N − N -bimodules.
Therefore C[meN ] contains W ⊗ D(W ) as N − N -bimodules. Notice that as right N -modules,
the irreducible component of C[GNme] has an apex e. By Lemma 4.30, C[G
N
me] ⊇ D(W ), as right
N -modules. Since me ∈ I lrM(σ), C[G
N
me] contains W ⊗D(W ), as N −N -bimodules. 
Remark 5.14. If m1, m2 ∈ I1M(σ), and m1m2 ∈ I
1
M(σ), then m1m2e = (m1e)(m2e).
Proof. Note that for m ∈ J1M(σ), em = m = me. Then the result is right. 
Lemma 5.15. (1) If m ∈ I iM(σ), then G
N
m ⊆ I
i
M(σ).
(2) J1M(σ) ⊆ I
1
M(σ), I
0
M(σ) ⊆ J
0
M(σ).
Proof. 1) Take the notations from Lemma 5.12. If m′ ∈ GNm, then G
N
m′ = G
N
m. By the above lemma
5.12, GNm′G
N
mi
= GNmmi ⊆ J
1
M(σ). So m
′ ∈ I1M(σ). Consequently, if m ∈ I
0
M(σ), then G
N
m ⊆ I
0
M(σ).
2) Assume m ∈ J1M(σ). If p1(m) = 0, then m ∈ (1 − e
W )A(1 − eW ), C[Nm] ⊆ (1 − eW )A(1 − eW ).
Hence C[GNm] ⊆ (1 − e
W )A(1 − eW ) as N − N -bimodules; this contradicts to m ∈ J1M(σ). Hence
p1(m) 6= 0. Consequently, I
0
M(σ) ⊆ J
0
M(σ). 
For m ∈ I1M(σ) \ J
1
M(σ), C[mN ] ≃ C[G
N
m] ⊕ W, as N − N -bimodules. In this case, C[G
N
m] is a
submodule of (1 − eW )A(1 − eW ), as N − N -bimodules, and W contains W ⊗ D(W ) as N − N -
bimodules. For other m′ ∈ I1M(σ) \ J
1
M(σ), C[m
′mN ] ≃ m′C[GNm] ⊕m
′W, as right N -modules, and
m′C[GNm] = p2(m
′)C[GNm] ⊆ (1− e
W )A(1− eW ), as right N -modules.
Lemma 5.16. If m1, m2, m3 ∈ J1M(σ), m1m2m3 ∈ J
1
M(σ) iff m1m2 ∈ J
1
M(σ), m2m3 ∈ J
1
M(σ).
Proof. (⇒) In this case, GNe e
[−1] = GNm1m2m3(m1m2m3)
[−1] ⊇ GNm1m2(m1m2)
[−1] ⊇ GNm1m
[−1]
1 =
GNe e
[−1]. So GNm1m2(m1m2)
[−1] = GNe e
[−1]. Then GNm1m2 = G
N
m1m2(m1m2)
[−1]m1m2 = G
N
e e
[−1]m1m2 =
GNe m1m2 = G
N
m1
m2 = m1G
N
e m2 = m1G
N
m2
. Let us treat C[m2N ], C[m1m2m3N ] as N − N -sub-
bimodules of C[I lrM(σ)].
Assume m2N = I
N(m2)⊔GNm2 . Assume C[m2N ] ≃ [W⊗D(W )]⊕W, C[G
N
m2
] ≃ [W⊗D(W )]⊕W1,
C[IN(m2)] ≃ W2, as N −N -bimodules. Then right irreducible submodules of C[GNm2 ] have the apex
e, but those of C[IN(m2)] have the different apexes from e. Then m1m2N = m1IN(m2) ∪m1GNm2 =
m1I
N(m2) ∪ GNm1m2 . If G
N
m1m2
⊆ m1IN (m2), then C[m1m2N ] = C[m1IN(m2)], and right irreducible
submodules of C[m1m2N ] have the different apexes from e. Since m1m2N ⊆ I lrM(σ), left irre-
ducible submodules of C[m1m2N ] can not containW as a subrepresentation. Hence C[m1m2Nm3] =
C[m1m2m3N ] can not contain W as left N -modules; this contradicts to m1m2m3 ∈ J1m(σ). Hence
m1m2N = m1I
N(m2) ⊔ m1GNm2 . Similarly, m1m2m3N = m1I
N(m2)m3 ⊔ m1GNm2m3. Note that
m1I
N(m2)m3 is N -stable, and it contains no left σ-component, also no right D(σ)-component.
Since C[GNm1m2m3 ] = C[m1G
N
m2
m3] ≃ [W ⊗D(W )]⊕W ′′, as N −N -modules, p1(m1) acting on the
W ⊗D(W )-part of C[GNm2 ] is not zero. Therefore C[G
N
m1m2
](= m1C[GNm2 ]), contains the D(W )-part
as right N -modules. Since m1m2 ∈ I lrM(σ), C[G
N
m1m2
] contains W ⊗ D(W ) as N − N -bimodules.
Hence m1m2 ∈ J
1
M(σ). Similarly, m2m3 ∈ J
1
M(σ).
(⇐) Recall that 0 −→ C[IN(m2)] −→ C[m2N ] −→ C[GNm2 ] −→ 0, is an exact sequence of N − N -
bimodules and IN(m2) is an N−N -biset. Then m2 ∈ J1M(σ) iff p1(C[m2N ]) 6= 0, p1(C[I
N(m2)]) = 0.
Since m1m2 ∈ J1M(σ), p1(C[m1m2N ]) 6= 0. As p1 is an algebraic homomorphism, p1(C[m1m2N ]) =
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p1(m1)p1(C[m2N ]). Let us write A : A ≃ ⊕V ′ ⊗ D(V ′) as M −M-bimodules, as V ′ runs through
all irreducible representations of M . Let us write C[m2N ] = W1 ⊕ W2, with Wi = pi(C[m2N ]).
Then A(W1) ≃ W ⊗ D(W ) as N − N -bimodules. Hence we assume A(W1) ⊆ V ′ ⊗ D(V ′), and
A(W1) =W ′ ⊗D(W ′′), with W ′ ⊆ V ′, D(W ′′) ⊆ D(V ′), W ′ ≃ W , D(W ′′) ≃ D(W ). Since m1m2 ∈
J1M(σ), 0 6= p1(C[m1m2N ]) = p1(m1)p1(C[m2N ]) = p1(m1)W1 = m1W1. Therefore A(m1W1) =
m1W
′ ⊗ D(W ′′) 6= 0, so m1W ′ 6= 0. Similarly, D(W ′′)m3 6= 0. Hence 0 6= m1W ′ ⊗ D(W ′′)m3 =
A(m1W1m3) = A(p1(m1C[m2N ]m3)). So p1(m1m2m3) 6= 0, m1m2m3 ∈ I1M(σ). By Lemma 5.13,
m1m2m3 = m1m2m3e ∈ J1M(σ). 
Corollary 5.17. (1) I1M(σ) is a monoid.
(2) J1M(σ) is a monoid with the identity element e.
Proof. 2) If m1, m2 ∈ J1M(σ), then m1 = m1e, em2 = m2. By the above lemma, m1m2 = m1em2 ∈
J1M(σ).
1) Clearly, 1 ∈ I1M(σ). If m1, m2 ∈ I
1
M(σ), then mie ∈ J
1
M(σ). Hence m1m2e = m1em2e ∈ J
1
M(σ).
By definition, m1m2 ∈ I1M(σ). 
Definition 5.18. Let IM(σ) = I
1
M(σ)N = NI
1
M(σ), JM(σ) = J
1
M(σ)N = NJ
1
M(σ)
Notice that I lrM(σ) ⊇ IM(σ) ⊇ JM(σ), and IM(σ) \ I
1
M(σ) ⊆ I
0
M(σ). Moreover, p1(C[I
1
M(σ)]) =
p1(C[IM(σ)]) ⊇ p1(C[JM(σ)]) = p1(C[J1M(σ)]) ⊇ e
WAeW . Hence they are all equal. If we replace
I lrM(σ) by IM(σ) or JM(σ) in Lemmas 5.5, 5.6, the two results also hold.
5.2.3. By abuse of notations, we let
J1
M
(σ)
N
= {GNm | G
N
m ⊆ J
1
M(σ)}, and
I1
M
(σ)
N
= {GNm | G
N
m ⊆
I1M(σ)}. Let {m1, · · · , mα} be a complete representatives of
J1M (σ)
N
in J1M(σ), and assume m1 = e.
Let {m1, · · · , mα+β} resp. {m1, · · · , mα+β+γ}, be complete representatives of
I1
M
(σ)
N
in I1M(σ) resp. of
IM (σ)
N
in IM(σ). For simplicity, we may assume 1 = mi, for some i. Then:
C[IM(σ)] = ⊕
α+β+γ
i=1 C[G
N
mi
]( as right N −modules),
C[I1M (σ)] = ⊕
α+β
i=1 C[G
N
mi
]( as right N −modules),
Ind
IM (σ)
N σ ≃ ind
IM (σ)
N σ = ⊕1≤i≤αC[G
N
mi
]⊗C[N ] W = ⊕1≤i≤αmi ⊗W.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ α, e ⊗ W ≃ mi ⊗ W , as N -modules. For 1 ≤ i ≤ α, as m
[−1]
i G
N
mi
= GNmim
[−1]
i =
e[−1]GNe = G
N
e e
[−1]; for n /∈ GNe e
[−1], nC[GNmi ] = 0, and for n ∈ G
N
e e
[−1], nC[GNmi ] ⊆ C[G
N
mi
]. For
α + β + 1 ≤ j ≤ α + β + γ, n ∈ N , nmjC[GNmi ] = 0.
5.3. For 1 ≤ i ≤ α + β, let ǫmi be an N -isomorphism from e ⊗W ≃ mie⊗W , i.e. ǫmi(ne ⊗ w) =
nǫmi(e ⊗ w), for any n ∈ N , w ∈ W . If mi = 1, or mi = e, we will let ǫmi = Id. Notice
that two different N -isomorphisms will differ by a constant number of C×. More precisely, let us
write ǫmi(e ⊗ w) = mie ⊗ emi(w). Recall ll : G
N
e e
[−1] ։ GNe ։ G
N
mie
;n 7−→ ne, g 7−→ gmie,
and lr : e
[−1]GNe ։ G
N
e ։ G
N
mie
;n 7−→ en, g 7−→ mieg. For w ∈ W , g = ne = en′ ∈ GNe ,
gw = new = nw = en′w = n′w. For g ∈ GNe , we write gmie = mieg
mi, for some gmi ∈ GNe .
Lemma 5.19. emi ∈ EndC(W ) and emi(gw) = g
miemi(w), for g ∈ G
N
e .
Proof. ǫmi(ge⊗ w) = ǫmi(e⊗ n
′w) = ǫmi(e⊗ nw) = mie⊗ emi(nw) = mie⊗ emi(gw); ǫmi(ge⊗ w) =
n(mie⊗ emi(w)) = gmie⊗ emi(w) = mie⊗ g
miemi(w). Hence the equality holds. 
If emi satisfies the above conditions, then it will give a corresponding ǫmi .
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Lemma 5.20. For the above mi, g −→ gmi, defines a group isomorphism from
GNe
Stabl
GNe
(mie)
onto
GNe
Stabr
GNe
(mie)
.
Proof. By Lemma 4.35(3), ll : G
N
e −→ G
N
mie
; g 7−→ gmie, lr : GNe −→ G
N
mie
; g 7−→ mieg, both are
group homomorphisms with the kernels StablGNe (mie), Stab
r
GNe
(mie) respectively. For g1, g2 ∈ GNe ,
g1g2mie = g1mieg
mi
2 = mieg
mi
1 g
mi
2 . Therefore the result holds. 
Lemma 5.21. If m1, m
′
1 ∈ J
1
M(σ), and m
′
1 = nm1 = nem1 = m1en
′, for some n, n′ ∈ N , then
ne, en′ ∈ J1M(σ).
Proof. Note that m′1 = nm1 ∈ m1N . Then left irreducible components of C[Gm′1 ], C[Gm1 ] both have
apexes e. Hence GNm′1
= GNm1 . So m
′
1 = nm1 ∈ G
N
m1 , and n ∈ G
N
e e
[−1]. Hence ne ∈ GNe ⊆ J
1
M(σ).
Similarly, en′ ∈ J1M(σ). 
Recall that W is indeed an irreducible representation of G
N
e
Stabl
GNe
(mie)
. Let κ1 denote the order of
the group Aut(GNmie), and κ0 = dimW , κ = κ1κ0.
8 Let F× = {2πik
κ
| 0 ≤ k ≤ κ− 1} ⊆ C×.
Lemma 5.22. Each ǫmi can be extended uniquely to an element Emi ∈ EndIM (σ)(Ind
IM (σ)
N σ), given by
Emi(mj⊗w) = mjǫmi(e⊗w) = mjmie⊗ emi(w) = mq⊗njiemi(w), for mjmie = mqnji, 1 ≤ j, q ≤ α,
1 ≤ i ≤ α+ β.
Proof. Part (1): the uniqueness. Since mj ⊗ w = mj(e ⊗ w), Emi(mj(e ⊗ w)) = mjEmi(e ⊗ w) =
mjǫmi(e⊗ w).
Part (2): it is well-defined. Note that IM(σ) \ I
1
M(σ) ⊆ I
0
M(σ). Hence it reduces to consider
elements in I1M(σ).
(a) If m = mt, for 1 ≤ t ≤ α+ β, we assume mtmj = mtemj = n1ms = msn′1, for some 1 ≤ s ≤ α.
Emi(mmj ⊗ w) = Emi(mtmj ⊗ w) = Emi(ms ⊗ n
′
1w)
= msǫmi(e⊗ n
′
1w) = msǫmi(en
′
1 ⊗ w) = msen
′
1ǫmi(e⊗ w)
= mtmjǫmi(e⊗ w) = mEmi(mj ⊗ w).
(b) If m = nmt = mtn
′, n′mj = mjn
′′, for 1 ≤ t ≤ α + β, Emi(mmj ⊗ w) = Emi(mtmj ⊗ n
′′w) =
mtEmi(mj ⊗ n
′′w) = mtn
′Emi(mj ⊗ w) = mEmi(mj ⊗ w). 
Formi ∈ I1M(σ), 1 ≤ i ≤ α+β, we choose Emi and emi such that e
κ1
mi
= IdW ∈ EndC(W ). By Lemma
5.19, such emi exists. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ α + β, assume mimj = mtn = n
′mt, for 1 ≤ t ≤ α + β. Then
miemje = mimje = n
′mte, with mte ∈ J1M(σ). Then [emi ◦ emj ]
κ1(gw) = ((gmj)mi···)[emi ◦ emj ]
κ1(w) =
g[emi ◦ emj ]
κ1(w). Therefore [emi ◦ emj ]
κ1 = c IdW . Since e
κ1
mi
= IdW , e
κ1
mj
= IdW , by considering their
determinants, we get cκ0 = 1. Note that Emi ◦Emj is determined by emi ◦ emj , which is different from
emt by a constant of F
×. Therefore:
Emi ◦ Emj = α(mi, mj)Et (5.1)
for some α(mi, mj) ∈ F×. Moreover, we choose E1 to be the identity map. Hence α(1, mj) =
α(mj, 1) = 1. For each [mi] ∈
I1
M
(σ)
N
, we can let E[mi] = Emi , α([mi], [mj ]) = α(mi, mj).
8Here we use two integer numbers, which is a slight different from the discussion in [Ri2, p.372], where one integer
is hided in the other integer by group representation theory.
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Lemma 5.23. (1) E[mi] ◦ E[mj ] = α([mi], [mj ])E[mimj ].
(2) α(−,−) defines a multiplier from
I1M (σ)
N
×
I1M (σ)
N
to F×.
Proof. 1) By Remark 5.14, mimje = miemje. Assume mimj = mtn = n
′mt, for 1 ≤ t ≤ α+ β, then
miemje = mimje = n
′mte. So [mimj ] = [mt]. Hence the result follows from the above equation
(5.1).
2) It suffices to verify that α([mi], [mj])α([mimj ], [mk]) = α([mj ], [mk])α([mi], [mjmk]), for
[mi], [mj ], [mk] ∈
I1M (σ)
N
. As E[mi] ◦ E[mj ] ◦ E[mk] = α([mi], [mj ])α([mimj ], [mk])E[mimjmk] =
α([mi], [mjmk])α([mj], [mk])E[mimjmk], and E[mimjmk] 6= 0, the equality holds. 
We can also lift α(−,−) to be a 2-cocycle from I1M(σ) × I
1
M (σ) to F
×. According to Section 4.3,
this gives rise to a central extension of monoids 1 −→ F× −→ I1M(σ)
α −→ I1M(σ) −→ 1.
5.3.1. Let us lift α(−,−) to be a 2-cocyle from IM(σ)× IM(σ) to F by assigning
α(m,m′) =

α(m,m′) if m,m′ ∈ I1M(σ)
0 if m ∈ IM(σ) \ I1M(σ), m
′ 6= 1
0 if m′ ∈ IM(σ) \ I
1
M(σ), m 6= 1
1 if m = 1 or m′ = 1
By convention, for m ∈ IM(σ) \ I
1
M(σ), put Em = 0.
Lemma 5.24. (1) Em ◦ Em′ = α(m,m′)Emm′.
(2) α(−,−) is a well-defined multiplier on IM(σ).
Proof. 1) If m or m′ in IM(σ) \ I1M(σ), then both sides are zero. Otherwise, it reduces to the known
case on I1M(σ).
2) It suffices to verify that α(m,m′)α(mm′, m′′) = α(m′, m′′)α(m,m′m′′), for m,m′, m′′ ∈ IM(σ).
If one element of m,m′, m′′ is the identity element, by the normalized property, this equality needs to
hold. Otherwise, let us divide it into two cases. One case that one element belongs to IM(σ)\ I1M(σ),
then both sides are zero. Another case that all elements belong to I1M(σ), and none is the identity
element, then it reduces to the known case on I1M(σ). 
Note that α(−,−) factors through IM(σ) −→
IM (σ)
N
.
5.3.2. Let us write π[σ] = ind
IM (σ)
N σ ≃ Ind
IM (σ)
N σ. LetN = {ϕ ∈ EndIM (σ)(Ind
IM (σ)
N σ)},W = e⊗W .
We shall write the map of EndIM (σ)(ind
IM (σ)
N σ) on the right-hand side. Following [CuRe, §11], we
define two projective representations (ρ1,W), (ρ2,N ) of IM(σ) as follows:
(1) ρ1(m)v :=
{
0 if m ∈ IM(σ) \ I
1
M(σ) ⊆ I
0
M(σ)
(π[σ](m)v)E
−1
mi
|mie⊗W if m = nmi ∈ I
1
M(σ)
, for v ∈ e ⊗W , E−1mi :
mie⊗W −→ e⊗W .
(2) ρ2 factors through
IM (σ)
N
, and (v)[ρ2(mi)ϕ] := ((v)Emi)ϕ, for mi ∈ IM(σ), v ∈ Ind
IM (σ)
N W ,
ϕ ∈ N .
Lemma 5.25. (1) (ρ1,W) is a projective representation of IM(σ) associated to the multiplier
α−1(−,−), in the sense that ρ1(m)ρ1(m′)α(m,m′) = ρ1(mm′), for m,m′ ∈ IM(σ).
(2) ρ1|N ≃ σ.
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Proof. 1) Let m = nmi, m
′ = n′mj ∈ IM(σ). If m ∈ IM(σ) \ I1M(σ), π[σ](m)v = 0, for
v = e ⊗ w ∈ e ⊗W . If m ∈ I1M(σ), π[σ](m)v = nmie ⊗ w ∈ mie ⊗ W . If mi, mj ∈ I
1
M(σ), and
miemje = mimje = n
′′mte ∈ J1M(σ). Let v1 = (π[σ](m
′)v)E−1mj . Then ρ1(m)ρ1(m
′)v = ρ1(m)v1 =
(π[σ](m)v1)E
−1
mi
. Hence (ρ1(m)ρ1(m
′)v)Emi = π[σ](m)v1, (ρ1(m)ρ1(m
′)v)Emi◦Emj = (π[σ](m)v1)Emj =
π[σ](m)(v1)Emj = π[σ](m)π[σ](m
′)v = π[σ](mm
′)v = (ρ1(mm
′)v)Emt = (ρ1(mm
′)v)Emimj . As
Emi ◦ Emj = Emimjα(m,m
′), and Emimj : e ⊗ W −→ mt ⊗ W is a bijective linear map. Hence,
α(m,m′)ρ1(m)ρ1(m
′) = ρ1(mm
′).
2) If n ∈ N ∩ I0M(σ), ne /∈ G
N
e , n /∈ G
N
e e
[−1]. Hence σ(n) = 0 = ρ1(n). If n ∈ N ∩ I
1
M(σ), ne ∈
J1M(σ) ∩N = G
N
e . By our choice, ǫe as well as E
−1
e |e⊗W is the identity map. Hence ρ1 ≃ σ. 
Lemma 5.26. (ρ2,N ) is a projective representation of IM(σ) associated to the multiplier α(−,−).
Proof. For mi, mj ∈ I
1
M(σ), assume mimj = nmt. Then (v)[ρ2(mi)ρ2(mj)ϕ] = ((v)Emi)[ρ2(mj)ϕ] =
((v)Emi ◦ Emj )ϕ = α(mi, mj)((v)Emt)ϕ = (v)[ρ2(mimj)ϕ]α(mi, mj). Hence ρ2(mi)ρ2(mj) =
α(mi, mj)ρ2(mimj). If mi or mj ∈ IM(σ) \ I1M(σ), ρ2(mi)ρ2(mj) = 0 = α(mi, mj)ρ2(mimj). 
Lemma 5.27. (π[σ], Ind
IM (σ)
N W ) of IM(σ) is linearly isomorphic with the tensor projective represen-
tation ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 of IM(σ).
Proof. 1) For m = nmi, m
′ = n′mj , mm
′ = n′′mt, [ρ1 ⊗ ρ2](m)[ρ1 ⊗ ρ2](m′) = ρ1(m)ρ1(m′) ⊗
ρ2(m)ρ2(m
′) = ρ1(m)ρ1(m
′) ⊗ α(m,m′)ρ2(mm′) = ρ1(mm′) ⊗ ρ2(mm′) = [ρ1 ⊗ ρ2](mm′). Hence
ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 is a honest representation of IM(σ).
2) Ind
IM (σ)
N W ≃ ind
IM (σ)
N W = ⊕
α
i=1mi⊗W . Let ϕi ∈ N , corresponding to ǫmi :W −→ e⊗W −→
mi ⊗ W by Frobenius reciprocity. Then {ϕ1, · · · , ϕα} forms a basis of N . Let ̥ : W ⊗ N −→
ind
IM (σ)
N W ;
∑α
i=1 e⊗wi⊗ϕi 7−→
∑m
i=1(e⊗wi)ϕi. Firstly, if
∑α
i=1 e⊗wi⊗ϕi 6= 0, and
∑α
i=1(e⊗wi)ϕi =
0, then (e ⊗ wi)ϕi = 0, which implies that e ⊗ wi = 0, a contradiction. So ̥ is an injective map.
Secondly, letting m = nmi with n ∈ N , we then have
̥
(
ρ1 ⊗ ρ2(m)(v ⊗ ϕ)
)
= ([(π[σ](m)v)E
−1
mi
]Emi)ϕ = (π[σ](m)v)ϕ = π[σ](m)(v)ϕ = π[σ](m)̥(v ⊗ ϕ),
for v = e ⊗ w ∈ e ⊗ W , which shows that ̥ is an IM(σ)-morphism, and then the surjectivity
follows. 
5.3.3. With the help of the above result, we can interpret [Ri2, p.372, Prop.] or [Wi, p.523, Coro.
3.7] in our semi-simple monoid cases. Notice that eWC[IM(σ)] = C[IM(σ)]eW = eWAeW , which is
a semi-simple algebra. By the discussion in [Ri2, p.372], we let C be the commutant of eWB in
eWAeW . Then by [Da, 6.2], C[IM(σ)]eW = eWAeW ≃ C ⊗ eWB. Let E = EndIM (σ)(Ind
IM (σ)
N W )
o be
the opposed algebra as defined in [Wi]. Then E ≃ HomN(C[IM(σ)] ⊗N σ, σ) ≃ HomN(eWAeW ⊗N
σ, σ) ≃ HomN(C ⊗ σ ⊗ D(σ) ⊗N σ, σ) ≃ C. Let us consider the composite operator. Let ϕ be
the map in HomN(Ind
IM (σ)
N σ, σ) corresponding to the identity map in EndIM (σ)(Ind
IM (σ)
N W ). Then
HomN(Ind
IM (σ)
N σ, σ) consists of elements ϕ
c, for all c ∈ C. For c1, c2 ∈ C, let F1, F2 be their
corresponding elements in EndIM (σ)(Ind
IM (σ)
N W ) respectively. Then for v ∈ Ind
IM (σ)
N W , m ∈ IM(σ),
Fi(v)(m) = ϕ
ci(mv), and [F1 ◦ F2](v)(m) = ϕc1(mF2(v)) = ϕc1(F2(mv)) = c1c2mv(1) = ϕc1c2(mv).
Hence F1 ◦ F2 corresponds to ϕc1c2 . Moreover, since Ind
IM (σ)
N W ≃ ρ1 ⊗ ρ2, EndIM (σ)(Ind
IM (σ)
N W ) ≃
HomN(ρ1 ⊗ ρ2, σ) ≃ ρ2(C[IM(σ)]). Therefore the image of ρ2(IM(σ)) generates C. By the results
of [Ri2, p.372, Prop.] or [Wi, p.523, Coro. 3.7], ρ2 is a semi-simple projective representation of
IM (σ)
N
. If let RIM (σ)(Ind
IM (σ)
N σ) = {σ˜
(1), · · · , σ˜(k)}, R IM (σ)
N
(ρ2) = {ρ
(1)
2 , · · · , ρ
(l)
2 }, then k = l, and
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by renumbering the indices, there exists a correspondence between this two sets, given by ρ
(i)
2 ←→
σ˜(i) ≃ ρ1 ⊗ ρ
(i)
2 .
5.3.4. Let us go back to Section 4.6. Follow the notations there.
Lemma 5.28. For the mi of Lemma 4.31, mi ∈ I1M(σ).
Proof. 1) Let A : W −→ miW be an N -isomorphism. Then for n ∈ N , assume nmi = min′. If
n /∈ GNe e
[−1], nW = 0 and nmiW = min
′W = 0, which implies n′ /∈ GNe e
[−1]. If n ∈ GNe e
[−1], then
nW = neW =W , nmiW = min
′W = miW , so n
′ ∈ GNe e
[−1].
2) If emi = mie
′ = mie
′s, we assume e′ ∈ E(N). Then e′ ∈ GNe e
[−1], e′e ∈ GNe . Since N is an
inverse monoid, e′e = ee′ = e. Similarly, e′′mi = mie, for some e
′′ ∈ E(N), and e′′e = ee′′ = e. So
emi = ee
′′mi = emie = mie
′e = mie.
3) Note that miW = mieW →֒ V . For g = nmie ∈ GNmie, g
−1 ◦mie gW = miW , so gW 6= 0, and
dim gW = dimW . So gW = nmiW = min
′W ⊆ miW , and then nmiW = miW , n ∈ GNe e
[−1].
Hence GNmie(mie)
[−1] ⊆ GNe e
[−1]. For n ∈ GNe e
[−1], nmie = nemi ∈ GNmie, n ∈ G
N
mie
(mie)
[−1]. Hence
GNmie(mie)
[−1] = GNe e
[−1]. Dually, clearly, e[−1]GNe ⊆ (mie)
[−1]GNmie. If n ∈ (mie)
[−1]GNmie, then
mienW = mieW = miW . Hence nW = W , n ∈ GNe e
[−1]. Hence e[−1]GNe = (mie)
[−1]GNmie.
4) Recall ll : G
N
e −→ G
N
mie
; g 7→ gmie. Hence we can define an action of GNmie on W as follows: for
h = gmie ∈ G
N
mie
, w ∈ W by hw = gmiew. It is well-defined, and gives a representation of G
N
mie
,
which factors through ll. Hence as left N modules, C[GNmie] contains W . Similarly, C[G
N
mie
] contains
D(W ) as right N -modules. Therefore mie ∈ J1M(σ). Consequently, mi ∈ I
1
M(σ). 
Corollary 5.29. The mi of Lemma 4.31 can be chosen in J
1
M(σ).
Assume W˜ V = π(m1)W ⊕ · · · ⊕ π(m1)W , for some mi ∈ J1M(σ).
Lemma 5.30. m ∈ I1M(σ) iff mmiW ≃ W , for all i iff mmiW ≃W , for some i .
Proof. If m ∈ I1M(σ), mmi = memi ∈ J
1
M(σ), so 0 6= mmiW ≃W , for all i. Conversely, if mmiW ≃
W , for some i, then m ∈ I lrM(σ). Since mmi = memi ∈ J
1
M(σ), by definition m ∈ I
1
M(σ). 
Notice that for two different mi, mi′, maybe mmiW = mmi′W 6= 0. It means that finally it reduces
to understand well complex representations of full transformation monoids.
Corollary 5.31. For m ∈ I lrM(σ), m ∈ I
1
M(σ) iff mW˜
V 6= 0.
Proposition 5.32. B = C[N ] is a normal subring of A = C[M ] in the sense of Rieffel in [Ri2].
Proof. According to [Ri2, p.369, Prop.], B is a normal subring of A iff for any (π1, V1), (π2, V2) ∈
Irr(M), RN(π1) ∩ RN (π2) 6= ∅ ⇔ RN (π1) = RN(π2). Let us check the later condition. Assume
(σ,W ) ∈ RN (π1) ∩ RN (π2). Let Wi be a subspace of Vi, and Wi ≃ W as N -modules. Assume
W˜ Vi ≃ ⊕πi(mij)Wi, for i = 1, 2, and mij ∈ J1M(σ).
If (σ′,W ′) ∈ RN (π1), then ∃m
′
1 ∈ M , m
′
1m1jW1 ≃ W
′. By Lemma 4.36(2), there exists m′′1 ∈ M ,
such that m′′1m
′
1m1jW1 ≃ m1jW1. Hence m
′′
1m
′
1 ∈ I
1
M(σ), and further m
′′
1m
′
1e ∈ J
1
M(σ). Hence
m′′1m
′
1m2j = m
′′
1m
′
1em2j ∈ J
1
M(σ), and m
′′
1m
′
1m2jW2 ≃ W2 ≃ W . So m
′
1m2jW2 6= 0. Let A :
m1jW1 −→ m2jW2 be an N -isomorphism. By Lemma 4.15(2), m′1A also induces an N -isomorphism
from m′1m1jW1 to m
′
1m2jW2. Hence (σ
′,W ′) ∈ RN (π2). It implies RN (π1) ⊆ RN (π2). By duality,
RN(π1) = RN (π2). 
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5.4. Inverse monoid case. Keep the above notations. Assume now M is an inverse monoid(cf.
[BSt1, Chapter 3]). For m ∈ M , let m∗ be the inverse of m. By Corollary 4.23, N is also an
inverse monoid. ∗ : C[M ] −→ C[M ] is a C-linear map. Since M is a semi-simple monoid, C[M ] ≃∏
some fi∈E(M)
Mni(C[Gfi]) as algebras by [BSt1, p.77, Thm. 5.31]. Moreover Mni(C[Gfi]) ≃ ⊕V ′V
′⊗
D(V ′), as V ′ runs through all irreducible representations of M having apexes fi.
Lemma 5.33. Let (π′, V ′) be an irreducible constituent of C[M ] as left M-modules. Assume V ′ has
an apex fi. Let V
′∗ denote the image of V ′ in C[M ] under the map ∗. Then V
′∗ is an irreducible
right M-submodule of C[M ], and V
′∗ ≃ D(V ′).
Proof. V ′ ⊆ C[M ]. For m ∈ M , m∗∗ = m. Hence for any v∗ ∈ V
′∗, v∗m = v∗m∗∗ = (m∗v)∗ ∈ V
′∗.
Moreover W ′ ⊆ V ′ iff W
′∗ ⊆ V
′∗. Hence V
′∗ is an irreducible right M-module. Notice that V ′, V
′∗
have the same apex fi. So V
′∗ ⊆ ⊕V ′′V ′′⊗D(V ′′), as V ′′ runs through all irreducible representations
of M having apexes fi. Note that fiV
′ is an irreducible representation of Gfi, so is V
′∗f ∗i = V
′∗fi.
Let A : fiV ′ −→ U ′ ⊆ C[Gfi] be a Gfi-isomorphism. Since the restriction of ∗ on Gfi is the inverse
map, U
′∗ ≃ D(U ′) as right Gfi-modules. Let A
∗ be the C-linear map from V
′∗fi to U
′∗ induced
by A, and ∗. Then A∗(v∗fi) = (A(fiv))∗. For g ∈ Gfi, g
∗ = g−1, A∗(v∗fig∗) = [A(gfiv)]∗ =
[gA(fiv)]
∗ = [A(fiv)]
∗g∗ = [A∗(v∗fi)]g
∗. Hence A∗ is a right Gfi-isomorphism. Hence V
′∗fi ≃ D(U
′
i)
as Gfi-modules, and V
′∗ ≃ D(V ′) as right M-modules. 
Our next purpose is to generate the above result to the relative case. According to [BSt1, p.28,
Coro. 3.6], for e′ ∈ E(N), m ∈ GNe′ iff m
∗ ∈ GNe′ .
Lemma 5.34. For m ∈M , (GNm)
∗ = GNm∗ .
Proof. Assume GNm = mG
N
e′ , with me
′ = m. Then (GNm)
∗ = GNe′m
∗ ⊆ GNe′m∗ = G
N
m∗ . Dually,
(GNm∗)
∗ ⊆ GNm. Since ∗ is a bijective map, |G
N
m| = |G
N
m∗|, and then (G
N
m)
∗ = GNm∗ . 
Lemma 5.35. Let W ′ be an irreducible constituent of C[M ] as left N-module. Assume W ′ has an
apex ei ∈ E(N). Let W
′∗ denote the image of W ′ in C[M ] under the map ∗. Then W
′∗ is an
irreducible right N-submodule of C[M ], and W
′∗ ≃ D(W ′).
Proof. 1) For n ∈ N , n∗∗ = n, w∗ ∈ W
′∗, w∗n = w∗n∗∗ = (n∗w)∗ ∈ W
′∗. So W
′∗ is N -stable.
Moreover, W ′′ ⊆W ′ iff W
′′∗ ⊆W
′∗. Hence W
′∗ is an irreducible N -module.
2) AnnN (W
′) = Iei ⊆ N . Note that Iei is a union of G
N
e′ , which is ∗-stable. Hence AnnN(W
′∗) = Iei ,
W
′∗ has an apex ei.
3) Assume C[GNei ] = ⊕U ⊗ D(U), as G
N
ei
− GNei -bimodules. Assume eiW
′ ≃ U ⊆ C[GNei ], as G
N
ei
-
modules. Let A : eiW ′ −→ U be a GNei -isomorphism. Let A
∗ be the C-linear map from W
′∗ei
to U∗ induced by A, and ∗. In other words, A∗(w∗ei) = (A(eiw))∗. For g ∈ GNei , g
∗ = g−1,
A∗(w∗eig∗) = [A(geiw)]∗ = [gA(eiw)]∗ = [A(eiw)]∗g∗ = [A∗(w∗ei)]g∗. Hence W
′∗ei ≃ U∗ ≃ D(U),
and W
′∗ ≃ D(W ′). 
For m ∈ M , by Lemma 4.30, C[Nm] ≃ ⊕ki=1Ui ⊗ D(Vi) is a theta bimodule. Let R
l
N (C[Nm]) =
{Ui}, RrN (C[Nm]) = {D(Vi)}. Let R
l
N (C[G
N
m]) (resp. R
r
N (C[G
N
m])) denote the set of all irreducible
quotients of left N -module C[GNm] (resp. right N -module C[G
N
m]).
Lemma 5.36. (1) RlN (C[Nm]) = R
r
N (C[m
∗N ]), RrN(C[Nm]) = R
l
N (C[m
∗N ]), up to the canon-
ical D-maps.
(2) RlN (C[G
N
m]) = R
r
N (C[G
N
m∗ ]]), R
r
N (C[G
N
m∗ ]]) = R
l
N (C[G
N
m]), up to the canonical D-maps.
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Proof. 1) Let (σ′,W ′) be an irreducible constituent of C[mN ] as left N -modules. Then D(W ′) ≃
W ′∗ ⊆ C[Nm∗] as right N -modules. Hence by duality, D : RlN (C[Nm]) −→ R
r
N (C[m
∗N ]); σ′ 7−→
D(σ′) is a bijective map.
2) Let ∅ = I0 ⊆ I1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ik = Nm be a principal series of N −N bi-sets such that Ii \ Ii−1 = GNnim.
By Lemma 5.34, ∅ = I0 ⊆ I∗1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ I
∗
k = m
∗N is also a principal series of N bi-sets. By Lemma
4.30(3), both C[mN ], C[m∗N ] are theta bimodules. By the above lemma, the map ∗ : C[Ii] −→ C[I∗i ]
will introduce a bijective map D : RlN (C[Ii]) −→ R
r
N (C[I
∗
i ]). Since 0 −→ C[Ik−1] −→ C[Ik] −→
C[GNm] −→ 0, 0 −→ C[I
∗
k−1] −→ C[I
∗
k ] −→ C[G
N
m∗ ] −→ 0, both are short exact sequences of N -
modules, D : RlN(C[G
N
m]) −→ R
r
N (C[G
N
m∗ ]) is a bijective map. 
Lemma 5.37. (1) m ∈ I lrM(σ) iff m
∗ ∈ I lrM(σ).
(2) m ∈ I iM(σ) iff m
∗ ∈ I iM(σ), for i = 0, 1.
(3) m ∈ J iM(σ) iff m
∗ ∈ J iM(σ), for i = 0, 1.
(4) m ∈ IM(σ) iff m∗ ∈ IM(σ), and m ∈ JM(σ) iff m∗ ∈ JM(σ).
Proof. 1) m /∈ I lrM(σ) iff (1) σ ∈ R
l
N (C[G
N
m]) and D(σ) /∈ R
r
N (C[G
N
m]), or (2) D(σ) ∈ R
r
N (C[G
N
m]) and
σ /∈ RlN(C[G
N
m]). By the above lemma (2) , m /∈ I
lr
M(σ) iff m
∗ /∈ I lrM(σ).
2) m ∈ I1M(σ) iff m ∈ I
lr
M(σ) and σ ∈ R
l
N(C[mN ]) iff m
∗ ∈ I lrM(σ) and D(σ) ∈ R
r
N (C[Nm
∗]) iff
m∗ ∈ I lrM(σ) and σ ∈ R
l
N (C[Nm
∗]) iff m∗ ∈ I1M(σ). Consequently, m ∈ I
0
M(σ) iff m
∗ ∈ I0M(σ).
3) m ∈ J0M(σ) iff m ∈ I
lr
M(σ) and σ /∈ R
l
N (C[G
N
m]), D(σ) /∈ R
r
N (C[G
N
m]) iff m
∗ ∈ I lrM(σ) and
σ /∈ RlN(C[G
N
m∗ ]), D(σ) /∈ R
r
N(C[G
N
m∗ ]) iff m
∗ ∈ J0M(σ). Consequently, m ∈ J
1
M(σ) iff m
∗ ∈ J1M(σ).
4) Recall IM(σ) = I
1
M(σ)N = NI
1
M(σ), and JM(σ) = J
1
M(σ)N = NJ
1
M (σ). So both are ∗-stable. 
Hence I lrM(σ), I
1
M(σ), J
1
M(σ), IM(σ), JM(σ) all are inverse monoids. By [BSt1, Corollary 9.4], for
a finite inverse monoid, its C-algebra is semi-simple.
For representations of compact inverse monoids, one can also read the paper [HaHaSt].
5.4.1. Example 1. Assume now N is also a subgroup of M .
Lemma 5.38. (1) GNm = Nm, for any m ∈M ,
(2) IM(σ) = I
1
M(σ) = J
1
M(σ) = JM(σ).
Proof. 1) It is clear right.
2) For any n ∈ N , C[nN ] = C[N ] contains W as left N -module. Hence N ⊆ I1M(σ), and IM(σ) =
I1M(σ), J
1
M(σ) = JM(σ). By (1), for m ∈ I
lr
M(σ), m ∈ J
1
M(σ) iff m ∈ I
1
M(σ). 
In this case, E(N) = {1}. Recall (π, V ) ∈ Irr(M), and (σ,W ) ∈ RN (π), and π = IndGf (λ),
V = IndGf (S), W = IndGNe (U). For simplicity we identity W with U . Follow the notations of
Section 4.6.1. Recall Tf = f ◦f Tf = Nf = fNf = fN , which is a normal subgroup of Gf . Let
Lf = ⊕
sf
i=1xi ◦f Gf . Let StabN (xi) = {g ∈ N | gxi = xi}. For g ∈ N , write gxi = xi ◦f g
xi, for
gxi ∈ Tf . Let τxi :
N
StabN (xi)
∼
−→ Tf ; g −→ g
xi. By the discussion in Section 4.6.1, we have:
Lemma 5.39. HomN(W,C[xiGf ]⊗C[Gf ] S) 6= 0 iff (1) σ|StabN (xi) = 1, (2) HomTf (σ ◦ τ
−1
xi
, λ) 6= 0.
Note that the above result does not depend on the choice of xi because: if x
′
i = xih, then gx
′
i =
gxih = xig
xih = x′ih
−1gxih; h−1Tfh = Tf , h
−1Gfh = Gf .
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5.4.2. Example 2. Assume now N , M both are centric submonoids of a semi-simple monoid M . By
Corollary 4.23, M , N both are inverse monoids. Go back to Section 4.6.1. Recall (π, V ) ∈ Irr(M),
and (σ,W ) ∈ RN (π), and V = IndGf (S), W = IndGNe (U). Since Lf = Gf , L
N
e = G
N
e , for simplicity
we identity V with S, and W with U . If HomN (W,V ) 6= 0, then ef = f . So If ⊆ Ie. Recall
Tf = f ◦f Tf = GNe f = fG
N
e f = fG
N
e , which is a normal subgroup of Gf . Moreover, G
N
e f = G
N
f ,
GNe e
[−1] = GNf f
[−1] ⊆ N . Let StabGNe (f) = {g ∈ G
N
e | gf = f}, and τf :
GNe
Stab
GNe
(f)
∼
−→ Tf ; g −→ gf .
By the discussion in Section 4.6.1, we have:
Lemma 5.40. HomN (W,V ) 6= 0 iff (1) ef = f , (2) σ|Stab
GNe
(f) = 1, (3) HomTf (σ ◦ τ
−1
f , π) 6= 0.
Moreover, in this case, mN(W,V ) = mTf (σ ◦ τ
−1, π).
As a right N -module, assume the apex of C[GNf ] is e
′ ∈ E(N)(cf. Lemma 4.30). Then f = fe′ =
e′f , e′ ∈ GNf f
[−1] = GNe e
[−1]. So e′e ∈ GNe , and G
N
e only contains one idempotent e. Hence e
′e = e.
Dually, ee′ = e′ = e′e = e.
Lemma 5.41. If (π′, V ′) is an irreducible representation ofM with an apex f , and (σ′,W ′) ∈ RN (π′),
then σ′ has an apex e.
Proof. Assume that σ′ has an apex e′. Then GNe e
[−1] = GNf f
[−1] = GNe′ e
′[−1]. Hence e = e′. 
Lemma 5.42. Assume (σ′,W ′) ∈ RN (π).
(1) mN (V,W ) = mN(V,W
′).
(2) Ie ∩N = If ∩N .
Proof. 1) mN (V,W ) = mTf (V,W ) = mTf (V,W
′) = mN(V,W
′).
2) Firstly If ∩ N ⊆ Ie ∩ N . Assume now V = ⊕ki=1Wi as N -modules. Since Wi all share the same
apex e, Ie ∩N ⊆ If ∩N . 
Note that Tf D Gf , and (σ,W ) is an irreducible representation of Tf . Let IGf (σ) be the usual
stability subgroup of σ in Gf .
Lemma 5.43. (1) IVM(σ) = IGf (σ)f
[−1] ∪M \Gff [−1].
(2) M \ IVM(σ) = (Gf \ IGf (σ))f
[−1].
(3) IGf (σ)f
[−1] = I1M(σ).
(4) IGf (σ) ⊆ J
1
M(σ).
Proof. Let W˜ be the σ-isotrypic component of Res
Gf
Tf
V .
(1) & (2): For m ∈ M \ Gff [−1], mV = 0, in particular, mW˜ = 0. Hence those m belong to IVM(σ).
For m ∈ Gff
[−1], mf ∈ Gf , and mW˜ = mfW˜ , so mfW˜ ⊆ W˜ iff mf ∈ IGf (σ). Hence (1) and (2)
are right.
3) By Section 5.3.4, m ∈ I1M(σ) iff mf ∈ Gf , and mfW˜ = W˜ . Hence I
1
M(σ) = IGf (σ)f
[−1].
4) J1M(σ) = I
1
M(σ)e. In particular, for any m ∈ IGf (σ), mf = m ∈ IGf (σ), so m ∈ I
1
M(σ), and
me = mfe = mf = m ∈ J1M(σ). So IGf (σ) ⊆ J
1
M(σ). 
6. Free extension
Let G be a finite group. Assume now (π, V ) is an irreducible representation of G of dimension n.
Let G ∗ Sn be the free product group of G, Sn. Keep the notations of section 2.3. Let πn be the
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representation of Sn introduced there. If {e1, · · · , en} is a basis of V , there exists a group morphism
Π = π ∗ πn : G ∗ Sn −→ GLn(C), induced by π : G −→ GLn(C), πn : Sn −→ GLn(C). Our
next purpose is to prove the following lemma 6.20. It can be seen as an application of Platonov-
Rapinchuk[PlRa], Prasad-Rapinchuk [PrRa1], [PrRa2], [PrRa3]. Let m be an even natural number
such that gm = 1, for any g ∈ G.
Lemma 6.1. For the above representation (π, V ) of G, there exists a basis {f1, · · · , fn} of V such
that the image of π : G −→ Mn(C) lies in the unitary group Un(Q(µm)).
Proof. By [Se1, p.94, Coro.], (1) π can be realized in Q(µm), (2) we can find a decomposition
V = V0 ⊗Q(µm) C such that π : G −→ GL(V0). Let 〈, 〉
′
0 be a non-degenerate Hermitian form on V0.
Then we can define a G-invariant Hermitian form 〈, 〉0 on V0 by 〈v, w〉0 =
∑
g∈G
1
|G|
〈π(g)v, π(g)w〉′0,
for w, v ∈ V0. Hence any orthonormal basis {f1, · · · , fn} of (V0, 〈, 〉0) satisfies the condition. 
Let K0 = Q(µnm) ⊆ C, and let K be a a field extension over K0 such that there exists at
least n elements which are algebraically independent over K0. Let K a fixed algebraic closure of
K. For simplicity, assume K ⊆ C. For g ∈ G, π(g) is a semi-simple element of GLn(K), and
π(g)m = 1 ∈ GLn(K). So the eigenvalues of π(g) belong to µm. Hence π(g) is conjugate to a
diagonal matrix under the GLn(K)-action.
Lemma 6.2. Let h ∈ GLn(K) (n ≥ 2) be a semi-simple matrix.
(1) The conjugate class Ch = {xhx−1 | x ∈ GLn(K)} is a Zariski closed variety of GLn(K), which
is defined over K.
(2) Zh = {x ∈ GLn(K) | xhx−1 = h} is a Zariski closed variety of GLn(K), which is defined over
K.
Proof. (1) See [Sp, p.89, 5.4.5, Coro., and p.208, 12.1.2. Prop.]; (2) See [Sp, p.209, 12.1.4. Coro.]. 
6.1. Bruhat decomposition for GLn. To later use, let us first recall some notations of reductive
groups. Here we shall consider the algebraic group GLn = GLn(K). Let T be its diagonal torus, B its
standard Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices, N ⊆ B the subgroup of unipotent matrices.
Let X(T ), Y (T ) denote the character group, resp. cocharacter group of T . For 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, let
αij be the character of T given by αij(t1, · · · , tn) = tit
−1
j ; let α
∨
ij be the cocharacter of T given by
t ∈ K
×
−→ α∨ij(t) ∈ T , with α
∨
ij(t) a diagonal matrix with the ith entry t, the jth entry t
−1 and
the other diagonal entries 1. Let Φ(T ) = {αij | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n}, Φ∨(T ) = {α∨ij | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n}.
Then Ψ = (X(T ),Φ(T ), Y (T ),Φ∨(T )) forms a root datum for GLn relative to T . Let e1, · · · , en be
a canonical basis of Rn. By identifying αij to ei − ej , α∨ij = ei − ej to the coroot of αij = ei − ej ,
Φ = {ei− ej | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n} forms a root system in X(T )⊗ZR. Let ∆ = {ei− ei+1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}
be a basis of X(T )⊗Z R, Φ+ = {ei − ej | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} a system of positive roots. Let W be the
corresponding Weyl group. In this case, W is isomorphic to Sn. The Bruhat decomposition yields
GLn = ⊔w∈W B w˙B. For a subset I ⊆ ∆, let WI be the subgroup of W generated by the reflections
sα, α ∈ I. Let PI = BWI B be the corresponding standard parabolic subgroup of GLn. Every
parabolic subgroup is conjugate to one such PI . Recall that for w ∈ W , we can define the Bruhat
length l(w) = #{α ∈ Φ+ | w(α) ∈ −Φ+}. For w ∈ W , let C(w) = Bw˙B, and C(w) its Zariski
closure in GLn. Then C(w) is an open sub-variety of C(w), and Bw˙B ≃ Al(w)×B. It is known that
dim(Al(w) ×B) = l(w) + dimB = l(w) + n
2+n
2
. One can define the Bruhat-Chevalley order on W by
saying w1 ≤ w2 if C(w1) ⊆ C(w2). Let S = {sα | α ∈ ∆}.
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Example 6.3. (1) Let w[n] = (12 · · ·n), a cyclic permutation of order n. Then l(wn) = n− 1.
(2) If n = 2m, w[n
2
] =
(
1n2(n− 1) · · · (m− 1)(n−m+ 2)m(n−m+ 1)
)
, a cyclic permutation of
order n, then l(w[n
2
]) =
n2−2n+2
2
.
(3) If n = 2m + 1, w[n
2
] =
(
1n2(n − 1) · · · (m − 1)(n − m + 2)m(n − m + 1)(m + 1)
)
, a cyclic
permutation of order n, then l(w[n
2
]) =
n2−2n+1
2
.
(4) If n = 2m or n = 2m+1 , w0 = (1n)
(
2(n− 1)
)
· · ·
(
m(n−m+1)
)
, then w0 has the maximal
Bruhat length n(n−1)
2
.
Proof. Parts (1)(4) are the classical results. For (2), we let S1 = {1, · · · , m}, S2 = {m+ 1, · · · , n}.
Then w[n
2
] interchanges S1 with S2. For any (ij) ∈ Φ
+ with i < j, (a) if i ∈ S1, j ∈ S2, then
w[n
2
](ij) ∈ −Φ
+; (b) if i, j ∈ S1, then w[n
2
](i) = n − i + 1 > w[n
2
](j) = n − j + 1, w[n
2
](ij) ∈ −Φ
+;
(c0) if i, j ∈ S2 \ {m + 1}, then w[n
2
](i) = n − i + 2 > w[n
2
](j) = n − j + 2, w[n
2
](ij) ∈ −Φ
+; (c1) if
i = m + 1, j > m + 1, then w[n
2
](i) = 1, w[n
2
](j) = n − j + 2 > w[n
2
](i) = 1, w[n
2
](ij) ∈ Φ
+. Hence
l(w[n
2
]) = n(n−1)
2
− (n
2
− 1) = n
2−2n+2
2
.
For (3), similarly we let S1 = {1, · · · , m + 1}, S2 = {m + 2, · · · , n}. Then w[n
2
](S2) = S1 \ {1}, and
w[n
2
](S1 \ {m+ 1}) = S2. For any (ij) ∈ Φ
+, (a0) if i ∈ S1 \ {m+ 1}, j ∈ S2, then w[n
2
](ij) ∈ −Φ
+;
(a1) if i = m+ 1, j ∈ S2, then w[n
2
](i) = 1 < w[n
2
](j), w[n
2
](ij) ∈ Φ
+; (b0) if i, j ∈ S1 \ {m+ 1}, then
w[n
2
](i) = n − i + 1 > w[n
2
](j) = n− j + 1,w[n
2
](ij) ∈ −Φ+ ; (b1) if i, j = m + 1 ∈ S1, then w[n
2
](i) =
n− i+1 > w[n
2
](j) = 1,w[n
2
](ij) ∈ −Φ+ ; (c) if i, j ∈ S2, then w[n
2
](i) = n− i+2 > w[n
2
](j) = n−j+2,
w[n
2
](ij) ∈ −Φ
+. Hence l(w[n
2
]) =
n(n−1)
2
− n−1
2
= n
2−2n+1
2
. 
Lemma 6.4. Keep the above notations.
(1) C(w0) is an open Zariski-dense subvarity of GLn.
(2) For s ∈ S, w ∈ W , C(s)C(w) =
{
C(sw) if l(w) < l(sw),
C(w) ∪ C(sw) if l(sw) < l(w)
.
(3) ωC(w0) with ω ∈ W , form an open covering of GLn.
Proof. See [Sp, p.145]. 
For each w ∈ W , let w = s1 · · · sl, for l = l(w). By [Sp, p.150, 8.5.5], if w′ ≤ w, then w′ = si1 · · · sik
by deleting some sj from the product of si’s in w.
Example 6.5. Consider w[n] = (12 · · ·n). Then (12 · · ·n) = (12)(23) · · · (n − 2, n− 1)(n− 1, n). If
w′ ≤ w, and l(w′) = n− 2, then w′ is one of (12 · · ·n− 1), (12 · · ·n− 2)(n− 1, n), · · · , (2 · · ·n).
Lemma 6.6 (Exchange condition). For w ∈ W , s = sα ∈ S,
(1) l(ws) < l(w) iff w has a reduced expression ending in s,
(2) l(sw) < l(w) iff w has a reduced expression beginning from s.
Proof. See [Hu2, p.14]. 
Lemma 6.7. If X is an irreducible subvariety of C(w) of codimension 1, then:
(1) X ∩ BswB 6= ∅, for some transposition s = (ij),
(2) X ∩ BsBwB 6= ∅, for some transposition s = (ij).
Proof. 1) Keep the above notations. Let wˆi = s1 · · · si−1si+1 · · · sl. Then X ∩ BwˆiB 6= ∅, for some
i. Let w1 = s1 · · · si−1,w2 = si+1 · · · sl. Then wˆi = w1w2, w = w1siw2, so wˆi = w1siw
−1
1 w = sw, for
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s = w1siw
−1
1 , a transposition.
2) Assume that s = sj1 · · · sjk is a reduced decomposition, for some sjt ∈ S. By the above lemma,
BsB = Bsj1B · · ·BsjkB, and BsjkBwB ⊇ BsjkwB. Hence BsBwB ⊇ Bsj1 · · · sjkwB = BswB.
This result holds. 
Remark 6.8. Keep the above notations. If w = (i1 · · · in) is an n-cycle, and s = (i1il), then
sw = (i1 · · · il−1)(il · · · in).
Proof. sw = s
(
i1 · · · il−1 il il+1 · · · in−1 in
i2 · · · il il+1 il+2 · · · in i1
)
=
(
i1 · · · il−1 il il+1 · · · in−1 in
i2 · · · i1 il+1 il+2 · · · in il
)
=
(i1 · · · il−1)(il · · · in). 
Remark 6.9. If we replace GLn by SLn, the above results also hold, although the representative
matrices for the Weyl group Sn for GLn and SLn may not be the same.
6.2. Application of generic elements. Let H denote a connected algebraic group over K. Recall
in [PrRa1, p.61, Section 2.1.11] or Steinberg’s [RSt], a semi-simple element g ∈ H(K) is called
regular, if the dimension of its centralizer ZH(g) equals the rank of H.
Example 6.10. Let H(K) = SLn(K), T(K) its diagonal torus, B(K) its standard Borel subgroup
of upper triangular matrices, N(K) ⊆ B(K) the subgroup of unipotent matrices.
(1) A diagonal matrix g = diag(α1, · · · , αn) ∈ T(K) is regular if αi 6= αj, for i 6= j.
(2) For a regular element g ∈ T(K), and n ∈ N(K), (a) ng is SLn(K)-conjugate to g, (b) ng is
also a regular element.
Proof. See [RSt, p.53, 2.11(e)], and [RSt, p.54, 2.13, Coro.]. 
Remark 6.11. In the above example (2), if the regular element g ∈ T(K), and n ∈ N(K), then ng
is SLn(K)-conjugate to g.
Proof. By Linear Algebra. 
In [PrRa3, Section 9.4], a regular semi-simple element g is called generic if the connected torus
ZH(g)
0 is generic over K( cf. [PrRa3, p.23, Section 9]). In the rest of this subsection, we will keep
the notations of Example 6.10.
For simplicity, we follow the notations as in [PrRa3, Theorem 9.1]; let T(v1), · · · ,T(vr) be the
corresponding maximal Kvi-torus for our group H = SLn/K . Let T(vi)reg be the Zariski-open
Kvi-subvariety of regular elements in T(vi). Let U(T(vi), Kvi) = {yty
−1 | y ∈ SLn(Kvi), t ∈
T(vi)reg(Kvi)}. By [PrRa3, p.126, Lemma 3.4], U(T(vi), Kvi) is a solid open subset of SLn(Kvi).
(cf. [PrRa2, p.126]) Note that for each SLn(Kvi), we endow it with the vi-adic topology.
Lemma 6.12. (1) SLn(K) →֒
∏r
i=1 SLn(Kvi) is dense.
(2) K× →֒
∏r
i=1K
×
vi
is dense.
(3) GLn(K) →֒
∏r
i=1GLn(Kvi) is dense.
Proof. For (1), see [Kn, p.188]. The weak approximation theorem tells us that the image of K in∏r
i=1Kvi is dense, see [Cas, p.48, Lemma] for the proof. Since K is an infinite additive group, by
following that proof, one can see that the image of K× in
∏r
i=1K
×
vi
is also dense. The last result can
deduce from (1) and (2). 
Let ω0 be the element of maximal Bruhat length in the Weyl group for SLn/K .
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Lemma 6.13. B(Kvi)ω˙0B(Kvi)ω˙ ∩ U(T(vi), Kvi) 6= ∅, for any w ∈ W .
Proof. Let Kvi be an algebraic closure of Kvi . Then B(Kvi)ω˙0B(Kvi)∩SLn(Kvi) = B(Kvi)ω˙0B(Kvi),
and then B(Kvi)ω˙0B(Kvi)ω˙ ∩ SLn(Kvi) = B(Kvi)ω˙0B(Kvi)ω˙. By [Jan, PP.160-161], Bω˙0Bω˙ is open
and Zariski-dense in SLn/Kvi . By [PlRa, p.114, Lemma 3.2], B(Kvi)ω˙0B(Kvi)ω˙ is dense in SLn(Kvi).
So the result holds. 
We shall follow the section 9 in [PrRa3] to prove the next result:
Lemma 6.14. B(K)ω˙0B(K)ω˙ contains a generic element, for any w ∈ W .
Proof. Note that B(Kvi)ω˙0B(Kvi)ω˙ is also closed in SLn(Kvi). Moreover, B(K)ω˙0B(K)ω˙
is dense B(Kvi)ω˙0B(Kvi)ω˙. Hence the image of B(K)ω˙0B(K)ω˙ in
∏r
i=1 SLn(Kvi) is just∏r
i=1B(Kvi)ω˙0B(Kvi)ω˙. So by the above lemma 6.13, B(K)ω˙0B(K)ω˙ ∩
∏r
i=1 U(T(vi), Kvi) 6= ∅.
By the proof of Theorem 9.6 in [PrRa3], an element in the intersection set just above is a generic
element. 
Let Treg(K) denote the set of regular elements of diagonal matrices.
Corollary 6.15. N(K)ω˙0Treg(K)N(K)ω˙ contains a generic element, for any ω ∈ W .
Proof. It comes from the fact that closure of the image of N(K)ω˙0Treg(K)N(K)ω˙ in
∏r
i=1 SLn(Kvi)
is also
∏r
i=1B(Kvi)ω˙0B(Kvi)ω˙. 
Note that if g is a generic element, its SLn(K)-conjugation is also a generic element. Note that
a generic element is also regular. Hence there exists a generic element of Frobenius matrix H∗1 =
0 (−1)n+1
1
. . . −c1
. . .
. . .
...
. . . 0 −cn−2
1 −cn−1
.
6.3. Zariski dense set. Go back to Section 6.1. For each g ∈ G, let us choose certain kg ∈ K×
(K× ⊇ µmn) such that π˜(g) = kgπ(g) belongs to SLn(K).
Assumption (D). There exists an element g ∈ G, such that π(g) is a regular element in GLn(K).
From now on we fix one such element h∗ = π(g∗), for some g∗ ∈ G. Let h˜∗ = kg∗π(g∗) ∈ SLn(K).
Assume the characteristic polynomial of h˜∗ is given by P (X) = (X − a1) · · · (X − an), for some
different ai ∈ µmn ⊆ K.
Lemma 6.16. Let ω = (i1i2 · · · in) ∈ Sn be a cyclic permutation of length n. For any g =
diag(α1, · · · , αn) ∈ SLn(K), there exists a diagonal matrix t = (t1, · · · , tn) ∈ GLn(K), such that
t−1tω = diag(t−11 tω(1), · · · , t
−1
n tω(n)) = g. Moreover if each αi ∈ K
n, we can assume t ∈ SLn(K).
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume ω = (12 · · ·n). Then t−1tω =
(t−11 t2, t
−1
2 t3, · · · , t
−1
n−1tn, t
−1
n t1). By calculation, t
−1tω = g has a solution t ∈ GLn(K); more-
over if all αi ∈ Kn, t can be chosen from SLn(K). 
Lemma 6.17. There exists t ∈ T (K) ⊆ GLn(K), ω ∈ Sn such that ω˙tH∗1 t
−1 ∈ Ch˜∗.
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Proof. Let t = diag(t1, · · · , tn) ∈ GLn(K), tH∗1 t
−1 =

0 (−1)n+1t1t−1n
t2t
−1
1
. . . −t2t−1n c1
. . .
. . .
...
. . . 0 −tn−1t−1n cn−2
tnt
−1
n−1 −cn−1
 =
ω˙[n]

t2t
−1
1 −t2t
−1
n c1
. . .
...
. . . −tn−1t−1n cn−2
tnt
−1
n−1 −cn−1
t1t
−1
n
, where we choose ω˙[n] =

0 (−1)n+1
1
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
1 0
.
By the above lemma 6.16, there exists an element t such that the characteristic polynomial of
ω˙−1[n] tH
∗
1 t
−1 is the above P (X). Hence the result holds. 
Finally there exist x, y ∈ GLn(K), ω ∈ W , such that y−1x−1h˜∗xω˙y = h∗1. Set (e1, · · · , en) =
(f1, · · · , fn)x. Set (x1, · · · , xn) = (f1, · · · , fn)x. Under such basis, recall the representation Π = π∗πn
at the beginning. Let Πy = y−1 ◦Π ◦ y be the twisted representation by y. We shall follow the proof
of [PrRa3, Thm. 9.10] to show the result below.
Lemma 6.18. Under the above basis {x1, · · · , xn} of V , the set K× Im(Πy) ∩ SLn(K) is Zariski
dense in SLn(K).
Proof. We may assume n ≥ 2. The set K× Im(Πy) ∩ SLn(K) contains the generic element h∗1. Let
T = ZSLn(K)(h
∗
1). It is known that the cyclic group 〈h
∗
1〉 is Zariski-dense in T . Let V0 = K
n
. Then
Πy : G∗Sn×V0 −→ V0 is also an irreducible representation. If for all g ∈ G∗Sn, Πy(g)TΠy(g)−1 = T ,
then g ∈ T , contradicting to the irreducibility. By following the proof of [PrRa3, Thm. 9.10] and
the structure of SLn(cf. [KnMeRoTi, Ch. VI, 24.A]), we can get the result. 
Corollary 6.19. Under the above basis {x1, · · · , xn} of V , the set K× Im(Πy) is Zariski dense in
GLn(K).
Proof. Note that SLn(K) is a Zariski closure subgroup of GLn(K). Then the Zariski closure of
K× Im(Πy) ∩ SLn(K) in GLn(K) is SLn(K). Then the Zariski closure of K× Im(Πy) contains
K× SLn(K), which is Zariski-dense in GLn(K). 
Lemma 6.20. There exists a basis {x1, · · · , xn} of V , such that the set K× Im(Π) is Zariski dense
in GLn(K).
Proof. It is a consequence of the above result. 
7. Symmetric extension
Keep the notations of Section 6. For g1, · · · , gn ∈ G, let g1⊙ g2⊙· · ·⊙ gn =
∑
p∈Sn
1
n!
gp(1)⊗ gp(2)⊗
· · ·⊗ gp(n) be the symmetric tensor of gi’s; for simplicity we will write this element by (g1, · · · , gn)
⊙n,
or g⊙ni . Clearly g
⊙n
i ∈ C[G]⊗C[G]⊗· · ·⊗C[G]. The product of two such elements is given as follows:
[g⊙ni ] ∗ [h
⊙n
i ] =
∑
p,q∈Sn
1
(n!)2
gp(1)hq(1) ⊗ gp(2)hq(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ gp(n)hq(n)
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=
∑
q∈Sn
1
n!
(gihq(i))
⊙n =
∑
q∈Sn
1
n!
(gq(i)hi)
⊙n.
Let G⊙n denote the semigroup generated by those g⊙ni . Then there exists an embedding G →֒
G⊙; g 7−→ g⊙n. Let Sn(V ) or V ⊙n denote the space of all symmetric tensors of order n defined on
V . Let (Π = π⊗n, V ⊗n) be the canonical tensor representation of G× · · · ×G︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
as well as C[G]⊗n.
Lemma 7.1. (1) G⊙n is a semigroup with an identity element 1⊙nG ;
(2) The restriction of (Π, V ⊗n) to (Π, Sn(V )) will give a representation of G⊙n, defined by
Π(g⊙ni )(v
⊙n
i ) =
∑
q∈Sn
1
n!
(π(gi)vq(i))
⊙n for v⊙ni =
∑
q∈Sn
1
n!
vq(1) ⊗ vq(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ vq(n) ∈ Sn(V ) ;
we will denote this representation by (π⊙n, V ⊙n) from now on.
Proof. 1) For g⊙ni ∈ G
⊙n, g⊙ni ∗ 1
⊙n
G =
∑
q∈Sn
1
n!
(gi1G)
⊙n = g⊙ni , similarly 1
⊙n
G ∗ g
⊙n
i = g
⊙n
i .
2) For pure tensors v⊙ni ∈ S
n(V ), g⊙ni ∈ G
⊙n,
Π(g⊙ni )v
⊙n
i =
∑
p,q∈Sn
1
(n!)2
π(gp(1))vq(1) ⊗ π(gp(2))vq(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ π(gp(n))vq(n)
=
∑
p∈Sn
1
n!
∑
q∈Sn
1
n!
π(gp(1))vpq(1) ⊗ π(gp(2))vpq(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ π(gp(n))vpq(n)
=
∑
q∈Sn
1
n!
(π(gi)vq(i))
⊙n ∈ Sn(V ).

Our next purpose is to show that G⊙n is a finite monoid. To achieve the purpose, we need to use
some results on free group of finite rank. Our main references about free groups are Lyndon-Schupp’s
book [LySc], Magnus-Karrass-Solitar’s[MaKaSo]. Here we follow their notations directly.
Lemma 7.2. For a finite group H, let {Wµ(Xλ) = 1} be the totality of identities that H satisfies,
λ ∈ Z+. Then a reduced free group of finite rank with Wµ(Xλ) = 1, much be a finite group.
Proof. See [MaKaSo, p.84, Exercise 35] for the details. 
We now apply the above result to our group H = Gn. Assume the cardinality of H is m. Let R =
〈x1, · · · , xm;Wµ(Uλ(x1, · · · , xm)), · · · 〉 be the corresponding reduced free group of rank m, induced
by H in the above lemma. For each element r ∈ R, we choose a reduced word representative r of
least length in the free group R = 〈x1, · · · , xm〉. Let N be the maximal number of the lengths of
these r, as r runs though all elements of R.
Let β1, · · · , βm be the pure tensors of G⊙n corresponding to different elements h1, · · · , hm
of H respectively. Notice that some βi among them may be equal. Let G˜⊙n ={
1
(n!)N
∑m
i=1 niβi |
∑
ni = (n!)
N , ni non-negative integer
}
.
Lemma 7.3. G⊙n ⊆ G˜⊙n.
Proof. By definition, for α = g⊙ni , α ∗ βj =
1
n!
∑m
i=1 niβi, for some ni ∈ Z
≥0, with
∑
ni = n!. Hence
for βl1, · · · , βlk+1, βl1 ∗ · · · ∗ βlk+1 =
1
(n!)k
∑n
i=1 n
′
iβi, n
′
i ∈ Z
≥0,
∑
n′i = (n!)
k. Hence for k ≤ N ,
βl1 ∗ · · · ∗ βlk+1 ∈ G˜
⊙n. When k = N + 1, let hli denote one corresponding element of βli in H .
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Then the corresponding word xl1xl2 · · ·xlN+2 = W1W2, for some words W1, W2, where the length
of W1 is less than N , and W2 belongs to the verbal subgroup R(Wµ(Uλ(x1, · · · , xm)), · · · ) of R. If
W2 = Wµ1(U1(x1, · · · , xm), , · · · , Ukµ1 (x1, · · · , xm)) · · · = x
ǫ1
i1
· · ·xǫsis , ǫi = ±1, substituting xj by any
hj ∈ H , or any gj ∈ G, we get W2(h1, · · · , hm) = W2(g1, · · · , gm) = 1. Therefore β
ǫ1
i1
∗ · · · ∗ βǫsis = 1,
and βl1 ∗ · · · ∗ βlN+2 ∈ G˜
⊙n, where βǫkik corresponds to h
ǫk
ik
. 
Remark 7.4. The finite monoid G⊙n contains G as a subgroup.
We can associate formally monoids M(G) = ⊕∞n=0G
⊙n, or other monoids, for each finite group G.
Lemma 7.5. C[G⊙n] is semi-simple.
Proof. Let H = G× · · · ×G︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
, with a left Sn-action given by (p, h = (g1, · · · , gn)) 7−→ p(h) =
(gp(1), · · · , gp(n)), for gi ∈ G, p ∈ Sn. Let H ⋊ Sn = {(h, p) | h ∈ H, p ∈ Sn}, with the law
given by (h1, p1)(h2, p2) = (h1p1(h2), p1p2). Let A = C[H ] = {f : H −→ C} ≃ C[G] ⊗ · · · ⊗ C[G].
Then C[H ] is a left H ⋊ Sn-module, defined as (h1, p1)f(h2) = f(p
−1
1 (h2h1)), for hi ∈ H , p1 ∈ Sn.
Then A ≃ EndA(A). Moreover C[G⊙n] ≃ ASn ≃ EndC[H⋊Sn](A). Since the endomorphism algebra of
a completely reducible module is semi-simple by [Gr, p.29], C[G⊙n] is semi-simple. 
7.1. Assume now G1, G2 are two finite groups, and there exists a group morphism f : G1 −→ G2.
Then it induces a monoid homomorphism f⊙n : G⊙n1 −→ G
⊙n
2 . Moreover, if f is surjective, f
⊙n is
also surjective. As a consequence, for a profinite group G = lim←−Gm with each Gm a finite group,
one can associate a profinite monoid G⊙n = lim←−G
⊙n
m . Hence many important questions come, from
profinite groups to profinite monoids. (cf. [Al], [NiSe], [Se2], [Se3], [BSt4])
8. Theta representations of finite monoids I
Let M , M1,M2 be finite monoids and assume their C-algebras semi-simple.
Lemma 8.1. Let (π, V ) be a finite dimensional representation of M . Then (π, V ) is a multiplicity-
free representation of M iff EndM(V ) is a commutative algebra.
Proof. Assume π ≃ ⊕σ∈Irr(M)mσσ, for mσ = mM(π, σ). Then EndM(V ) ≃ ⊕σ∈Irr(M)Mmσ(C), where
Mmσ(C) designates the matrix algebra over C of degree mσ. Hence EndM(V ) is a commutative
algebra iff all mσ = 1. 
Let ∆Mi = {(h, h) | h ∈ Mi} be the diagonal submonoid of Mi × Mi. Let (ρ,W ) be a finite-
dimensional M1−M2-bimodules. Let C = EndC(W ), and let A be a subalgebra of C generated by all
ρ([h1, 1]), B a subalgebra of C generated by all ρ([1, h2]), for h1 ∈M1, h2 ∈M2. Then the commutant
ZA(C) = {f ∈ C | fg = gf, for all g ∈ A} = {f ∈ C | fρ(h1) = ρ(h1)f, for all h1 ∈ M1} =
EndM1(ρ), and ZB(C) = EndM2(ρ). Let us write ρ ≃ ⊕σ∈RM1 (ρ)σ ⊗ D(Θσ) ≃ ⊕D(δ)∈RM2 (ρ)ΘD(δ) ⊗
D(δ), as M1 −M2-bimodules.
Proposition 8.2. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) ρ is a theta M1 ×M2-bimodule,
(2) B = ZA(C),
(3) A = ZB(C),
(4) RMβ×Mβ(EndMα(ρ)) = {δβ ⊗D(δβ) | some δβ ∈ Irr(Mβ)}, for 1 ≤ α 6= β ≤ 2,
(5) EndMα(ρ) is a multiplicity-free Mβ −Mβ-bimodule, for 1 ≤ α 6= β ≤ 2,
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(6) mM1×M1(ρ ⊗M2 D(ρ), σ ⊗ D(σ)) ≤ 1 and mM2×M2(D(ρ) ⊗M1 ρ, δ ⊗ D(δ)) ≤ 1, for all σ ∈
Irr(M1), δ ∈ Irr(M2).
Proof. (1)⇔(2) For (σ, U) ∈ Irr(M1), let us write dσ = dimC U . Let D(π
#
2 ) = ⊕σ∈RM1 (ρ)dσD(Θσ),
and D(π2) = ⊕σ∈RM1 (ρ)D(Θσ), two right representations of M2. Then B is isomorphic to the algebra
generated by all D(π#2 )(h2) in EndC
(
D(π#2 )
)
, or even to the algebra generated by all D(π2)(h2)
in EndC
(
D(π2)
)
. Therefore the condition B = ZA(C) implies that (1) D(Θσi) ∈ D(Irr(M2)), for
σi ∈ RM1(ρ), (2) D(Θσi) ≇ D(Θσj ), for σi ≇ σj ∈ RM1(ρ); the converse also holds.
(2)⇔(3) It can be seen as a consequence of (1)⇔(2).
(1)⇒(4) For σ ∈ RM1(ρ), D(Θσ) is irreducible, and uniquely determined by σ. Hence EndM1(ρ) ≃
⊕σ∈RM1 (ρ)Θσ ⊗D(Θσ) as left-right representations of M2 ×M2. By symmetry the (4) holds.
(4)⇒(5) EndM1(ρ) ≃ ⊕σ∈RM1 (ρ)Θσ⊗D(Θσ). Hence the condition implies D(Θσ) ∈ D(Irr(M2)). Sim-
ilarly ΘD(δ) ∈ Irr(M1), for D(δ) ∈ RM2(ρ). If D(Θσ1) ≃ D(Θσ2) ≃ D(δ) ∈ D(Irr(M2)), for different
σ1, σ2 ∈ RM1(ρ), then σ1 ⊕ σ2  ΘD(δ), a contradiction.
(5)⇒(6) Assume α = 1, β = 2. Let us write ρ ≃ ⊕lj=1njΘD(δj) ⊗ D(δj), for some nj ≥ 1, as
M1 × M2-bimodules. Then EndM1(ρ) = HomM1(⊕
l
j=1njΘD(δj) ⊗ D(δj),⊕
l
k=1nkΘD(δk) ⊗ D(δk)) ≃
⊕j,k HomM1(ΘD(δj),ΘD(δk)) ⊗C njnkδj ⊗C D(δk). Hence the condition (5) implies that all nj =
1, and mM1(ΘD(δj),ΘD(δk)) = δij , the Kronecker delta notation. In particular, ΘD(δj) is irre-
ducible. Then D(ρ) ⊗ ρ ≃ ⊕l,lj,k=1D(ΘD(δk)) ⊗ ΘD(δj) ⊗ δk ⊗ D(δj). Since D(ΘD(δk)) ⊗M1 ΘD(δj) ≃
HomM1(ΘD(δj),ΘD(δk)) ≃ δjkC. So by duality, part (6) is right.
(6)⇒(1) If D(δ1)⊕D(δ2)  D(Θσ), for some σ ∈ RM1(ρ), then [σ⊗D(σ)⊗D(δ1)⊗δ1]⊕ [σ⊗D(σ)⊗
D(δ2)⊗ δ2]  ρ⊗D(ρ); this contradicts to mM1×M1(ρ⊗M2 D(ρ), σ⊗D(σ)) ≤ 1. Similarly, the other
side is also right. 
If M1, M2 are finite groups, one can replace the above right representations by the corresponding
contragredient left representations. Recall the definition of a strong Gelfand pair in [AiAvGo].
Lemma 8.3. Assume Mi are finite groups.
(1) If ρ ⊗ ρˇ|∆M1×(M2×M2), ρ ⊗ ρˇ|(M1×M1)×∆M2 both are multiplicity-free representations, then ρ is
a theta representation of M1 ×M2.
(2) Assume that each (∆Mi,Mi × Mi) is a strongly Gelfand pair, for i = 1, 2. Then ρ ⊗
ρˇ|∆M1×(M2×M2), ρ⊗ ρˇ|(M1×M1)×∆M2 both are multiplicity-free iff ρ is a theta representation.
Proof. The first statement follows from the above (6). For the second statement, ρ ⊗ ρˇ ≃
⊕σ∈RM1 (ρ)σ⊗ σˇ⊗ θσ ⊗ θˇσ, for θσ ∈ RM2(ρ). Under the assumption, [θσ ⊗ θˇσ]|∆M2 is multiplicity-free,
so mM1×M1×∆M2 (ρ ⊗ ρˇ, σ ⊗ σˇ ⊗ η) ≤ 1, for any η ∈ Irr(M2). By symmetry, the second statement
holds. 
8.1. One result.
Assumption 8.4. (1) M1, M2 both are semi-simple monoids,
(2) for each i, Ni, Mi are centric submonoids of Mi,
(3) for each i, Ni is also a subgroup of Mi,
(4) ι : M1
N1
≃ M2
N2
.
Let Γ ⊆ M1
N1
× M2
N2
be the graph of ι. Let p : M1 ×M2 −→
M1×M2
N1×N2
≃ M1
N1
× M2
N2
, and Γ = p−1(Γ).
Clearly, Γ ⊇ N1 ×N2.
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Lemma 8.5. Γ, Γ both are centric submonoids of themselves.
Proof. Since Γ ≃ Mi
Ni
, [m]Γ = Γ[m], for any m ∈ Γ, so mΓ = (N1×N2)mΓ = Γm(N1×N2) = Γm. 
Consequently, Γ, Γ both are inverse monoids and semi-simple monoids. Recall the results from
Lemmas 4.17, 4.18. For simplicity, we identity M1
N1
with M2
N2
, and use the same notations for this two
monoids. By Lemma 4.18, ι defines a bijection map from E(M1) = E(
M1
N1
) to E(M2) = E(
M2
N2
). For
simplicity, we use the same notation E for E(M1) and E(M2).
Let Irr(f,f)(M1 ×M2) denote the set of irreducible representations of M1 ×M2 having the apexes
of the form (f, f), and IrrE(M1 ×M2) = ∪f∈E Irr
(f,f)(M1 ×M2). By Lemma 4.17(2), 1 −→ Nα −→
GMαf −→ G
Mα
Nα
[f ] −→ 1, is an exact sequence of groups. Hence ι :
G
M1
f
N1
≃
G
M2
f
N2
.
Lemma 8.6. (1) Γ ∩ [GM1f ×G
M2
f ] = G
Γ
(f,f).
(2) For (ρ,W ) ∈ Irr(f,f)(Γ), RM1×M2(Ind
M1×M2
Γ ρ) ∩ Irr
E(M1 ×M2) ⊆ Irr
(f,f)(M1 ×M2).
Proof. 1) If (m1, m2) ∈ Γ ∩ [G
M1
f × G
M2
f ], then M1m1 = M1f , M2m2 = M2f . Hence
M1
N1
[f ] =
M1
N1
[m1],
M2
N2
[f ] = M2
N2
[m2], [mi] ∈ G
Mi
Ni
[f ] . Since ι([m1]) = [m2], ([m1], [m2]) ∈
Γ
N1×N2
. Assume
Γ
N1×N2
([m1], [m2]) =
Γ
N1×N2
([f ′], [f ′]). Then M1
N1
[f ′] = M1
N1
[m1] =
M1
N1
[f ], M2
N2
[f ′] = M2
N2
[m2] =
M2
N2
[f ].
Hence ([m1], [m2]) ∈ G
Γ
N1×N2
([f ′],[f ′]) = G
Γ
N1×N2
([f ],[f ]), (m1, m2) ∈ G
Γ
(f,f). Conversely, (m1, m2) ∈ G
Γ
(f,f),
Γ(m1, m2) = Γ(f, f), so Mimi =Mif . Hence mi ∈ G
Mi
f , (m1, m2) ∈ Γ ∩ [G
M1
f ×G
M2
f ].
2) Assume (π1, π2) ∈ Irr
(f ′,f ′)(M1×M2), and 0 6= HomM1×M2(Ind
M1×M2
Γ ρ, π1⊗π2) ≃ HomΓ(ρ, π1⊗π2).
Note that π1 ⊗ π2|Γ only contains irreducible components of apex f ′. Hence fLM1f
′. Since M1 is an
inverse monoid, f = f ′. 
Let (ρ,W ) be a representation of Γ of finite dimension. Assume that its irreducible components
share the same apex (f, f).
Proposition 8.7. ResΓN1×N2 ρ is a theta representation of N1 × N2 iff π = Ind
M1×M2
Γ ρ is a theta
representation of M1 ×M2 with respect to Irr
E(M1 ×M2).
Proof. Assume ρ = IndGΓ
(f,f)
σ,W = IndGΓ
(f,f)
S. Note that LΓ(f,f) = G
Γ
(f,f). For simplicity, we can
also use the (ρ,W ) for (σ, S). Then ResΓN1×N2 ρ = Res
GΓ
(f,f)
N1×N2
ρ. By the above lemma, GΓ(f,f) =
Γ ∩ [GM1f × G
M2
f ], and we only need to consider irreducible components of π in Irr
(f,f)(M1 ×M2).
For (π1 ⊗ π2, V1 ⊗ V2) ∈ Irr
(f,f)(M1 ×M2), assume πi = IndGMi
f
σi. Hence HomM1×M2(π, π1 ⊗ π2) ≃
HomΓ(ρ, π1 ⊗ π2) ≃ HomΓ∩[GM1
f
×G
M2
f
]
(ρ, σ1 ⊗ σ2). Finally it reduces to the finite group case, which
have already been proved. (cf. [Wa1, Thm. A]) 
9. Theta representations of finite monoids II
9.1. Symmetric extension. Let (χ,C) be a character of Sn, (π, V ) an irreducible representation
of G of dimension m. Let (π ≀χ, V ≀C) be a representation of G ≀Sn, given in Defintion 2.5. It is clear
that G⊙n commutes with Sn in C[G ≀ Sn]. Recall the representation (π⊙n, V ⊙n) of G⊙n in Lemma
7.1.
Theorem 9.1. (π ≀ χ, V ≀ C) is a theta representation of G⊙n × Sn.
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Proof. For simplicity, we assume χ = the trivial representation. In this case, it suffices to show the
restriction of (π⊗n, V ⊗n) to G⊙n × Sn is a theta representation. Let W = End(V ) ≃ V ∗ ⊗ V . By
[FuHa, p.86], EndSn(V
⊗n) ≃ W⊙n, and W⊙n is generated by w⊙n = w ⊗ · · · ⊗ w, for w ∈ W . It is
known that some π(g) form a basis of W . For any 0 6= w ∈ W , there exists ci ∈ C×, gi ∈ G, such
that w =
∑l
i=1 ciπ(gi). Let A = {cigi | 1 ≤ i ≤ l}. Let H = {hi = (h1, · · · , hn) | hi ∈ A}. Each
hi corresponds to h
⊙n
i =
∑
p∈Sn
1
n!
hp(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ hp(n) ∈ C[G⊙n]. Hence w⊙n =
∑
h dhπ
⊗n(h⊙ni ), for
some dh ∈ Q. Hence w⊙n ∈ π⊗n(C[G⊙n]). Finally, EndSn(V
⊗n) ≃ π⊗n(C[G⊙n]). By Proposition 8.2,
(π⊗n, V ⊗n) is a theta representation of G⊙n × Sn. 
Example 9.2. Let the above χ be the trivial representation of Sn. Then the Howe corresponding
gives
(1) χ+Sn ←→ π
∧n,
(2) 1Sn ←→ π
⊙n,
where 1Sn (resp. χ
+
Sn
) denotes the trivial (resp. sign) representation of Sn, and π
⊙n(resp. π∧n)
denotes the symmtric ( resp. exterior) power representation of G⊙n.
Corollary 9.3. (π⊙n, V ⊙n), (π∧n, V ∧n) both are irreducible representations of G⊙n.
Note that V ⊙n ⊗ D(V )⊙n is generated by vectors v ⊗ · · · ⊗ v︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
⊗ v∗ ⊗ · · · ⊗ v∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
, [V ⊗ D(V )]⊙n is
generated by vectors (v ⊗ v∗)⊗ · · · ⊗ (v ⊗ v∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
. Hence the isomorphism between V ⊗n ⊗D(V )⊗n and
(V ⊗D(V ))⊗n will induce the isomorphism between V ⊙n ⊗ D(V )⊙n and [V ⊗ D(V )]⊙n. Note that
V ⊗ D(V ) →֒ C[G], which induces [V ⊗ D(V )]⊙n →֒ C[G⊙n]. Since C[G⊙n] is a theta G⊙n − G⊙n-
bimodules. Consequently, if (τ, U) ∈ Irr(G), and τ ≇ π, then π⊙n ⊗D(π)⊙n ≇ τ⊙n ⊗D(τ)⊙n, which
implies π⊙n ≇ τ⊙n. Hence:
Lemma 9.4. Irr(G⊙n) contains the pure part {π⊙ni | πi ∈ Irr(G)}, and π
⊙n
1 ≇ π
⊙n
2 if π1 ≇ π2.
9.2. Free extension. Keep the above notations. By Lemma 6.20, we can take a basis {e1, · · · , em}
of V such that (1) there exists a field extension K/Q, for K ⊆ K ⊆ C, (2) under such basis,
π(g) ∈ GLm(K), for all g ∈ G, (3) for the free extension representation (Π, V ) of G ∗ Sm from (π, V )
of G, the image K×Π(G ∗ Sm) is Zariski-dense in GLm(K) as well as Mm(K). We assume K ⊆ C.
Let (χ,C) be a character of Sn. Let (Π ≀χ, V ≀C) be the corresponding representation of (G∗Sm) ≀Sn.
We will use some results of [KrPr, p.23, Section 3] to prove the next result.
Theorem 9.5. (Π ≀ χ, V ≀ C) is a theta representation of (G ∗ Sm)× Sn.
Proof. By [KrPr, p.28, Exercise], we can assume that all representations are K-representations in-
stead of C-representations. Similar to the above proof of Theorem 9.1, we also assume χ = the trivial
representation, and let W = End(V ) ≃ V ∗ ⊗ V . Let X = K
×
Π(G ∗ Sm), X0 = Π(G ∗ Sm). By
[KrPr, p.24, Lemma], W⊙n is generated by x⊙n = x ⊗ · · · ⊗ x, for all x ∈ X or all x ∈ X0. Hence
EndSn(V
⊗n) = 〈Π(G ∗ Sm)〉. By [KrPr, p.26], we obtain the result. 
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